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Executive Summary and
Recommendations

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview
This report focusses on the retail and network exemption
framework. On-sellers and embedded network operators
(who are usually one and the same person) are granted
an exemption by the Australian Energy Regulator (AER)
from obtaining a retailer authorisation, and (separately)
an exemption from registration with the Australian
Energy Market Operator (AEMO) as a distribution
business. Thus, there are three key participants in the
exemption process:1
• the exempt consumer;
• the exempt seller; and,
• the exempt network service operator.
The origin of allowing exemption from authorisation as
a retailer and/or a registered distribution business was
to provide a more cost effective and flexible regulatory
process for small-scale energy suppliers, particularly
where the supply of energy was incidental to their
primary business.
The main purpose of this SACOSS study is to develop
a preliminary view on the efficacy of the customer
protection mechanisms for one of the more vulnerable
segments of exempt customers, the occupants of
permanent caravan and residential parks. However, the
findings of the study will have broader implications
for other exempt small consumers such as consumers
located in retirement villages, strata title apartments and
small business consumers in shopping centres.

Principles
SACOSS notes and generally endorses the principles that
underpin the national exemption regime as set out in the
National Energy Retail Law (NERL). The policy principles
include:
• t he regulatory arrangements for exempt sellers should
not necessarily diverge from those applying to retailers;
•e
 xempt customers should, as far as practicable, be
afforded the right to a choice of retailer in the same
way as comparable retail customers in the same
jurisdiction have that right; and,
•e
 xempt customers should, as far as practicable, not
be denied customer protections afforded to retail
customers under this Law and Rules.
However, we have a somewhat different perspective in
assessing the current exemption regime. For example,
SACOSS considers that the starting point for any

discussion on consumer protection is the fundamental
principle that all consumers in our society have a right to
access a safe, reliable and affordable electricity supply.
To whit, SACOSS also considers that all consumers
should, as far as practical, have the same level of
customer protection regardless of who supplies the
electricity. However, given the characteristics of small
consumers such as the ones included in this study,
SACOSS places less importance on access to retail
competition and more on the structure of the regulatory
framework. Therefore we would add to the principles in
the NERL as follows:
•a
 ll consumers should have access to a free,
independent and impartial dispute settlement
mechanism;
• t he relevant regulators have an ongoing responsibility
to monitor, report and enforce compliance with the
regulatory requirements of registration with the AER (if
applicable) and the conditions of exemption; and,
• t he safety and security of supply to consumers in an
embedded network must be a paramount feature of
the AER’s approval of exemption for an embedded
network and should be clearly stated by the AER in
its Network Exemption Guideline, including standards
for metering and connection from the meter to the
customers’ premises.

Regulation
The AER has recognised that small exempt consumers
require a greater standard of oversight than larger
exempt customers. For this reason exemptions relating
to all retirement villages and all permanent caravan and
residential parks selling metered energy are categorised
as registrable (“R3” and “R4” respectively) in the AER’s
Exempt Selling Guideline and in the AER’s Network
Exemption Guideline (“NR3” and “NR4” respectively).
These customers are provided with the full suite
of customer protections set out in the AER’s two
Guidelines. Similarly, all residential sites with ten or more
customers (“R2” and “NR2”) are provided with the full
suite of customer protections in the Guidelines.2
SACOSS acknowledges that the AER has undertaken
considerable improvements to the Exempt Selling
Guideline and the Exempt Network Guideline over the
last few years. These improvements have clarified the
obligations on the exempt seller and network operator in
terms of registration requirements, information provision,
and customer protection arrangements.

1.

There are various names used for these categories. For convenience, this report will use the nominated terms.

2.

Residential sites with less than 10 customers are categorised as ‘deemed’, but should in principle be provided with the same protections.
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SACOSS further notes that the AER has clearly indicated
that the exempt customers in caravan and residential
parks are entitled to a broad range of consumer
protections that go some way to replicating the
protections available to the customers of authorised
retailers.
In theory, therefore, the exempt consumers in the
SACOSS study should have access to a range of
consumer protections including network supply security
and rights to access a competitive market offer from an
authorised retailer (except for the ACT, Queensland and
Tasmania where jurisdictional law trumps the National
Energy Customer Framework [NECF] and the policy
intent therein).
However, this does not mean that in practice exempt
suppliers comply with the range of exemption conditions
set out in the Guidelines. Nor does it mean that these
exemption conditions are adequate or the protections
and service standards for exempt small customers are as
substantive as the standards that apply to customers of
authorised retailers.
To fully understand the adequacy of the existing
customer protection framework in its totality, the study
would need to have taken account of all the complex
web of national and state regulations governing this
sector. This is well beyond the scope of our current study
and SACOSS notes the limits to the extent to which we
can capture the overall consumer protections available to
this sector.
Despite these limitations, we can have some confidence
in the study findings and the generality of the
recommendations given that the issues identified in this
study and previous studies of the exemption regime
in various jurisdictions are quite similar. Indeed, it is
notable that many of the issues have not changed over
the last five years despite the introduction of national
retail regulation in the NECF and despite the efforts
of regulators such as the AER to introduce greater
consistency in the exemption definitions and processes.

Findings

Moreover, the exempt customers in the study do not
know where, and to whom, they can safely turn in order
to resolve their complaints in an effective and impartial
manner. While some recognised they could approach
the Tenants’ Tribunal in their state (or equivalent state
body), they were also very concerned about possible
repercussions. It was not only their energy supply at
stake, but also their accommodation security and risk of
other repercussions.
The exempt customers in our study, however, did not
look to retail competition as a way of improving the
services and energy prices provided by their exempt
seller. Instead, the exempt customers in our study looked
to the various regulatory authorities to provide this
pressure on the suppliers.
It is important to highlight that these are preliminary
observations and are based on the views of consumers
rather than the exempt sellers or operators. Nevertheless,
in summary, on the basis of this preliminary study, SACOSS
is concerned that relative to the general retail market:
•c
 onsumers’ comments to SACOSS suggest there may
be some degree of non-compliance by the exempt
sellers and exempt network operators with the AER’s
conditions of exemption;
• t he AER has very little visibility of the actual
compliance of the exempt sellers and network service
operators with the conditions of their exemption;
• t here was limited awareness by the exempt customers
of the customer protection framework under the NECF
and the National Electricity Law; and,
• t he gaps in the consumer protection framework for
exempt customers include areas that are of significant
importance to the exempt consumers such as billing,
complaint handling and metering accuracy.
This outcome is hardly surprising given the regulatory
issues discussed above. However, it is a deeply
unsatisfactory outcome that belies the fundamental
principle of equal access to customer protection and a
safe and reliable electricity supply for all electricity users.

Conclusions

The overall impression arising from this research is
that the exempt consumers in caravan and residential
parks feel both frustrated and disempowered. These
exempt customers may not be aware of the full suite of
protections available to them under the AER’s conditions
of exemptions for R4 and NR4 category consumers.
However, they make strong claims that they do not get
adequate information from the park operator, that their
concerns are not being addressed and, more generally,
they are not being offered a “fair deal” in terms of their
electricity supply.

While we are cautious about overgeneralising the
findings of this preliminary study, there is strong
evidence of two broad areas in the exemption framework
that need to be addressed by the AER and other
regulatory and government bodies. They are:
•T
 here appears to be a gap between the AER’s
requirements for registration and the conditions of
exemption and the actual practice of exempt sellers
and network operators (as reported by exempt
consumers). The reasons for this cannot be discerned
from the current study but may reflect the complexity
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of the overall governance of the sector, a lack of
relevant information by all stakeholders or the absence
of an effective monitoring, reporting and enforcement
regime by the AER.
•T
 he level of consumer protections is lower for exempt
customers despite the higher levels on average of
social and economic vulnerability in this sector. The
gaps in the level of consumer protection between the
exempt customers and the customers of authorised
areas include areas that are clearly important to
exempt consumers and this should be considered in the
‘cost benefit analysis’ of the optimal level of regulation.
We draw these conclusions while conscious of the fact
that small exempt consumers represent a very diverse
and divergent sector of the market and one that is
subject to an overlay of jurisdictional energy and tenancy
regulations.

Nevertheless, we are dealing with a particularly
vulnerable sector of the community and SACOSS
considers this warrants additional regulatory
commitment to the principles of equity for all electricity
users whether serviced by authorised retailer and
distributors or by exempt sellers and embedded network
operators.
Without an independent complaints handling mechanism
and an effective monitoring, reporting and enforcement
regime for the exempt customer sector, reforms to the
consumer protection conditions in the AER’s Guidelines
may not lead to much improvement in the lived
experience of exempt customers. Nor will it adequately
align outcomes with the policy objectives set out in the
NERL.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following provides a consolidated list of recommendations contained in this report.

Chapter 1: Consumer Protection in the
National Electricity Market
1.1
The COAG Energy Council, the AER and the
regulatory bodies in each state renew efforts to
introduce greater consistency and clarity in the
regulation of exempt sellers and embedded network
operators. A simpler, fairer and less costly process
will better serve the interests of exempt
suppliers and, more particularly, provide a more
cohesive consumer protection framework for small
customers3 of on-sellers and embedded network
operators.

3.

Chapter 2: Major Issues for Residents in
Caravan and Residential Parks
2.1
The AER’s conditions of exemption should clarify the
conditions associated with pricing and, in particular,
the constraints on the fixed supply charge. There
seems to be some ambiguity over whether a fixed
charge is constrained by the pricing rule and what is
included in the fixed charge.
2.2
The AER and the AEMC investigate if there are
viable options to enforce some sharing of savings
obtained by the exempt seller through lower market
offer prices, and government supported efficiency
schemes or solar PV generation.

Small consumers are defined as consumers using less than 100 MWh per annum (ACT, Queensland and Victoria) and 160 MWh per annum in South Australia.
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2.3

2.9

The AER and jurisdictional governments or
regulators further investigate options for a low cost
independent dispute settlement mechanism that
includes a range of services to exempt customers
such as conciliation, investigation and legal capacity
to give directions.
2.4

The AER develop a more comprehensive and
accessible data base of exemptions by category and
class; the data base can be used to cross-check if all
relevant on-sellers and embedded network operators
have applied for exemption or are listed in the
correct exemption category.

Chapter 3: Other Policy Issues

The AER investigate ways in which it can improve
its communication with both the exempt suppliers
and the exempt consumers so that both parties are
clear about the AER’s conditions of exemptions.
The AER’s communication must address both new
and established on-sellers and embedded network
operators, as exemption arrangements in the past
were generally less prescriptive in their registration
and consumer protection conditions.
2.5
The AER should collect additional data on typical
fixed fees charged to small customers in embedded
networks to assess what component of these fixed
charges reflects energy supply fixed costs, what
component reflects fixed costs of access to the
embedded networks and if these fees are consistent
with the NERR and the policy intent.
2.6
The AER is reviewing the conditions in its Exempt
Selling Guideline relating to payment options. The
feedback from customers in this study suggests
that current practices are unacceptable and the
Guideline needs to be more prescriptive about
payment options, particularly access to Centrepay
for customers in hardship.
2.7
In assessing the costs and benefits of consumer
protection regulation for exempt consumers, the
AER take more account of the relative vulnerability
of many of these customers, particularly when retail
competition is not generally a practical option.

3.1
The AER work with the relevant jurisdictional
bodies to develop an effective, low cost, energy
specific dispute settlement and complaint handling
procedure for exempt small customers.
3.2
The conditions of exemption for exempt sellers to
small customers should include a requirement that
customers are advised in advance (i.e. at the time of
signing a tenancy agreement) of the basis for any
changes in prices and charges and the likely timing
of such changes.
3.3
The AER develop a comprehensive atlas of the
current national and jurisdictional regulatory
instruments that govern the safety and reliability
of the embedded network infrastructure, including
requirements for small customer metering in exempt
networks that was installed pre 1 January 2013.
3.4
The AER, together with jurisdictional regulators
and technical/safety regulators (as the case may
be) review these standards to establish a consistent
set of minimum standards for embedded network
operators and their customers.
These standards for existing and new infrastructure
should be clearly set out in the AER’s Network
Exemption Guideline and some monitoring and
enforcement procedures established.
3.5

2.8
The AER develop and implement over time a cost
efficient monitoring, reporting and enforcement
regime to support its statutory powers and to
encourage compliance with the conditions of
exemption. The AER should be provided with
the resources to undertake regular ‘sample’
investigations of compliance with the registration
process and the associated conditions of exemption.

The AER consider the inclusion of more specific
conditions with respect to maintenance and testing
of customer meters, and meter reading data
recording exempt customers.
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Introduction

The purpose of the Study

• the practical barriers to exercising retailer choice;
• no access to non-price benefits of smart meters;

The growing concern with consumer
protection arrangements for exempt
consumers

•n
 o access to the Energy and Water Ombudsman
(EWOV in Victoria);
• no requirement for hardship programs; and,
• high fees/charges.

Over the past decade, general consumer protection
mechanisms for electricity and gas consumers have
matured. However, there has been a growing concern
with the situation facing customers of electricity onsellers and embedded network operators and whether
the governance of this sector has adequately adapted to
the changing market conditions.
This change includes both rapid growths in the onselling and embedded network market as a whole and
significant expansion of the number and type of new
energy products such as power purchase agreements
(PPA) between a seller and a customer. As stated by the
Energy & Water Ombudsman NSW (EWON):4
	Exempt Selling is a rapidly evolving in many new
developments; it is becoming the norm rather than
the exception and is therefore capturing increasing
numbers of energy users. It is vitally important that
regulation keeps pace with the emerging market and,
given the time which it takes to achieve regulatory
change, endeavours to foresee potential consumer
detriment. A proactive rather than reactive regulatory
approach needs to be taken to address the emergence
of potential negative impacts of disruptive change.
SACOSS strongly supports these comments by EWON.
A number of organisations have responded to the
challenge by conducting studies of the adequacy of the
regulatory framework and by identifying emerging issues
with the regulation of re-selling and embedded network
arrangements.
For example, the Consumer Utilities Advocacy Centre
(CUAC) published a major report in 2012 that identified
growing gaps in the consumer protection regime for
customers of energy resellers.5 In subsequent reports
and submissions, CUAC has further reiterated the issues
and recommendations identified in its initial 2012 report.
CUAC concluded that the most significant issues for
consumers subject to exempt selling arrangements are:6

CUAC’s research reports have mainly focussed on
the Victorian regulatory framework for on-sellers
and embedded networks. The Victorian exemption
framework is somewhat different to the national
exemption framework that applies in all other
jurisdictions in the National Energy Market (NEM).
Nevertheless, SACOSS considers that the issues
identified by CUAC are quite similar to the findings in our
study and we conclude that CUAC’s recommendations
have general relevance to the customers of on-sellers
and embedded network operators throughout the NEM.
The AEMC (Australian Energy Market Commission)
has also recently completed its review of the National
Electricity Rules (NER) with the objective of facilitating
greater access to retail market offers for customers in
embedded networks.7 The review was driven at least in
part by concerns about the price and quality of services
provided to customers in embedded networks. It is
expected that, faced with greater competition, exempt
sellers will strive to improve their price and service offerings.

Customer Protection for the Most
Vulnerable Customers of On-sellers
The purpose of this current study by SACOSS is to
further explore the issues facing consumers in embedded
networks. Retail competition is not always a cost
effective solution to the issues facing customers in
embedded networks and SACOSS believes it is essential
that there is continued focus on the specific customer
protection framework of these customers.
This report’s primary focus is on the effectiveness of
the national regulation of on-sellers and embedded
networks and the impact this has on the more vulnerable
sectors of the on-selling/embedded network market.
It is not within the scope of this report to examine
in detail jurisdictional regulation of the on-seller/
embedded network market. However, we recognise that

4.

 nergy & Water Ombudsman NSW, Submission to the AER re the Draft AER (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, September 2015. https://www.aer.gov.
E
au/system/files/EWON%20submission%20to%20review%20of%20Retail%20Exempt%20Selling%20Guideline%202015%20-%2018%20November%20
2015.pdf

5.

 onsumer Utilities Advocacy Centre (2012), Growing Gaps: Consumer Protections and Energy Resellers, A CUAC Research Report, December 2012.
C
http://www.cuac.org.au/research/cuac-research

6.

 onsumer Utilities Advocacy Centre (2015), CUAC Regulatory Review: A critical review of Key Consumer Protections in Victoria, A CUAC Research
C
Report, Volume 1, May 2015, p 24.

7.

 EMC 2015, Embedded Networks, Rule Determination, 17 December 2015. http://www.aemc.gov.au/getattachment/3ec818f7-38ae-412e-8d7bA
b404ee8d7858/Final-rule-determination.aspx.
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jurisdictional differences are also important in terms of
the overall customer protection framework and highlight
a number of these areas for further examination.
SACOSS is particularly concerned with the challenges
facing electricity consumers in long-stay caravan and
residential parks.8 For these consumers, retail competition
is most unlikely to be a practical or cost effective option,
nor is it obvious that these consumers are looking to retail
competition as a means to address their issues. As a
result, there is minimal competitive price and service
pressure on the on-seller and embedded network operators.
However, the consumers residing in caravan and
residential parks include some of the most vulnerable
electricity consumers in our community. In addition, there
can be higher reliance on electricity for both heating and
cooling given the relatively poor thermal insulation of the
typical caravans and other residential dwellings in the
parks. The recent period of steep increases in electricity
prices across the NEM states further adds to the costs
for these households.
As a consequence, these consumers face a greater risk
of experiencing financial hardship than the population
at large, but they do so too often without the same
protections offered to the customers of authorised retailers.
Overall, SACOSS considers that effective and strong
consumer protection regulation, rather than the ‘threat’
of competition, must remain the primary mechanism
for ensuring a standard of consumer protection that
will meet the policy principles of equity in access to an
essential service.
This current study is, therefore, designed to provide a
preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of the current
electricity consumer protection framework for these
particular consumers. However, SACOSS considers that the
study findings will have more general import for residents
of retirement villages and small residential and commercial
customers in apartments or shopping centres.

Fundamental Principles
SACOSS notes and generally endorses the principles that
underpin the national exemption regime as set out in the
NERL (see Overview).
However, we have a somewhat different perspective in
assessing the current exemption regime. For example,
SACOSS considers that the starting point for any
discussion on consumer protection is the fundamental
principle that all consumers in our society have a right to
access a safe, reliable and affordable electricity supply.

To whit, SACOSS also considers that all consumers
should, as far as practical, have the same level of
customer protection regardless of who supplies the
electricity. However, given the characteristics of small
consumers such as the ones included in this study,
SACOSS places less importance on access to retail
competition and more on the structure of the regulatory
framework. Therefore we would add to the principles in
the NERL as follows:
•	all consumers should have access to a free, independent
and impartial dispute settlement mechanism;
•	the relevant regulators have an ongoing responsibility
to monitor, report and enforce compliance with the
regulatory requirements of registration with the AER (if
applicable) and the conditions of exemption; and,
•	the safety and security of supply to consumers in an
embedded network must be a paramount feature of
the AER’s approval of exemption for an embedded
network and should be clearly stated by the AER in
its Network Exemption Guideline, including standards
for metering and connection from the meter to the
customers’ premises.
In making these recommendations, however, SACOSS
recognises that this market has a number of special
characteristics that will influence the ultimate decisions
on how best to achieve an effective customer protection
regime for this segment in line with the exemption
principles set out above.
In particular, permanent caravan and residential park
arrangements are both diverse and dispersed. For
example, parks vary considerably in size, length of stay
of the occupants, and access to infrastructure generally.
Some parks include a mix of customers in premises with
older electricity supply arrangements and customers in
new freestanding premises – access to the retail market
is very difficult in the first instance and relatively easy in
the second.
Designing a cost effective consumer protection regime
for such a diverse range of situations is not an easy
task! Nor is providing an effective framework for retail
competition. In many cases, the costs and benefits of
contestability of supply are questionable. Certainly,
we did not find any customers in our study that were
actively seeking access to market offers.
What these customers did expect, however, was a ‘fair
deal’. For example, they expected that the benefits to
the exempt seller of lower retail market prices9 compared
to the standard offer price of the local retailers would
be shared with the exempt customers in the embedded

8.

For the purposes of this paper a residential park is a defined as a site with multiple permanent dwellings where residents own the home but not the land.

9.

 hat is, market prices that are lower than the standard offer prices offered by the local area retailer. The standing offer price is the maximum that an
T
exempt seller can charge an exempt consumer.
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network. Similarly, they considered that the benefits
of on-site solar generation should be shared. In some
instances, the threat of competition will provide an
incentive to the exempt seller to share price savings.

3. Are the regulatory obligations for on-sellers and
embedded network operators adequate for the task of
protecting consumers in this vulnerable situation?

In other instances, such as caravan and residential parks,
the threat of competition is minimal (in practice if not
in law). Savings to the exempt seller, which may be
significant (some 20%) compared to the standard prices,
are not shared with the downstream customers in the
embedded network.

Participants in the Study

As noted above, such diversity and geographic
dispersion also makes the process of identifying and
surveying customers more difficult and SACOSS is
conscious of the need for care in extrapolating the
findings of this study too broadly.

It quickly became apparent that it was going to be
quite difficult to obtain a comprehensive cross-section
of individuals from this segment of the market who
were willing to take part in this study, particularly given
the time and resources available for recruitment to this
preliminary study.

Nevertheless, we consider that the study highlights some
important issues of practice and principle that should
be further considered by the relevant regulators. The
findings from the SACOSS study are summarised below.

Research Methodology
The market sector of electricity consumers that includes
customers of on-sellers and embedded network operators
is a complex and diverse market. It can include large
industrial consumers co-located on a common industrial
site, shopping centre complexes with large and small
commercial businesses and large residential apartment
complexes. On the other hand, the sector can include
single person households located in small retirement
villages or permanent caravan and residential parks.
Given this complexity and diversity, it was decided to
focus this initial study on the permanent residents of
caravan and residential parks. As discussed previously,
SACOSS considered this sector was a priority because
of the overall financial and social vulnerability of many
permanent residents in these parks. As we were seeking
to examine the question of equity in the consumer
protection framework between customers of authorised
retailers and customers of on-sellers and embedded
network operators, this seemed a good place to start.
Given this background, SACOSS has identified three key
questions to be investigated in the report, namely:
1. What is the regulatory exemption process and what
conditions are attached to these exemptions?
2. What is the customer experience in terms of the
operator’s compliance with these conditions?

10.

11.

Participants in this study were recruited by phone calls
and using information from SACOSS’ networks and data
base. Consent to participate in the research was verbally
gained from all participants (see Appendix D: Research
Participant Consent Information).

We understand that other regulators and organisations
that have attempted to research various groups within
the market of on-sellers and embedded networks have
found similar difficulties in recruiting participants.10
Moreover, those people who did agree to participate
generally expressed high levels of concern around the
confidentiality of their comments.
As noted above, the consumers in permanent caravan
and residential parks feel particularly vulnerable to a
charge by park management that they were “causing
trouble” by participating in the research. They therefore
required assurances from SACOSS that the names of
participants, the site location and size of the park and
other identifying material would not be revealed in the
final study report.
For instance, SACOSS observed that consumers in this
sector felt very vulnerable and were most concerned that
they would be seen as ‘causing trouble’ by the operators
of the caravan and residential parks. They also thought
that this may create difficulties for their ongoing tenancy
at the park. The NSW Energy Ombudsman reported a
similar finding:11
	In EWON’s experience, permanent residents of
Residential Parks are among the most vulnerable
in the community... Customers with genuine concerns
about some aspect of their electricity supply are
often reluctant to raise these with the park operator
for fear of retaliation. Any ill-feeling between the park
operator and a resident can have a profound effect
on the day-to-day living conditions of the resident
and this can act as a deterrent to pursuing genuine

 or example, the Essential Services Commission of South Australia (ESCOSA) commenced a research program in 2009-10. ESCOSA indicated to
F
SACOSS that obtaining an adequate sample for quantitative analysis was extremely difficult. (see also Appendix E herein).
 nergy & Water Ombudsman NSW, Letter to the AER dated 30 July 2010, in response to the AER’s Issues Paper, AER approach to retail exemptions,
E
June 2010, p 2. http://www.ewon.com.au/ewon/assets/File/Submissions/2010/EWON_AER_RetailExemptions_July2010.pdf.
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complaints. As a result, when customers approach
EWON, they often ask to remain anonymous.
EWON made these observations to the AER in 2010 and
our findings suggest that despite various changes in the
regulations, this sense of vulnerability continues and was
ultimately a major consideration by SACOSS in the final
research design.
The final sample of participants in the study included
residents of long-stay caravan and residential parks in
South Eastern Australia and North Eastern Australia.
These locations provided an opportunity to also consider
some of the state specific issues.

Research Stages
The research was conducted over the period August to
November 2015. The methodology for this preliminary
study included the following research stages:
•D
 esk top review of the current regulatory arrangements
in the national regulatory framework (NECF) and in the
various NEM jurisdictions;
•F
 ace-to-face and phone interviews with representatives
of key regulatory bodies and consumer organisations
(see Appendix E);
•D
 etailed face-to-face interviews, telephone interviews
and workshops were conducted with electricity users
in permanent caravan and residential parks. These
interviews were conducted in October 2015 using a
semi-structured interview format and explanatory
material (see Appendix B);
•A
 ssessment of the issues raised by caravan and
residential park users in the context of the conditions of
exemption that are set out in the AER’s Exempt Selling
Guideline and the AER’s Network Exemption Guideline;
and,
•A
 ssessment of the AER’s two Guidelines in the context
of the customer protection framework (including safe
and reliable supply) set out in the National Electricity
Retail Law and Rules (NERL and NERR).
We believe the research approach set out above
enabled SACOSS to address the concerns of the study
participants with the confidentiality of their responses.
However, this has inevitably affected the level of detail
that can be provided in some sections of this report and
the qualitative nature of the research.
Throughout this report we are also careful to qualify our
observations by the fact that the sample of participants
who took part in the empirical sections of this report
are not necessarily representative of the population of
persons residing in caravan and residential parks.
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For instance, it would be inappropriate to draw any
quantitative conclusions based on this preliminary
qualitative research. However, we are reassured that
many of the issues identified in this report are consistent
with the findings of other researchers and do provide
some insight into the day to day challenges faced by this
sector with respect to their electricity supply.

Structure of the Report
Section 1 provides a more detailed description of the
regulatory framework for on-sellers and embedded
network operators. We considered it important to shed
some light onto what is a confusing maze of overlapping
consumer protection legislation. While our focus is on
the national regulatory framework, we are cognisant of
the importance of understanding this broader context.
Section 2 provides more detail analysis of the findings of
the research with exempt customers and compares these
findings with the AER’s conditions of exemption for onsellers and embedded network operators. In effect, this
section identifies issues with the compliance of exempt
sellers and network operators with the AER’s conditions
of exemptions for that class of customers.
Section 3 concludes the report by comparing the
customer protection framework as set out in the AER’s
conditions of exemption and the customer protection
available to customers of authorised retailers and
network service providers. That is, the section considers
whether the AER’s conditions of exemption are sufficient
to achieve the fundamental policy objective in the NECF
that, as far as practicable, exempt customers should have
comparable customer protections to those afforded to
retail customers.
Appendix A to D includes the interview schedules
and other material used in the research. Appendix E
summarises the meetings between SACOSS and a
number of the regulatory authorities and lead consumer
organisations.
It is important to emphasise that this study does
not address all the complex technical, regulatory
and customer protection issues associated with the
exemption processes for both on-selling and embedded
network operations. Nor does it attempt to examine the
detailed jurisdictional regulations that impact on overall
consumer protections. For example, some consumer
protections for residents of caravan and residential
parks are contained in Tenancy, Fair Trading and similar
legislation. We have not examined these issues other
than to note its impact on consumers’ access to dispute
resolution processes.

1. Background to Consumer
Protection in the National
Electricity Market (NEM)

1. BACKGROUND TO CONSUMER PROTECTION IN THE NATIONAL ELECTRICITY MARKET (NEM)

1.1 The national consumer
protection framework for small
consumers
Electricity is an essential service in our community and
SACOSS is committed to the principle that households
across Australia should have access to a reliable, safe,
secure and affordable electricity supply, whatever their
financial circumstances. One of the important factors
underpinning this outcome is the implementation of
an industry specific, robust and transparent consumer
protection framework.
A major stage in the development of this consumer
protection framework was the progressive introduction
from 2013 of the National Energy Customer Framework
(NECF) by most states in the National Electricity Market
(NEM). The NECF provides the overarching regulatory
framework that covers the supply of both electricity and
natural gas. The NECF includes the following regulatory
instruments:
• National Energy Retail Law (NERL);
• National Energy Retail Rules (NERR); and,
• National Energy Retail Regulations.
Note: In this report a reference to the NECF includes
a reference to the NERL, NERR and related national
regulations.
The NECF builds on the energy consumer protection
frameworks developed by each of the NEM jurisdictions
in the previous decades. Various parts of these original
jurisdictional laws, regulations and codes continue to
operate in parallel to the NECF to reflect the specific
concerns of consumers in each state.
Victoria has not yet signed up to the NECF. However,
the Victorian Government and the Victorian energy
regulator, the Victorian Essential Services Commission
(ESC), have progressively aligned much of its consumer
protection framework in the Victorian Energy Retail Code
with the NECF.12
The National Electricity Law (NEL) and the National
Electricity Rules (NER) also regulate specific aspects
of the electricity supply industry. Although all states in
the NEM have signed up to the NEL and NER, different
jurisdictions retain certain derogations from the NEL
and NER and specify certain performance requirements

in their industry codes or regulations (such as state
based Distribution Codes). The NER includes economic
regulation and regulation of the more technical aspects
of the electricity supply chain such as customer
connection and metering policies and standards. These
too, are relevant to the overall consumer protection
framework.
This report, however, will focus largely on the operation
and effectiveness of the national regulatory instruments.
Figure 1 overleaf illustrates the complex regulatory
framework that underpins the overall consumer
protection framework. While the NECF sits at the centre
of the regulatory framework, it is complemented by
various jurisdictionally specific laws and regulations as
well as national consumer law.
However, not all aspects of the consumer protection
framework for customers of on-sellers and embedded
network operators are captured in the chart. These
customers face the added complication that the onsellers are exempt from holding a retail authorisation.
Similarly, the embedded network operators are exempt
from registration with the Australian Energy Market
Operator (AEMO) and from certain obligations in the NER.
Instead, both the on-seller and the embedded network
operator (who are usually the same person) must
each be registered with the AER and are subject to
the conditions of exemption set out by the AER in two
separate guidelines.
Amongst other matters, this means that on-sellers and
embedded network operators are not automatically
members of a jurisdictional energy ombudsman
scheme. The NERL only requires authorised retailers and
distributors to be members of the scheme.13 Nor does
the energy ombudsman have any jurisdiction over the
on-sellers and embedded network operators except for
some limited jurisdiction in NSW.14
In addition, some aspects of the consumer protection
framework for electricity supply to residents of caravan
and residential parks are captured in various jurisdictional
instruments that regulate the rights and obligations of
tenants and landlords and park operators, rather than
in the energy laws and regulations of the state. For
instance, the NSW government has published minimum
customer service standards for the supply of electricity
to permanent residents by the owners of residential

12.

In October 2014, the ESC published Version 11 of the Victorian Energy Retail Code (updated in January 2015). An important objective of the revised
Energy Retail Code was to: “harmonise the Energy Retail Code with the National Energy Consumer Framework to the extent possible”. Energy
Retail Code Version 11, page 2. http://www.esc.vic.gov.au/getattachment/bd6bae17-f639-4c68-a5dc-a4de803a48ae/Energy-Retail-Code-Version-11January-2015.pdf

13.

NERL, section 86 (1) & (2) respectively.

14.

In NSW, exempt sellers are not members of the NSW Energy and Water Ombudsman (EWON) Scheme. However, EWON does have jurisdiction to hear
complaints by customers of exempt retailers and to give directions to the exempt seller. This does not extend to the embedded network operator.
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Figure 1: Interaction between National Customer Framework and jurisdictional statutory instruments for ACT, NSW,
Queensland, SA and Tasmania (as at 1 July 2015).
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Source: AEMC, Guide to the application of the NECF, Summary of interactions, July 2015. http://www.aemc.gov.au/Energy-Rules/Retail-energy-rules/
Guide-to-application-of-the-NECF/Summary-of-interaction

parks (Customer Service Standards for the Supply of
Electricity to Permanent Residents of Residential Parks).15
Where this occurs, the jurisdictional tenancy regulation
appears to have some primacy. For example, in the
Exempt Selling Guideline the AER states:16
	We have also considered the requirements of state
or territory tenancy and equivalent legislation in
developing exemption classes and conditions ...
Exemption conditions are intended to supplement
jurisdictional legislation which on its own does not
provide energy-specific protections for exempt
customers. [Emphasis added]
In addition, any dispute that a consumer has with the
park management over their energy supply will generally
need to be taken to a body such as a jurisdictional
Tenancy Tribunal or a Civil and Administrative Tribunal
(or equivalent) in each state for resolution rather than to
a dedicated energy ombudsman.17

It is not within the scope of this report to examine
the relevant tenancy regulation in each jurisdiction.
Nevertheless, we will come back to the issue of dispute
resolution in later sections of this report.
It is clear, however, that any consumer wishing to
understand their rights with respect to energy supply
will need to consider both national and jurisdictional
regulation. In the case of customers of on-sellers, they
will also need to consider the links between the national
and jurisdictional regulation and the general regulation
in each jurisdiction that relates to tenancy and landlord
rights and responsibilities and/or the management of
residential parks.
It is little wonder that most of these consumers find that
the difficulties of seeking independent resolution of a
dispute with the park management are too great, despite
the significant grievances that can arise in some parks.

15.

 SW Government Fair Trading, Customer Service Standards for the Supply of Electricity to Permanent Residents of Residential Parks, August 2006,
N
Revised July 2014. The document applies as prescribed in the Residential Parks Regulation 2006 as specified in section 37 (6)(b) of the NSW Residential
Parks Act 1998. http://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/files/sharedassets/website/trimholdingbay/customer_service_standards_for_the_supply_of_electricity_to_
permanent_residents_of_residential_parks_-_revised_july_2014.pdf

16.

 ER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, p 26. https://www.aer.gov.au/retail-markets/retail-guidelines/retail-exempt-selling-guidelineA
april-2015

17.

With the exception of NSW, see footnote 25.
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1. BACKGROUND TO CONSUMER PROTECTION IN THE NATIONAL ELECTRICITY MARKET (NEM)

1.2 The Exemption Framework
(ACT, NSW, Qld, SA)
1.2.1 Overview
The regulatory arrangements for the exemption of
on-sellers and embedded network operators are complex
and despite the developments in the national energy
market generally, the market is subject to a confusing
array of national and jurisdictional regulation as
highlighted previously.
However, notwithstanding this complexity there are
many common themes. While the focus of SACOSS’
study is on the issues facing a sub-set of exempt supply
customers (permanent residents in caravan parks and
residential parks), it is clear that the many of the issues
identified in this study are quite similar to those identified
previously by, for instance, CUAC and the AEMC.
Nevertheless, there are also a number of unique issues
facing residents of caravan and residential parks and
these issues are exacerbated by the overriding sense of
vulnerability that the residents in caravan and residential
parks experience. Of particular concern to SACOSS are
the apparent gaps in information provision (including
pricing information), additional fixed charges, billing,
access to dispute settlement and hardship programs
and the state of the physical infrastructure including the
customer metering. These gaps are discussed in more
detail in Sections 2 and 3 of this report.
SACOSS is aware that progress has been made to address
these gaps in the national regulation of on-sellers and
embedded network operators, including the recently
concluded review of the NER by the AEMC. However, this
study confirms the views of CUAC and others that the
consumer protection and supply security arrangements
for these most vulnerable customers remain inadequate.
Their very ‘invisibility’ to the regulator compounds the
difficulty of ensuring that the regulatory protections are
adequate – in practice – as well as on paper.
To understand these gaps the following sections will
provide an overview of the current regulatory arrangements
at the national level. There will also be a brief assessment
of the Victorian arrangements as Victoria is not yet part
of the national regulation under the NECF.

1.2.2 Who are exempt sellers and exempt
embedded network operators?
The exempt selling and exempt embedded network sectors
cover a wide range of situations. An exempt seller or an
embedded network operator may be supplying a number
of large industrial premises co-located within a single large
industrial site. Or they could be providing electricity to
large and small tenants in a shopping complex or multistory missed usage (residential and small commercial)
building. At the other end of the scale, the exempt
seller/embedded network operator may be supplying
electricity to a small retirement village or a permanent/
long-stay caravan or residential park.
Together with the multi-layers of regulation, this large
variation in the types of premises and types of customers
significantly complicates the task of efficiently regulating
and monitoring the exempt market. Yet the observed
growth in the exempt customer market increases the
need for some form of effective regulation to protect
customers many of whom are unlikely to realistically
have a choice of retailer.
A major issue is that in many cases the exempt seller/
embedded network operator ‘self-identifies’. That is, it is
the on-seller or embedded network operator that nominates
himself or herself as (for example) a registrable exempt
seller. Therefore, the AER is unlikely to know about many
of these places until and unless the relevant person ‘puts up
their hand’, or there are complaints raised by customers
directly to the AER. The lack of visibility of this market in
turn vastly complicates the AER’s regulatory task.

1.2.3 Regulation of Exemptions
The NERL sets out an exemption framework for onsellers. The NERL states that a person must not engage
in the activity of selling energy (electricity or gas) to a
person for premises unless:18
•T
 he seller is the holder of a current retailer
authorisation; or,
• The seller is an exempt seller.
Similarly, the National Electricity Law (NEL) and National
Electricity Rules (NER) state that anyone who engages in
an electricity distribution activity must either be:
•R
 egistered with the Australian Energy Market Operator
(AEMO) as an electricity network service provider
(NSP)19; or,
•M
 ust gain an exemption from the requirement to be a
registered NSP with AEMO.20 [i.e. become an exempt

18.

NERL, section 88.

19.

NEL, section 11(2)(a) and NER, clause 2.5.1(a).

20.

NEL, section 11(2)(b) and NER, clause 2.5.1(d).
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embedded network operator]. The exemption can also
relieve the operator of requirements to comply with
various sections of the NER.21
NSW, Queensland and South Australia have adopted
the exempt selling framework in the NECF (i.e. the
NERL/NERR, but with some jurisdictional derogations).
Tasmania has adopted the NECF, however, Tasmania
has excluded via derogation, the application of the
NECF for on-sellers in embedded networks.22 Victoria
has not adopted the NECF and has its own exemption
framework.
All states, including Victoria, are signatories to the NEL
and therefore come under the NEL’s requirements for
registration with AEMO or exemption from registration
with AEMO.
Just as the AER is responsible for authorising energy
retailers and distribution service providers, the AER is
also responsible for granting exemptions from retail
authorisation and from registration with AEMO as an NSP.
The AER publishes two guidelines that set out the
exemption policy principles, the classes and subclasses
of exemption and the “conditions” required for granting
exemptions for each class and sub-class. The AER’s two
current exemption guidelines are:
•A
 ER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April
2015 [“Exempt Selling Guideline”]; and,
•A
 ER, Electricity Network Service Provider Registration
Exemption Guideline, Version 3, 27 August 2013
[“Network Exemption Guideline”].
Underpinning the AER’s exemption guidelines are a
number of policy principles outlined in the NERL, namely:
•R
 egulatory arrangements for exempt sellers should not
unnecessarily diverge from those applying to retailers;23
•E
 xempt customers should, as far as practicable, be
afforded the right to a choice of retailer in the same
way as comparable retailer customers in the same
jurisdiction have that right24; and,
•E
 xempt customers should, as far as practicable, not
be denied customer protections afforded to retail
customers under this Law and the Rules.25

Thus, the exemption framework provides more flexibility
and lower costs, particularly for small-scale businesses
where the sale and/or distribution of energy is not their
primary business. However, the AER is seeking to apply
the framework in a way that ensures customers of the
exempt sellers and network operators have access
to adequate protections and are not disadvantaged
compared to other energy users.
SACOSS considers there is a gap between the AER’s
intent and the actual outcome (discussed in sections 2
and 3 of this report). Nevertheless, SACOSS supports
these three important policy principles and has
considered the findings of this study in the light of these
principles. We also recognise, however, that the AER
faces a difficult task to balance these principles with the
practical issues of electricity supply in some embedded
networks and the potential costs to consumers and
exempt sellers of stricter regulation of the sector.
There have been a number of revisions to the AER’s two
Guidelines to improve consistency between the Guidelines
and to better reflect these policy principles. The AER is
currently reviewing the Exempt Selling Guideline and a
draft of Version 4 is available on the AER’s website.26 The
AER intends to further revise both Guidelines in 2016 in
response to the recent decision by the AEMC to amend
the NER in order to: “reduce the barriers to embedded
network customers accessing retail market offers”.27
The AEMC’s amended rules for embedded networks will
come into effect in 1 December 2017.

1.2.4 Exempt Sellers
An exempt seller is a person or entity that sells
electricity to consumers, however, the sale of electricity
is secondary to the main purpose of the business. For
example, a caravan park operator may on-sell electricity
to caravan park residents, but this is secondary
activity to the main purpose of the business. In these
circumstances, the exempt seller should seek an
exemption from the AER from the obligation to hold a
retail authorisation (or a retail licence) under the NERL.

21.

 pecifically, the exemption for the embedded network operator includes exemption from the technical requirements in Chapter 5 of the NER and/or the
S
obligation to provide other network suppliers and other registered participants in the NEM with access to its network and other obligations which exist
under the NEM. AER, Electricity Network Service Provider Registration Exemption Guideline, Version 3, 27 August 2013. https://www.aer.gov.au/system/
files/AER%20electricity%20NSP%20registration%20exemption%20guideline%20-%2027%20August%202013_0.PDF

22.

 ational Energy Retail Law (Tasmania) Act 2012, section 17 which states that the SA Energy Retail Law only applies in Tasmania to the sale or supply of
N
electricity to customers who premises are connected to the interconnected national electricity system (as defined in the NEL).

23.

NERL, section 114 (1)(a).

24.

NERL, section 114 (1)(b).

25.

NERL, section 114 (1)(c).

26.

 ER 2015, Review of Retail Exempt Selling Guideline, http://www.aer.gov.au/retail-markets/retail-guidelines/review-of-retail-exempt-sellingA
guideline-2015.

27.

AEMC 2015, Embedded Networks Rule Determination, 17 December 2015. http://www.aemc.gov.au/Rule-Changes/Embedded-Networks
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Categories of exemption
The NERL prescribes that all exemptions from retail
authorisation will be categorised into one of three
categories, viz.:28

protections established under the NERL. However,
the details of these obligations will vary according to
the specifics of an on-seller’s operations. They include
obligations with respect to:34

• Individual Exemption;

• obligation to supply;

• Deemed Exemption; and,

• provision of key information;

• Registrable Exemption.

• billing and payment arrangements;

These three categories of exemptions are also adopted in
the relevant sections of the NERR29 and further defined
in the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline. SACOSS’ study is
focused on the registrable exemptions. In brief:
•D
 eemed exemption: A deemed exemption applies
automatically to certain classes of people. A person
covered by a deemed exemption does not need to
either apply or register with the AER. The deemed
category generally applies to very small embedded
network sites (less than 10 residential or business
premises).30
•R
 egistrable exemption: A registrable exemption must
be registered with the AER. The exemption only applies
to a particular individual or entity for a particular site,
and is subject to specified conditions depending on the
class of registration. The registrable category generally
applies to sites where the AER considers “greater
transparency and regulatory oversight is required”31
either because the scale of activities is larger (e.g. 10 or
more premises) or the impact on the market is greater.
All caravan and residential parks and retirement villages
are categorised as ‘registrable’, irrespective of their
size, reflecting a recognition by the AER of the need for
greater regulatory oversight.32
• Individual exemption: Individual exemptions are
intended for more unusual or one-off arrangements
that do not meet the criteria for deemed or registrable
exemptions. The conditions set by the AER are tailored
to the specific situation of the person or business
seeking the exemptions and intended to balance the
needs and rights of customers and the regulatory
burden of meeting these requirements33.
The core of the obligations (“conditions”) placed
on exempt sellers is based on the retailer customer

28.

NERL, section 110 (2).

29.

NERR, rule 149, 150 & 151.

30.

• disconnection and reconnection; and,
• concessions and rebates.

Exemption classes and conditions of exemption
(deemed and registrable exemptions)
For deemed and registrable exemptions, the AER has
defined a number of classes of exemption. For example,
an on-seller of electricity to premises in a caravan or
residential park is classified as registrable exemption
“class R4”. An on-seller to an apartment block with 10
or more premises is categorised as “class R2”, an onseller to premises in a retirement village is classified as
registrable exemption class “R3”.
Although the category of deemed exemptions includes
various classes of exemption (“D1”, “D2” etc), there is
no obligation to register with the AER and the AER has
little knowledge of the number and location of premises
in this category or their compliance with the Guideline
conditions of exemption for deemed exempt on-sellers.
In the case of registrable exemptions, including R4 class
of exemptions, the on-seller does not have to apply to the
AER for exemption but must complete a registration form
and submit to the AER. Once registered with the AER, the
registrable exempt seller will then need to abide by the
AER’s “conditions” for that registrable class (R3, R4 etc.)
as set out by the AER in the Exempt Selling Guideline.
Each class has its own set of conditions that the exempt
person must comply with. For example, registrable class
R4 (exempt on-sellers to caravan and residential parks)
has 19 conditions that must be met (out of 19 possible
conditions attached to registrable exemptions) as a
condition to on-selling. Registrable class R2 and R3 also
have 19 conditions attached. However, registrable class
R5 (persons selling metered energy to large customers)
requires only 7 full, and 1 part, condition of exemption.35

AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, p 12.

31.

Ibid, p 13.

32.

Ibid.

33.

Ibid.

34.

 ummarised from AER, Draft (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 4, September 2015, p 6. http://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Draft%20AER%20
S
%28Retail%29%20Exempt%20Selling%20Guideline%20%E2%80%93%20September%202015.PDF

35.

 ER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline – Version 3, April 2015, Table 2, Appendix A-3, pp 51-52. In its draft Version 4, the AER is proposing to reduce the
A
number of conditions of exemption even further for R5 exempt customers.
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According to our interpretation of NERR rules 150-153,
SACOSS believes that the AER may also amend, revoke
or impose additional conditions of exemptions,36
including amending these during the currency of the
determination.37
This mechanism enables the AER to tailor the conditions
of exemption to the circumstances of a specific class of
on-sellers; an important feature given the diversity of the
types of persons or parties applying for an exemption.
However, SACOSS considers that the AER has very
limited capacity and resources to monitor compliance
of exempt sellers with the conditions defined in the
Guideline for registrable exemptions.
For example, if erstwhile exempt sellers do not nominate
themselves for registration, the AER has limited capacity
to identify the relevant party, determine if it should be
registered with the AER (or is a deemed exempt seller)
and then monitor its compliance with the requirements
of the Retail Exemption Guideline.
The situation for the participants in SACOSS study is also
made more difficult as the arrangements with tenants
in permanent caravan and residential parks are often
long-standing arrangements put in place well before
the AER‘s Exempt Selling Guideline came into place.
This makes these sites even less visible to the AER and
increases the costs and risks of compliance to both the
park manager and the residents in the park, particularly
if significant changes in the park policies and procedures
are required in order to achieve compliance with the
AER’s conditions.
SACOSS is concerned that there may be a real gap
in the process of transitioning from old jurisdictional
arrangements (where many such sites were effectively
“deemed” exempt), to the new arrangements where
exempt sites such as caravan and residential parks
should be registered with the AER.
A similar situation applies to the exemption of an
embedded network operator as discussed below.

1.2.5 Exempt Embedded Network
Operators (electricity)
Exempt embedded network operators (sometimes
called ‘private network operators’ or ‘exempt network
operators’) refers to the operators (owners or managers
as the case may be) of physical assets that deliver
electricity to another person or party. The assets include

privately owned wires, switches, meters, transformers or
other electrical equipment owned, operated or controlled
by the operator.38
Under the NEL and NER, the AER can grant an exemption
from the requirement to be registered with AEMO as an
electricity network service provider, subject to certain
conditions set by the AER.39 Registration with AEMO
can be a complex and expensive process and the NEL
recognises that it is appropriate to allow exemptions from
the obligation to register with the AEMO subject to the
person’s agreement to the conditions of exemption set
out by the AER in the AER’s Network Exemption Guideline.
In addition, the exempt operator does not have to
comply with the technical requirements in Chapter 5 of
the NER (including various connection, metering and
access requirements)40 and the obligation to provide
third party access to the embedded network. The exempt
embedded network operator is also not subject to economic
regulation by the AER under Chapter 6 of the NER.
The AER’s NSP Exemption Guideline also sets out specific
conditions for each network exemption class and category.
In some states an embedded network operator must
also enable its customers to become customers of
an authorised retailer. The AER’s Guideline states
that, where a jurisdiction allows retail competition for
embedded network customers, then:41
	The right of a customer to access retail competition
is absolute. A private network owner or their agent
must not impede a customer who has chosen to
exercise that right nor may they impose unfair or
unreasonable conditions on the customer.
Currently, this “right” to access a retail market offer is
allowed under jurisdictional laws in NSW, SA and Victoria,
but is not available to exempt consumers in the ACT,
Queensland and Tasmania.
Figure 2 overleaf (from AEMO) illustrates the difference
between “on-market customers” in an embedded
network who have taken up a retail market offer and
“off-market customers” in an embedded network. The
off-market ‘child’ connection points are not recognised
in the National Energy Market (NEM) systems. The onmarket ‘child’ connection points are recognised in the
NEM as a NEM retailer supplies them. Retail competition
cannot be effective if there are barriers to recognition of
the customer’s meter in the NEM systems.

36.

See NERR, rules 150 – 153 for deemed and registrable categories of exemption. Rule 158 for individual exemptions.

37.

NERR, rule 153 (2)&(3).

38.

AER, Electricity NSP Registration Exemption Guideline, 27 August 2013, p 8.

39.

NEL, section 11(2)(b) and NER, clause 2.5.1(d).

40.
41.

NER, Chapter 5, “Network Connection, Planning and Expansion”; Chapter 5A, “Electricity Connection for Retail Customers”.
AER, Electricity NSP Registration Exemption Guideline, 27 August 2013, p 32.
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All the customers in SACOSS’ study would be
categorised as “off-market customers” as none had
a direct relationship with a NEM retailer (authorised
retailer).42 They are not visible to AEMO or to the
regulator.

Similarly, an exempt embedded network supplying an
apartment block with 10 or more premises is categorised
as “NR2”, and a network supplying to a retirement village
is classified as “registrable exemption class “NR3”.

Exemption Classes and Conditions of Exemption
(deemed and registrable exemptions)

Categories of Exemption
The AER uses the same categories of exemption, namely
individual, deemed and registrable exemptions as set
out in the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline (see page 20).
As far as possible, the AER has also sought to align the
classes for deemed and registrable exemptions with
the Exempt Selling Guideline, although there are more
classes for each exemption category.43
For example, registrable class “NR4” refers to operators
of embedded networks in caravan and residential parks
and corresponds to the R4 exempt seller class.

Each class of exemption has its own set of conditions
and these are set out in the AER’s NSP Registration
Exemption Guideline. Registrable class NR4 has 12
conditions attached including four “basic requirements”.
However, irrespective of the category and class of
network exemption, the exempt network operator must
meet the four basic requirements of an exempt network
in addition to the specific conditions to be met for each
exemption class. The basic conditions include:44

Figure 2: Relationships in Embedded Networks

CP1
Customer 1

Parent Connection Point
Parent

CP2

CP3

CP4

Customer 2 Customer 3 Customer 4

Off-Market Customers

On-Market Customers (teir 1 and teir 2)

Connection Point

Parent

Embedded Connection point

On-Market Child

Embedded Network

Off-Market Child

Source: AEMO, National Electricity Rule Change Request – Embedded Networks, September 2014, p 6. http://www.aemc.gov.au/
getattachment/66945de4-6a2d-44be-8327-192963ad2e7a/Rule-change-request.aspx
Note: Tier 1 and tier 2 refer to whether the embedded network customer has a market offer from the local area retailer (Tier 1 retailer) or from another
retailer (Tier 2 retailer).

42.

 t least one participant in the study was a resident in a separate villa unit in the caravan and residential park and was able to choose an authorised
A
retailer. We understand this resident had a direct connection to the local distribution company and was not in a “parent-child” relationship.

43.

Ibid, p 8.

44.

Ibid, p 9.
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• Ensure that their network is safe;

1.2.6 Access to Retail Competition

• Have a dispute resolution mechanism;

There is agreed national policy intent expressed in the
NERL to promote access to retail competition for exempt
customers in order for them to share the potential price
and non-price service benefits of competition. The
AEMC’s proposed amendments to the NER are based
largely on the implementation of this policy intent. For
example, the AEMC states: “The draft rule determination
seeks to make it easier for embedded network customers
to choose who they purchase electricity from … while
remaining part of the embedded network.”49

•E
 nsure that network pricing is in accordance with strict
controls45; and,
•E
 nsure that electricity meters comply with the
National Measurement Act 1960 (Cth) requirements
for electricity meters installed from 1 January 2013 and
other applicable Australian standards.
That is, while an exempt embedded network operator
may be relieved from certain technical requirements
under the NER, the person is not relieved of the core
safety requirements for a distribution business.46
Indeed, the obligations under the Guideline for each
category of exemption are strong. The AER’s NSP
Exemption Guideline states:47
 ll exempt private networks are subject to conditions.
A
These conditions cover safety, dispute resolution,
metering and pricing. Even if your network is in a
‘deemed’ category, if you fail to observe the relevant
conditions your exemption will be invalid. This may
expose you legally to a civil penalty (a fine) under the
National Electricity Law or other relevant legislation.
[emphasis added]
Compliance with all the relevant conditions of exemption
for that class is a mandatory requirement for a network
exemption to be valid. Non-compliance may result in civil
penalties.48 This includes the mandatory requirement to
allow exempt customers access to retail market offers
(where allowed by jurisdictional law), as noted above.
The NEL and NER are the primary regulatory instruments
for distribution networks, including embedded networks.
However, all NSPs also face a range of jurisdictionally
based regulation and codes that govern different
aspects of the network such as technical, safety and
reliability requirements. The various national regulatory
instruments governing the operation of exempt sellers
and embedded network operators are also under review,
as discussed in section 1.4.

45.

Notwithstanding the policy intent at the national level,
jurisdictions have not consistently adopted this policy
and removed restrictions on exempt customers. Only
Victoria, New South Wales and South Australia allow
exempt customers in private networks to exercise a right
to choose their electricity retailer. Exempt customers in
the ACT, Queensland and Tasmania will normally require
a direct connection to the local distribution network to
access retail competition.
In the three states that allow retail competition for
embedded network customers, the private network
operator must not obstruct access to retail competition
and must take reasonable steps to facilitate access to an
authorised retailer.50 AEMO has established metrology
procedures to facilitate retail competition. At the time
an embedded network customer takes up a retail offer,
the gate meter is registered as a ‘parent’ meter while the
customer’s meter is registered as a ‘child’ meter. 51 & 52
Where retail competition for embedded network
customers is prohibited, the customer will need to make
a direct connection to the local distributor and install
individual metering in the normal way. This is likely to
also require changes to the wiring in the embedded
network that will also be borne by the consumer. This is
likely to come at a very high cost, and consumers in the
ACT, Queensland and Tasmania face a number of other
non-cost barriers to gaining access to retail competition.

Ibid, pp 34-37. These regulated pricing controls include controls on the apportionment of external network charges, restricting any application of
“internal network charges” and how customers are charged (e.g. a bundled energy tariff (which includes retail costs and is the most common form),
actual costs, pro-rata charge, see pp 36-37).

46.

AER, Electricity Network Service Provider Registration Exemption Guideline, 27 August, 2013, p 3.

47.

Ibid, p 7.

48.

Ibid, p 9 & NEL, section 11.

49.

 EMC 2015, Draft new arrangements for embedded networks, Information Sheet, p1. http://www.aemc.gov.au/getattachment/f01b69d1-de81-4c60A
baae-8e1373078f6d/Information-sheet.aspx

50.

AER, Electricity NSP Registration Exemption Guideline, 27 August 2013, p 32.

51.

AEMO, Metrology Procedure Part A National Electricity Market, Version 5.3, 15 May 2015, pp 36-37.

52.

 he new retailer will probably have to arrange an upgrade the customer’s meter (usually at a cost passed through to the customer) and will need to
T
provide energy billing information to the private network operator so that the remainder of the site can be billed.
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1.3 Summary of the National
Exemption Framework
Table 1 sets out the principal national regulatory
instruments that are relevant to governance of exempt
sellers and embedded network operators.
As noted, however, the application of the national regulatory
instruments is moderated by specific jurisdictional
regulations such as barriers to retail competition for the
exempt customers, as discussed previously.

On the other hand, Victoria permits contestability but
has not adopted the NERL and NERR. Thus, Victorian
exempt sellers are bound by Victorian legislation while
Victorian embedded network operators are subject to
the requirements in the NER. However, they must also
take account of specific Victorian requirements for
exemption and consumer protection. Section 1.5 provides
more details on the Victorian situation.

Table 1: Summary of regulatory instruments (excluding Victorian retail arrangements)
Regulatory
Instrument

“Owner”

Relevant requirements in the regulatory instrument

National
Energy Retail
Law (NERL)

Parliament of
South Australia

•G
 rants AER power to exempt an entity from requirement to hold a retailer authorisation
(s 110 (1)) & to revoke exemption (s 111)

(on advice from
COAG and COAG
Energy Council)

• Establishes 3 classes of exemptions (individual, deemed, registrable) (s 110 (2))
•A
 ER may impose conditions on exempt seller (s 112 (1)) & impose civil penalties on
breach of conditions. (s 112 (2))
• AER must take account of policy principles (s 114 (1)(a)-(c):
-a
 rrangements should not diverge unnecessarily from those applying to retailers
-e
 xempt customers should as far as possible be afforded the right to a choice of retailer
in same way as other retail customers in the same jurisdictions
-e
 xempt customers should, as far as practicable, not be denied customer protections
afforded to retail customers under the NERL and NERR.
-e
 xempt seller related factors (s 115) & customer related factors (s 116) that the AER may
consider alongside the policy principles (above).
• AER must develop & maintain a Retail Exempt Selling Guideline (s 118)
• AER must maintain & publish a Public Register of Exempt Sellers (s 119)

National
Energy Retail
Rules (NERR)

AEMC in response
to requests for
rule change from
stakeholders
including AEMO
and the AER.

• Establishes an Exempt Selling Regime (Part 9) Division (2)
-p
 rovides details on each type of exemption (individual, deemed & registrable) (r. 149 – 151)
- AER’s right to impose conditions as part of exemption (r. 152)
- s ets condition on prices; the AER must ensure that these customers are charged no
more than the standing offer price of the local retailer (r. 152(4)) – the “Pricing Rule”
- includes conditions on installing, maintaining and reading meters of exempt customers
(r. 152 (5))
• AER’s (Retail) Exempt Selling Guidelines (Division 3)
• Provisions relating to individual exemptions (Division 4)
• Public Register of Authorised Retailers & Exempt Sellers (Division 5)

National
Electricity
Rules (NER)

AEMC: in
response to
request for rule
change from
stakeholders
including AEMO
and the AER

The NER in clause 2.5.1 (d) provides for the AER to be able to exempt any person or class
of persons from the requirement to register as a network service provider, subject to the
AER’s conditions and consistent with the national electricity objective.
The AEMC’s final rule change determination (December 2015) allows for the appointment
of an embedded network manager (ENM) and includes the right of the AER to exempt an
embedded network operator from this requirement based on the AER’s assessment of the
costs and benefits to the embedded network consumers of appointing an ERM. The rule
change also provides for consequential amendments to other areas of the NER.
The new rules will come into effect 1 December 2017.

Network
Exemption
Guideline

AER

The AER’s Network Exemption Guideline was updated in August 2013. It requires all
previous holders of exemptions (apart from pre 1 January 2012 individual exemptions) to
comply with the Guideline.
The Guideline covers safety, dispute resolution, metering and pricing.
The Guideline will be updated in 2016 to reflect the changes in the NER (above).

Exempt
Selling
Guideline

AER

The Exempt Selling Guideline Version 3 was published in April 2015. The AER has
proposed to further amend the Guideline (Version 4) and is currently conducting a public
consultation process on this.

Note: The comments in this table are based on Version 3 of the AER’s Network Exemption Guideline.
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1.4 Recent Developments in the
National Exemption Framework
Given the growth in the exempt selling and embedded
network markets it is perhaps not surprising that there
have been various changes to the relevant rules and
guidelines. The following sections highlight some of the
more recent developments.

1.4.1 The AEMC rule change determination
As indicated above, the AEMC has recently made a final
rule determination to amend the NER in order to clarify
the regulatory arrangements for embedded networks
and reduce the barriers to embedded network customers
accessing retail market offers.53
The AEMC’s rule determination will come into effect on
1 December 2017 and may lead to significant changes in
the way embedded network operators currently operate.
The AEMC’s rule determination was made in response to
a rule change request from AEMO. AEMO had, in turn,
been requested to propose a rule change to facilitate
competition in the on-selling market by the Standing
Council of Energy Ministers (now the Council of Australian
Governments Energy Council (COAG Energy Council)).54

The AEMC’s focus was to put in place a regulatory
framework that maximised the opportunity for
customers in exempt embedded networks to access
retail competition. The AEMC found that the current
regulatory arrangements for embedded networks were
“unclear” and resulted in barriers to effective retail
competition.55 The AEMC stated that:56
•T
 he NER did not allocate responsibility for performing
market interface functions required to link embedded
network customers to retailers in the NEM;
•T
 he AER’s exemption guidelines do not fully facilitate
embedded network customers access to retail market
offers;
•J
 urisdictional regulations are inconsistent and some
prevent embedded network customers accessing retail
market offers; and,
•T
 he NERR does not provide clear obligations and
relationships between authorised retailers, embedded
network operators and embedded network customers.
Table 2 below was prepared by the AEMC to illustrate
the complexity, gaps and ambiguities in the roles and
responsibilities in the current embedded network
exemption framework. Again, these complexities create
difficulties for embedded network operators, their
customers and the regulators who must administer the
regulatory framework.

Table 2: Legal instruments and service providers of electricity services
Off-market embedded network
customers

On-market embedded network
customers

Customers outside of embedded
networks

Service

Who provides
the service?

Under what
instrument?

Who provides
the service?

Under what
instrument?

Who provides the
service?

Under what
instrument?

Network

Embedded
network
operator

AER network
exemption
guideline

Embedded
network
operator

AER network
exemption
guideline

DNSP

NER

Metering

Embedded
network
operator

AER network
exemption
guideline

Accredited
providers

NER and NERR

Accredited
providers

NER and NERR

Market
interface

Not required

Not required

No party is
responsible

No instrument
allocates
responsibility

DNSPs

NER and AEMO
procedures

Retail (sale
of electricity

Embedded
network
operator

AER exempt
selling (retail)
guideline

Retailers

NERR

Retailers

NERR

Source: AEMC 2015, Embedded Networks, Rule Determination, 17 December 2015, Table 1, p ii.
Note: “Off-market embedded network customers” refers to customers who have not taken up a market offer from an authorised retailer. “On-market
embedded network customers” refers to exempt customers who have a market contract with an authorised retailer.

53.

 EMC 2015, Embedded Networks, Rule Determination, 17 December 2015, p i. http://www.aemc.gov.au/getattachment/3ec818f7-38ae-412e-8d7bA
b404ee8d7858/Final-rule-determination.aspx

54.

 he COAG Energy Council was responding to recommendations from the AEMC in AEMC, Energy Market Arrangements for Electric and Natural Gas
T
Vehicles, December 2012 and the AEMC, Final Report, Power of Choice – Giving Consumers Options in the say they use Electricity, November 2012.

55.

 EMC, New rules for embedded networks Information Fact Sheet, 17 December 2015, p 1. http://www.aemc.gov.au/getattachment/04b21dd0-521c-48caA
b575-6fbe6b736a37/Information-sheet.aspx

56.

Ibid, pp 1-2.
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The central plank of the AEMC’s rule change
determination is to create a new accredited service
provider role, the embedded network manager (ENM).
The ENM will perform the market interface functions
that link the embedded network customer to the NEM
systems. The amendments will:57
•S
 et out the detailed functions, responsibilities and
governance arrangements for the ENM; and,
•S
 pecify which embedded network operators are
required to appoint an ENM.
With respect to the appointment of the ENM, the new
rules require an embedded network operator to appoint
an ENM unless:58
•T
 he embedded network customers are unable to gain
access to a retail market offer in a relevant jurisdiction; or,
• If the AER determines that the costs of appointing an
ENM are likely to outweigh the benefits. In these cases
the AER must require an ENM to be appointed when
a customer exercises its right to access a retail market
offer. [emphasis added].
In other words, the AER will have the discretion to determine
which embedded network operators are required to
appoint an embedded network manager taking into
account the costs and benefits of doing so and unless
one or more customers seek access to a market offer.
While it is useful for the AEMC to address some of these
gaps through the rule change process, it is also clear that a
more holistic approach is required to fundamentally reform
this market sector. In particular, improving access to retail
competition through the appointment of an ENM will not
necessarily address the concerns of (for instance) customers
in established caravan and residential parks sector.
In its final determination, the AEMC also highlights the
need for a more integrated approach to this difficult
and disparate market sector. The AEMC has identified,
for instance, that supporting changes will be required
in state and territory legislation, the AER’s Network
Exemption Guideline and the NERR for embedded
network customers, if the AEMC’s determination is to
have full effect on actual market outcomes.59
In this sector of small customers in an embedded
network, retail competition remains problematic in
practice because of the likely costs of appointing an
ENM and the costs of installing market ready meters
57.

to replace existing metering arrangements. A robust
customer protection framework is also required to
protect these customers when retail competition is
unlikely to take root whether due to costs or other
practical and social factors.
This limitation is acknowledged by the AER for instance
in the discussion on their proposed amendments to the
Guidelines (see below). The AER states its view that:
“access to retail competition is the best way to empower
electricity consumers…”60 However, the AER also
acknowledges that some customer groups: “do not have
access to alternative solutions such as transferring to a
cheaper offer from another provider”.61
SACOSS would therefore go further than the AEMC’s
promotion of retail competition, important as that may
be. We consider that there must be additional reforms
that entrench basic customer protection rights for all
exempt customers and remove the inconsistencies and
overlaps in the current federal and state regulation. This
is discussed further in sections 2 and 3.
The AER’s proposed amendments to the Exempt
Selling Guideline and the Network Exemption Guideline
can contribute to this process. The AER’s proposed
amendments are summarised below.

1.4.2 The AER’s amendments to
the Guidelines
Over the last few years, the AER has sought to better
align the exemption categories and sub-category definitions
and conditions between the Network Exemption
Guideline and the Exempt Selling Guideline. The Network
Exemption Guideline was last updated in 2013 and the
Exempt Selling Guideline was last updated in April 2015.
These changes have resulted in significant improvements
in the clarity and consistency of the Guidelines.
The AER intends to further update the Network
Exemption Guideline in 2016 to reflect, inter alia, the
AEMC’s rule changes described above which will come
into force on 1 December 2017.
The AER is currently in the process of amending its
Exempt Selling Guideline, issuing a revised Draft for
consultation in September 2015.62 The AER expects that
the amended Exempt Selling Guideline (version 4) will be
published in the first quarter of 2016.

AEMC, New rules for embedded networks Information Fact Sheet, 17 December 2015, p 2.

58.

AEMC 2015, Embedded Networks, Rule Determination, 17 December 2015, p 49.

59.

Ibid.

60.

 ER, Notice of Draft Instrument: Amendments to the AER (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, September 2015, p 11. https://www.aer.gov.au/system/
A
files/Notice%20of%20draft%20instrument%20%E2%80%93%20Amendments%20to%20AER%20%28Retail%29%20Exempt%20Selling%20Guideline%20
%E2%80%93%20September%202015.PDF

61.

Ibid, p 14. The AER is referring in particular to customers who are eligible for government rebates, concessions or other forms of assistance. The exempt
customers in R4 class are likely to include a high proportion of eligible consumers.

62.

See footnote 34.
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The AER states that the amendments are designed to
make the Guideline clearer, more flexible and to better
reflect developments in “alternative energy selling”.63
“Alternative energy selling” in this instance largely refers
to Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) and is not within
the scope of this study.
The AER’s draft (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline,
however, does propose some changes to a number of
the conditions of exemption for supply that apply to
the category and class of customers considered in this
study (R4). For example, the AER proposes the following
changes to the conditions:64
•N
 ew requirement on the exempt seller to offer at least
two payment methods (add new clause 3(2));
•D
 elete condition that provides that any jurisdictional
pricing requirements will act to exclude the pricing
obligations in the Guideline (remove clauses 7(5) and 7(6));
•D
 elete condition that states that the requirements of
condition 10 will not apply where jurisdictional tenancy
legislation provides for disconnection of tenants. The
AER states that, instead: “Standard legal principles will
apply to any conflicting legislation.” (Clause 10);65
•R
 emove reference to reconnection “as soon as
possible”. The AER is seeking views on whether a fixed
period should apply in its stead. (Clause 11); and,
•R
 emove reference to exempt seller using “best
endeavours” to claim a rebate or concession on behalf
of customers where it can only be claimed by the
exempt person. Replace with an absolute obligation on
the exempt seller (Clause 12(2)).
Relevantly, the AER also proposes to clarify the definition
of a long-term resident in a caravan or residential park to
address the issue that some parks restrict the length of
time residents can live there. The AER proposes to define
customers as long-term residents if the person(s) live
there most of the time and/or the person has no other
place of residence.66
An important change proposed by the AER for
revisions to the AER’s Exempt Selling Guidelines
(version 4) relates to the introduction of an absolute
condition of exemption for the seller to claim rebates
or concessions when state legislation means that these
concessions can only be claimed by the exempt person,

63.

not the concession holder. This is a significant issue
in Queensland, for instance where a rebate can only
be claimed by a resident of a “home park” or “multiunit residential premises” if the owner/proprietor of
the premise can claim the rebate on behalf of the
customer. The proprietors’ participation is voluntary
under Queensland legislation.67 However, the proposed
conditions of the Network Exemption Guideline will make
it mandatory.
The Queensland Council of Social Service (QCOSS)
generally supported the AER’s proposed changes to the
AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline. QCOSS also highlights
the need for: “proactive and clear communication
of the updated Guideline to exempt sellers and their
customers”.68 On the basis of our study, SACOSS
supports this recommendation that the AER works
closely with stakeholders to ensure the “message” is
understood by both the sellers and customers alike.

1.5 Victoria: General Exemption
Order (exempt sellers and
embedded network operators)
The Essential Service Commission in Victoria is
responsible for issuing both retail and distribution
licences in Victoria.69 However, exemption from the
obligation to hold a retail or distribution licence (as
the case may be) is managed by the Department of
Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
(DEDJTR).
More specifically, the Governor of Victoria, under
an Order in Council and on the recommendation by
DEDJTR, grants an exemption from holding a retail
or a distribution licence. Exemptions may be given
based on an individual (case-by-case) assessment or
under a General Exemption Order (GEO). The GEO
provides exemptions for a whole class of electricity
service providers. For example, permanent caravan and
residential parks, retirement villages and strata title
buildings would generally come under the GEO process.
Exempt suppliers (retail and network) under a GEO are
not required to register with either the ESC or DEDJTR.
The process is one of self-selection and lacks visibility
to any of the Victorian regulatory bodies. As DEDJTR

AER, Notice of Draft Instrument: Amendments to the AER (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, September 2015, p 3.

64.

Ibid, pp 18-21. The list provided herein is not exhaustive. References in brackets refer to changes relative to Version 3 of the Guideline.

65.

Ibid, p 20.

66.

Ibid, p 24.

67.

 ueensland Government, Electricity and reticulated natural gas rebates for residential home parks and multi-unit residential premises, as at 26 February
Q
2015. https://www.qld.gov.au/community/cost-of-living-support/residential-homes-rebates/index.html.

68.

 COSS, Letter to the AER re: 2015 Review of the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) Exempt Selling Guideline. http://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/
Q
Queensland%20Council%20of%20Social%20Service%20submission%20to%20review%20of%20Retail%20Exempt%20Selling%20Guideline%202015%20
-%209%20November%202015.pdf.

69.

Electricity Industry Act, s 18 & Gas Industry Act, s 25.
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states: “Registration requirements are absent from the
GEO, which means that there is very little information on
the activities of embedded networks in Victoria”.70
However, exempt sellers under a GEO have a general
obligation to comply with “applicable provisions of the
Retail Code”.71 Exempt sellers also have an obligation to
advise their customers in writing that they may choose
to obtain supply from a licenced retailer.
Similarly, exempt embedded network operators have
an obligation to observe all “applicable provisions”
of the Victorian Electricity Distribution Code. In this
instance, the Distribution Code does define what those
“applicable” obligations are.72
In addition to the GEO, exempt networks must comply
with the AER’s electricity service provider registration
exemption guideline.
DEDJTR has acknowledged a number of gaps in the
current exemption process, particularly with respect to
the exempt retailing arrangements. For instance, the
GEO and the Energy Retail Code do not specify what
consumer protections are “applicable” to customers
of the seller in the embedded networks.73 DEDJTR
states that as a result consumers are “confused about
their rights when trying to resolve disputes with their
embedded network seller”.74
Given the growth in the market, DEDJTR commenced a
review of the GEO. The review by DEDJTR is occurring
in parallel to the review by the ESC of Victoria’s retail
licencing arrangements. Both reviews seek to adapt
the Victorian licencing and exemption frameworks
to facilitate new technology and innovation, while
maintaining consumer protection.
It is not within the scope of this current study to assess
whether these reviews do indeed adequately address
these issues particularly with respect to consumer
protection mechanisms for the very vulnerable customers
of exempt sellers and embedded network operators.
For further details of these two reviews please see:

1.6 Summary and
Recommendations
The overall regulatory arrangements for on-sellers and
embedded network operators remain complex and
multilayered. This complexity is a significant barrier to
the AER communicating the conditions of exemption
with all stakeholders. Similarly, it is a barrier to both
exempt sellers and exempt customers understanding
their respective rights and obligations. Such complexity
is particularly difficult for small customers such as the
residents of caravan residential parks, retirement villages
and residential apartments.
Notwithstanding the various jurisdictional derogations,
SACOSS acknowledges that the NECF and associated
NERL and NERR have improved the consistency in
the regulation of exempt sellers. In addition, the AER
has sought to amend its Exempt Selling Guideline and
Exempt Network Guideline to provide greater clarity
and better alignment across the two Guidelines in the
definition of the exempt categories.
SACOSS welcomes these changes and anticipates that
this greater level of consistency will facilitate the AER
communicating the conditions of exemption to exempt
sellers and exempt embedded network operators (who
are usually the same person). However, it is only a start
and customers of on-sellers and embedded network
operators still need to weave their way through multilayers of national and jurisdictional regulations in order
to understand their rights.

Recommendation 1.1
The COAG Energy Council, the AER and the regulatory
bodies in each state renew efforts to introduce greater
consistency and clarity in the regulation of exempt sellers
and embedded network operators. A simpler, fairer and
less costly process will better serve the interests of exempt
suppliers and, more particularly, provide a more cohesive
consumer protection framework for small customers of
on-sellers and embedded network operators.

•D
 EDJTR, Review of the General Exemption Order
Issues Paper, 201575; and,
•E
 ssential Services Commission, 2015, Modernising
Victoria’s Energy Licence Framework – Issues Paper,
June 201576.
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 EDJTR, Review of the General Exemption Order Issues Paper, 2015. http://www.energyandresources.vic.gov.au/energy/about/legislation-andD
regulation/georeview

71.

Ibid, p 5.

72.

ESC, Electricity Distribution Code, Version 7, May 2012, Clause 1.3.5. http://www.esc.vic.gov.au/Energy/Distribution/Electricity-distribution-code
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DEDJTR, Review of the General Exemption Order Issues Paper, July 2015, p 5.
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2. Assessment of
Consistency with AER
Guidelines

2. ASSESSMENT OF CONSISTENCY WITH AER GUIDELINES

The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline and Network
Exemption Guideline provide a framework for a
qualitative assessment of the “lived” experience of
electricity consumers in permanent/long-stay caravan
and residential parks.
The Guidelines require that operators of permanent/
long-stay caravan and residential parks should be
registered with the AER as an exempt seller and,
separately, as an exempt embedded network operator
even if they are the same person.
In terms of the AER’s Guidelines, permanent/long stay
caravan and residential parks are a specific category of
registrable exempt retailers and/or exempt embedded
network service providers. The AER’s Guidelines
categorises the permanent caravan and residential parks
as follows:
•E
 xempt Retailing Guideline: ‘R4’ - applying to:
“Persons selling metered energy in caravan parks,
residential parks, and manufactured home estates to
residents who principally reside there.”77
•E
 xempt Embedded Network Service Provider
Guideline: ‘NR4’ - applying to: “Persons selling metered
energy in caravan parks, residential parks, and
manufactured home estates to residents who principally
reside there.”78
The preliminary findings from the interviews with exempt
customers suggest that there may be some important
gaps between the AER’s requirements and the practice
of some owners/operators of long stay/permanent
caravan and residential parks.
However, we would highlight that these are preliminary
findings. The interviews provide qualitative rather than
quantitative information and it would be inappropriate
to draw conclusions about the whole sector based on
this limited sample of exempt consumers. Nevertheless,
the study does provide a strong pointer to the AER
about potential issues in this sector, particularly with
long-established parks whose ‘modus operandi’ was
developed prior to the AER’s consolidation of the
exempt selling and embedded network Guidelines.
We also note that the findings of this study are relatively
consistent with observations made in other studies. The
distinctive feature of this study is the very strong sense
of vulnerability and frustration that the consumers in the
parks felt in their dealings with their embedded network
operator.

77.

It is not clear at this stage how much and how successful
the AER has been in communicating the changes in the
requirements for exempt sellers in particular since 2012.
It is possible that prior to 2012, these park operators
would have been self-classified as ‘deemed’ exempt
sellers/network operators. As such, while considered to
be exempt and subject to the prevailing conditions of
exemption, they would not have needed to be registered
with the AER.
The following section provides an overview of the main
issues we have identified in this preliminary study, along
with some examples. Appendix C includes a number of
more detailed case studies. The remaining sections of
this chapter provide a more detailed assessment of each
of the AER’s “conditions of exemption” for the exemption
classes of R4 and NR4 as set out in the AER’s Exempt
Seller Guideline and the NSP Registration Exemption
Guideline respectively.
Note, the focus of this section 2 is to assess how
the AER’s conditions of exemption for this class of
consumers compare to the reported experiences of the
exempt consumers in our study. In other words, Section
2 examines the level of compliance by exempt suppliers
with the AER’s conditions – as experienced by their
exempt customers in this study.79
A second question then arises and that is whether the
AER’s exemption conditions for classes R4 and NR4 are
appropriate and adequately align with the protections
available to customers of authorised retailers, in line
with the policy intent. This question will be addressed in
Section 3 of this report.

2.1 Major issues for residents in
caravan and residential parks
In this section, the report will focus on the major issues
that were raised by the exempt consumers in our study.
In some cases, the issues set out below reflect concerns
that the consumers have already attempted to raise with
the park management. The consumers believed that the
management had not provided an adequate response or
even an acknowledgement of the issue.
However, despite frustration with the outcome of their
discussions with the park management, the exempt
consumers felt too vulnerable to pursue these issues
further. For instance, in principle the consumers could
take their complaint to a Tenants Tribunal (or equivalent)

AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3. April 2015, Table 2, p 39.

78.

AER, Electricity Network Service Provider Registration Exemption Guideline, Version 3, August 2013, Table 3, p 20.

79.

 gain, we emphasizes that SACOSS does not claim that this study provides some quantitative assessment of compliance with the AER’s conditions. That
A
is not its purpose and the findings should not be read as such.
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in the state. In practice, they were reluctant to take
this step out of concerns with the costs and possible
repercussions from the park management.

Consumers reported:
Unexplained variations on the amount payable
on the bill, even when the resident believes their
consumption patterns have not changed;

Note:
• In all instances, the exempt seller and the embedded
network operator were one and the same person or entity.

A lack of transparency on charges ... residents are
not always notified when arrangements change
and there is no transparency if formal reductions
(i.e. abolition of the carbon tax) are being passed
on to residents;

• It is not clear if the exempt seller/network operators
in the sample were always registered with the AER.
The use of the term “exempt consumer” in this report
should not therefore be taken to mean that the park
owner has necessarily registered with the AER.

A strong concern over whether the park owner
was profiting from the on selling of electricity to
residents; and,

2.1.1 Electricity Pricing
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline specifies that
electricity prices to R4 exempt customers should be
no more than the standing offer price that would be
charged by the relevant local areas retailer for new
connections in area.80

Concern over the site owner’s encouragement for
residents to install solar panels on their homes.
Residents were told it will save them money
and they will not be charged for the installation.
However residents have not seen any evidence
of the implications or benefits of the solar
installations on their electricity bills.

The assessment of compliance by the exempt seller with
this pricing condition was complicated by the fact that
generally, the charge for electricity usage was just one
component of the overall charges to the customer for rent,
facilities and electricity; all encompassed on the one bill.
Nevertheless, SACOSS saw no evidence that the variable
charges to the customer (c/kWh) were not compliant
with the AER’s price constraint condition. The bigger
issues for customers were:
• the lack of explanation when prices changed;
• t he fixed energy charge (fortnightly or monthly) that
ranged from $10 per fortnight to approximately $40
per month. There did not seem to be any reasonable
basis for the amount charged, and the exempt seller
was not open to explaining the charge (see 2.1.2);
• t he view that the exempt seller was being charged
lower, market based prices than the standard prices
from the authorised electricity retailer at the ‘gate’
meter and this market benefit was not passed onto the
exempt consumers; and,
• s imilarly, savings benefits from installation of solar PV
on common park buildings were not passed on to the
exempt consumers.

80.

2.1.2 Information Provision
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline specifies that
exempt customers must be advised (inter alia) of
any rights to purchase electricity from an authorised
retailer, the person’s rights in the event of a dispute,
the conditions attached to the exemption, forms of
assistance available, detail of tariffs and charges.81 The
information must be provided at the start of the tenancy
and on request from the exempt customer or the AER.82
The exempt customers in our sample had generally been
at the caravan or residential park for some time and were
not able to recall details of the information provided at the
start of their residency in the park. Even relatively recent
arrivals at the park could not recall receiving the required
information on their energy supply arrangements.
However, there was a strong feeling amongst most
exempt consumers that they were not kept adequately
informed about their rights and protections under the R4
exemption class. In particular, a number commented that
requests to the park management for more information
about their energy supply arrangements were effectively
“brushed off”.

AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, Condition 7.1, p 43.

81.

Ibid, Condition 2 (1), p 41.

82.

Ibid, Condition 2 (2), p 42.
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As noted in section 2.1.1 above, the park tenants were
particularly concerned about information relating to
increases in the electricity prices including changes to
the ‘supply’ charge. It was often not made clear to the
exempt customers why prices had changed or the basis
on which the supply charge was calculated.
Moreover, when park management were asked directly
about the reasons for price changes and/or the supply
charge, the responses from the park managers to the
consumers were not seen to be helpful. The exempt
customers suggested they were reluctant to “push” these
questions too far.
However, the AER’s Guidelines indicate that there is a
positive obligation on both exempt sellers and exempt
network operators to provide information on request to
the customer. As noted above, for instance, the AER’s
Exempt Selling Guideline requires that the information
set out in Condition 2(1): “must be provided by the
exempt person at any time on request by the exempt
customer or the AER.”83
The AER’s Network Exemption Guideline (Condition 6)
requires that the dispute resolution procedures: “must
allow a customer to request, and be provided with, written
details of all charges applicable to that customer”.84
This study suggests that the exempt suppliers and/or
the exempt customers may not always be aware of the
obligations set out in both the AER’s Guidelines for R4
and NR4 classes to provide a range of information on the
energy supply conditions at the time of taking residence
and on request by the exempt consumers.

Consumers reported:
They have asked the park owner who provides the
power to the park however the park owner is not
willing to disclose this information;
No formal information given to residents when
they move in. A resident who moved in within the
last five years wasn’t given any formal information
regarding energy and it was several years before
the supply charge was explained;
No access to energy efficiency information from
the park owner, this was provided by an unrelated
3rd party;
Concerns over the lack of information on
electricity bills, residents are only provided with

83.

the total kWh consumed and the total dollar amount
due. Consumers expect that meter readings, dates
and tariffs should also be provided; and,
Suspicion that meter readings are being estimated.
Doubt over the accuracy of consumption and
charges has arisen when a resident receives a bill
for a period of time where they have been living
off-site and the bill has not decreased.

2.1.3 Payment Options
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline (version 3) does not
require the exempt seller to offer a range of payment
options. However, the exempt seller “must offer flexible
payment options (in relation to the sale of energy) to an
exempt customer who has identified themselves as being
in financial difficulty”.85
There is no specific obligation in the Guideline, however,
that requires the park manager to offer the Centrepay
payment option to customers in financial hardship.
However, there were instances where the exempt
customers felt they were being pushed into changing
their existing payment preferences and agreeing to a
direct debit arrangement from their bank accounts for
both their rental and energy charges.
These customers were quite resentful of the pressure
placed on them to do this and while some ultimately
agreed to the approach, others were adamant that they
would continue to pay by cash or other existing payment
arrangement.

Consumer Comment:
“I have always paid by cash and I am not going
to change now. They will have to accept cash”.

2.1.4 Complaints/disputes
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline requires the exempt
seller/network operator to establish a dispute handling
procedure that meets the requirements of the AER.
The Exempt Selling Guideline also requires the exempt
seller to advise the customer about the dispute handling
procedures at the commencement of the lease or on
request.86

Ibid, pp 41-42. Condition 2(1) includes: “the energy tariffs and all associated fees and charges that will apply to the exempt customer in relation to the
sale of energy” (Condition 2(1)(g)).

84.

AER, Electricity NSP Registration Exemption Guideline, Version 3, 27 August 2013, p 24.

85.

AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, Condition 3.2.

86.

Ibid, Condition 2.1 (c), p 41. Appendix C, p 56.
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Similarly, the AER’s Network Exemption Guideline
requires the exempt embedded network operator
to have in place a dispute resolution mechanism.87
Exemption Condition 6 states:88
	A private network must have in place dispute resolution
procedures which customers can access at no cost or on
a fee for service basis … These procedures must allow
a customer to request, and be provided with, written
details of all charges applicable to that customer.
It is not clear if the exempt sellers/network operators
at some point provided information on their dispute
handling procedures to the exempt customers, although
none of the customers could recall receiving such
information. In any case, there was wide spread dissatisfaction
with the way complaints were handled in practice:
•m
 any exempt customers considered that the exempt
seller/operator did not listen to their complaints;
• s ome exempt customers believed there would be adverse
repercussions on them for pursing a complaint too long;
• t he exempt customers did not generally know who else
they could approach to provide independent resolution
of their issues;
• t he difficulty is compounded by the fact that in
all states except NSW, exempt consumers cannot
forward their complaints to an independent Energy
Ombudsman in their state, as the Ombudsman has no
jurisdiction over the exempt seller market. Similarly, the
AER is not generally in a position to handle complaints,
nor is it resourced to do so.
• s ome customers were aware that complaints could be
raised to the Tenancy Union or the Tenancy Tribunal
(or equivalent) in their state. However, there was a view
that the Tenancy Union was not particularly helpful and
the Tribunal was high cost. Moreover, the vulnerability
of these exempt consumers meant that taking a
complaint to the Tribunal and facing cross-examination
from the owner (or owner’s solicitors) was not only too
expensive but risked subsequent repercussions.

2.1.5 Electricity billing

Of particular concern was the fact that while the bill set
out the kWh consumed in the relevant billing period (which
may be a fortnight or month, depending on the rental
arrangements), it did not provide the required meter
readings to support the consumption figure. That is, the
bill did not provide a start and finish meter reading for the
period, nor did the bill indicate whether it was an actual
or an estimated read. There was also no information on the
unit prices.89 Thus, there was no way for the customer to
independently verify the kWh presented on the bill.
This finding was made more significant given that some of
the exempt customers expressed their concern about the
meter reading process itself (and the condition of the meter
– see 2.1.6 below). For instance, some customers
reported that “someone from the office” read the
customers’ meters. Some even commented that
the person reading the customers’ meters was seen
recording a ‘reading’ in the book, but had hardly stopped
to look at the meters. The bill did not indicate if the
reading had been estimated or not. In some instances,
the exempt customer could not readily read the meter
because of the poor condition of the meter and difficulty
in accessing the meter.90
Thus, without any way to verify the actual meter reading,
the exempt consumers also doubted the accuracy of
their bills and the reported levels of total consumption
for the billing period. Some pointed to instances when
they had been away but the bill stated that they had
used electricity during that period. In other cases, the bill
from one period to another was very similar even though
the customer believed they had used very different
amounts. The exempt customer had questioned the
network operator about this but felt their complaints
were dismissed.

The Consumers say:

Consumer Comment:
“We raised the issue [regarding the prices and
supply charge] with the Tenancy Union but they
were not helpful in explaining the situation”.

87.

The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline sets out in some
detail the information that must be included in the
electricity bill to the exempt customer (Exemption
Condition 3 (4) (a) – (o)). SACOSS’s observations of a
typical bill suggest that the bills contain only some of the
important information required by Condition 3 (4).

They [the meters] are just read by someone
employed in the park office;
The [person] just opens the door [to the meter box]
looks in and walks on. It doesn’t look like they are
recording the meter reading;

 ER, Electricity NSP Registration Exemption Guideline, Version 3, August 2013, p 9. The AER states that this is a ‘basic condition’ of exemption for an
A
embedded network operator, and applies to all categories and classes of exemption.

88.

Ibid, Condition 6, p 24.

89.

 owever, the average unit price could be derived from the total variable cost and the kWh data. Condition 3 (k) of the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline
H
requires that the bill include the tariffs, fees and charge and Condition 3 (i) requires information on the basis on which the tariffs, fees and charges are
calculated.

90.

For example, a box holding a number of meters was typically locked and the meter could not be read externally.
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There’s no explanation of how the charges work. No
explanation of the basis for the ‘supply’ charge; and,

2.1.7 Energy Metering and Network
Infrastructure

We don’t know if he’s profiting from the sale of
power to us.

The AER’s Network Exemption Guideline requires
that any meters used to measure billed electricity
must comply with the requirements of the National
Measurement Act 1960 (Cth) and regulations made
under that Act for electricity meters and sub-meters and
with the requirements set out in schedule 7.2 of the NER
(Condition 1).

2.1.6 Payment Difficulties and
Disconnection of Supply
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline sets out a process
that an exempt seller must follow in the event that a
customer advises the seller that they are unable to pay
the electricity bill due to financial difficulty (Condition 9).
These are in addition to the requirement in Condition 3.2
that an exempt seller must offer flexible payment options
to the customer in financial difficulty and to advise the
customer of the availability of government and nongovernment rebates, concessions and relief schemes and
other forms of assistance (Condition 2.1 (e)-(f)).
There is also an explicit prohibition on disconnecting supply
for specific circumstances, such as if the exempt customer
requires life-support equipment, has sought support from
government/non-government body or has made a
complaint to a body us as the Ombudsman (Condition 10).
The study sample did not include any person reporting
that they had payment difficulties. The fact that the
electricity bill was just one part of the overall rental
payment arrangements makes it generally impractical
for the consumer to separate the payment for electricity
with the payment for rent.

A number of study participants reported that the
metering arrangements in their park were “totally
dodgy”. Some were in a cluster of 4 meters. All were
relatively old and exempt customers could not recall
any steps taken by the park management to replace the
meters or check the meters for accuracy.91

2.1.8 Energy Infrastructure
The AER’s Network Exemption Guideline requires that
the network be kept safe, ensure a reliable supply and
respond quickly to questions about the supply arrangements.
For example, Condition 1 in the Guideline states:92
	All private networks must, at all times, be installed,
operated and maintained in accordance with all
applicable requirements (within the jurisdiction
in which the network is located) for the safety of
persons of property.
The Guideline also states “there are no exception to
these safety requirements”.93

While this sample of exempt consumers did not report
payment difficulties for themselves, they did note that if
a person didn’t pay their bills over a period of time, then
they would be evicted from the park. Thus, there is a
very strong incentive to pay the total invoice (including
rent and electricity charges). For this reason, issues
around payments, evictions and disconnections are also
addressed in state tenancy legislation.

The exempt consumers in our study could not recall seeing
the network operator undertaking any upgrading of the
internal network or checking for safety of the network
and connections to the premises. However, these same
consumers did not appear overly concerned with the
internal electricity supply network although some
reported that the infrastructure (including the meters)
appeared to be very old and not regularly maintained.

Overall, it appeared from the discussions with exempt
consumers that they had little awareness that the
exempt seller has a number of obligations under the
energy regulation with respect to offering more flexible
payment terms for electricity supply and the restrictions
on who and when disconnections can occur. (Conditions
3.2 and 10).

Generally, there were few complaints about the overall
reliability of supply within the park as a whole. In
one South Eastern Australia case, while supply was
interrupted on a relatively frequent basis, the customer
understood that had more to do with interruptions to
supply from the local distributor (the park was located in
a more remote rural area exposed to tree falls etc).

Consumer Comment:
“If you leave it [payment of electricity] long
enough you’ll get an ‘eviction notice’. .”

On the other hand, there was concern by some with the
difficulty in contacting park management and having
supply restored if there was an interruption to supply
within the embedded network, particularly on the
weekend when the ‘office’ was closed.

91.

SACOSS emphasises that we are relying on the reports from customers and these claims have not been independently verified.

92.

AER, Electricity NSP Registration Exemption Guideline, Version 3, August 2013, Condition 3, p 23.

93.

Ibid.
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The question arises therefore, whether the caravan
and residential parks had 24/7 arrangements to ensure
supply interruptions are recorded and supply is restored
within the park at an acceptable time frame.
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline requires that
supply be restored “as soon as practicable” following
disconnection of supply.94
The most frequently reported concerns related to the
safety and quality of the electricity supply assets beyond
the meter, that is, between the meter (which is located
away from the premise) and the residence (whether it is
a caravan or more fixed building).

differences between the standard/regulated retail price
and market offers.
This means that customers of exempt sellers may face
prices that are significantly higher than most customers
of authorised retailers while having no capacity to
negotiate better prices with their current provider (the
exempt seller) or switch to another retail provider.
For example, the AER’s Annual Performance Report
2014/15 summarises the differences between the median
standard offer price and the median market price for each
jurisdiction and network area for residential consumers.

•W
 ires connecting the meter to the caravans were
sometimes hung in dangerous positions. For instance,
a customer commented that in their park, the “power
leads are just strung up in trees”; and,

Based on the average residential consumption in each
region, the AER has identified savings of around $300 per
annum between the local standing offer price and the
median market offer, with further savings possible in some
regions. Even greater cost savings have been identified in
some regions based on the ‘cheapest market offer.96

•T
 he lack of capacity to the caravan to meet their
requirements. For example, some customers reported
that if they turned on the air conditioner or heater, they
could not boil a kettle without tripping the fuses.

A separate study undertaken by Alviss Consulting and
St Vincent de Paul Society confirmed the AER’s findings
of significant differences between the standing offer and
the market offer. The study concluded that:97

Consumers reported:

	…the spread between standing offers and market
offers has changed from July 2012 to July 2015
in Victoria, NSW and South Australia. In July 2012
standing offer bills were between 8-12% higher
than market offer bills but just three years later this
difference has increased to 22% in Victoria and 15% in
NSW. In South Australia the current difference (12%)
is the same as it was in July 2012 but we note that
South Australia deregulated in February 2013 and the
incumbent retailer, AGL, introduced a transitional offer
that remained in place until 1 July 2015.

These concerns touched on matters such as:

They were unclear on the process of who to contact
if supply is interrupted. Some thought the process
had changed as the park office is now unattended
after hours and on the weekends. This leads to
delays in responding to loss of supply.

2.1.9 Access to Competition
A common concern of both regulators and community
organisations is the difficulty that embedded network
customers face in obtaining access to the benefits
of the competitive retail market. The view is that in a
competitive retail market, consumers will have access to
lower priced products than the standard prices and more
variety in the type of tariff or other benefits.
This concern is even greater when considering the
outcomes for low-income households that typify longterm residents of caravan parks.
In particular, the Pricing Rule requires that embedded
network operators charge their customers no more than
the regulated or standard retail tariff in their network
region.95 However, there are now very significant price

It is particularly noteworthy that the three states with
the greatest differences between the retail standing
offers and market offers are the three states where the
jurisdictional rules do not restrict exempt customers from
accessing competitive retail market offers.
Therefore, the exempt customer in these regions is likely
to receive the greatest benefit from access to retail
competition. However, notwithstanding recent reforms
and the AEMC’s rule changes (December 2015), in
practical terms it is still very difficult and relatively costly
for small consumers to get access to a retailer.

94.

AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, Condition 11.1, p 46.

95.

In jurisdictions where there is no longer a regulated retail electricity tariff, such as NSW, Victoria and South Australia, the “host” retailer is obliged to
publish a “standard tariff” which is a default tariff available to any customer in the relevant distribution area.

96.

 ER, Annual Performance Report, 2014/15, November 2015, Chapter 3 for a state-by-state breakdown of potential savings between standing offers and
A
competitive market offers. The AER found significant differences between the standing price and median market offer, but also between the ‘highest’
and ‘lowest’ market offers. https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20Annual%20Report%20on%20the%20Performance%20of%20the%20Retail%20
Energy%20Market%20201415_0.PDF

97.

 t Vincent de Paul Society, Victoria & Alviss Consulting, The NEM – still winging it, Observations from VInnies’ Tariff-Tracking Project, September 2015, p 26.
S
https://www.vinnies.org.au/icms_docs/228265_National_Energy_Market_-_Still_Winging_It.pdf
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There has been some suggestion that the Pricing Rule be
amended to include requirement to supply on the basis
of the prevailing market offer price. However, this would
be extremely difficult to implement given the spread in
market offer prices and in the requirements associated
with them.
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 below provide a more detailed
comparison of the AER’s core conditions for R4 and NR4
exemptions and the experience of the exempt customers.
Note, that some core conditions for exempt sellers to
the R4 class of consumers relate to factors like the
exempt seller’s record keeping. This study did not include
interviews with park owners and therefore did not obtain
information on this type of condition.
In addition, the comments from exempt customers
represent only one perspective on the issues. Therefore,
throughout this report, we have cautioned against
overgeneralising the findings. The findings of this study
are pointers to important issues for exempt customers
rather than definitive statements about this market
segment.

However, SACOSS’s overall impression from the
interviews with the exempt customers was their
deep frustration with current arrangements for
electricity supply matched by a real concern about
the effectiveness and consequences of complaining to
management or formally disputing the arrangements
through, for instance, the Tenants Union, Tenants
Tribunals or equivalent.

2.2 Registrable Retail Exemptions:
Class R4 – Conditions of Exemption
Class R4: “Persons selling metered energy in caravan
parks, residential parks, and manufactured home estates
to residents who principally reside there.”
The table below sets out the AERs’ “core exemption
conditions” that apply to registrable exempt sellers,
including owners of permanent resident caravan parks.
The conditions are specified in the Exempt Seller
Guideline.98 The table also includes our observations on
whether these conditions have been identified in our
research and further commentary on this as applicable.

Table 3: Retail Exemption Conditions for Registrable Class R4.
Core Condition

Obligation summary (full details are available in the AER’s
Exempt Selling Guideline)

Commentary/findings

(1) Obligation to
Supply

1. An exempt person cannot refuse to sell energy to a
customer who meets the criteria for this class.

1. We did not observe any instance of refusal to
supply. Customers’ greater concern was their general
vulnerability as residents of a caravan park to the
decisions of the owner/operator.

2. An exempt person cannot refuse to sell energy to
a customer on the basis that the customer owes the
exempt person outstanding amounts.

(2) Information
Provision

1. An exempt person must advise in writing at the start
of their residency agreement (a) any rights to purchase
from an authorised retailer of their choice; (b) the
exempt person is not subject to all the obligations of
an authorised retailer & customer will not receive same
protections; (c) persons rights in relation to dispute
resolution (d) the conditions of the exemption (e)
availability of rebates (f) forms of assistance available
(g) the energy tariffs and associated fees and charges;
(h) the flexible payment options available; (i) contact
numbers in the event of a gas or electricity fault or
emergency.

2. The energy bill formed part of the overall
fortnightly or monthly rental payments so the issue
was broader than just energy supply.
1. Customers in the study expressed significant
concerns with the lack of information provided
to them about their energy supply. This included
information about prices and charges and changes
to these prices and charges. Customers were
also concerned about the lack of information on
arrangements and contacts in the event of failure of
supply particularly on weekends and public holidays
when the “office” was closed.

2. The information in (1) must also be provided on
request.

98.

 ER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3. April 2015, pp 41-48. Similar conditions are included in Draft Version 4 that was published by the AER
A
in September 2015.
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Table 3: Retail Exemption Conditions for Registrable Class R4.
Core Condition

Obligation summary (full details are available in the AER’s
Exempt Selling Guideline)

Commentary/findings

(3) Billing
& Payment
Arrangements

1. Issue at least once/three months.

(1) Issued fortnightly or monthly as part of the overall
rental invoice.

2. Must offer flexible payment options for those
identified as in financial difficulties.
3. Circumstances when (2) does not apply.

(4) Estimation as
basis for bills

(2) No evidence of offering flexible payment terms if
person is in financial difficulties.

4. Contents of the bill: (a) name; (b) address (c)
date of issue (d) meter identifier (e) pay by date (f)
date or meter reading or estimate (g) billing period
(h) current meter reading or estimate (i) previous
meter reading or estimate (which must be stated) (j)
amount of energy consumed in kWh (k) tariffs, fees
& charges (l) basis on which charges calculated (m)
any amount deducted under a rebate (etc) scheme,
(n) details of available payment methods (o) contact
number for account inquiries & complaints.

(3) Not applicable.

1. Best endeavours to ensure meter is read and used
as basis for any bill.
2. Cannot rely on an estimated meter read as starting
bill for new tenant.

1 - 4. Meters are supposed to be “read” on regular
basis but the customers are not always confident
that this always occurs in practice or, if it is done,
whether it is an accurate reading.

3. Can rely on estimation if the bill cannot be reliably
based on a meter reading.

The bills do not appear to indicate if the reading is
estimated or actual (see 2.1.5).

(4) Energy bill is a just a line item on the overall
rental invoice. The information is limited to a stated
kWh amount, the price per kWh, a fixed charge
and the total amount. There are no actual start and
end meter readings on the account to validate the
reported consumption.
(5) Customers report very limited options regarding
payment and these change at the discretion of the
park owner/operator.

4. Where estimation is used, the estimation should
be based on historical metering data or average
comparable tenant usage (if historical information
not available).
(5) Pay-by-date

Pay by date for a bill must not be less than 13
business days from the issue date.

Not assessed.

(6) Receipts

1. Customer must be provided with receipt unless
payment by direct debit or credit card over phone
(require receipt number).

Not assessed.

2. Must provide a separate receipt if a payment for
energy was made together with a rent payment &
not separately identified on rent receipt.
(7) Pricing

1. Must not charge tariffs higher than standing offer
price for new connections from local authorised retailer.
2. Must provide notice to customer of any change in
tariff as soon as practicable & no later than next bill.
3. Must not impose any charge that could not be
charged by local retailer under standard retail contract.
4. Charges for late payment must be limited to
recovery of reasonable costs.
5. Requirements 1 – 4 do not apply if alternative
jurisdictional arrangements.
6. Requirement 1 only applies to small commercial
customers if choice of retailer is not available or not
cost-reflective.

1. The energy rate (c/kWh) appears generally to be
at or below the standing offer price (but is likely
to be higher than the rate charged to the network
operator at the gate meter by the authorised
retailer).
However, the fixed charges for supply appear to
be very high and not consistent with the pricing
obligation – consumers do not understand the basis
of the fixed charge and the changes to this charge.
2. Consumers were not satisfied that they were
adequately informed about changes in prices and
charges
3. See (1.) above re: fixed charges.
4. No information on the treatment of late payments
– the assessment of this is complicated by having
combined rental and energy bill.
5 & 6. Not applicable.

(8)
Undercharging &
overcharging

1. If customer undercharged, operator can recover
the amount subject to conditions (a) if not the
customer’s fault then recovery limited to 9 months
prior (b) cannot charge interest on amount (c) must
offer customer instalments & time to pay the amount
(up to 12 months).

1 & 2. No incidences reported.

2. If customer overcharged, the customer must be
informed within 10 BD of becoming aware of the
overcharge & repay (subject to conditions).
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Table 3: Retail Exemption Conditions for Registrable Class R4.
Core Condition

Obligation summary (full details are available in the AER’s
Exempt Selling Guideline)

Commentary/findings

(9) Payment
difficulties and
disconnection

1. If customer advises operator that they can’t pay
due to financial difficulties, the customer must be (a)
directed to energy efficiency resources (b) informed
of relevant Government rebates, relief schemes etc,
(c) not charge a late payment fee, and (d) not charge
the customer a security deposit.

1. Difficult to assess this as the customer was
invoiced for both energy and rental on the same
invoice. However, the long-stay residents appear to
prioritise payment of their rental/energy agreement
invoices and the situation of disconnection for debt
does not appear to have arisen.

2. Must not proceed with disconnection or cessation
of supply unless (a) customer requests; (b) unsafe to
supply; (c) customer vacating premises (d) customer
has not paid a bill by pay-by-date or not adhered
to the terms of a payment plan and (i) operator
has issued reminder notice, offered more flexible
terms and restated forms of assistance available (ii)
given a disconnection warning (iii) then used best
endeavours to contact customer (iv) customer failed
to take action by date on disconnection notice.

2 & 3. Not determined in this study.

3. Must use best endeavours to notify customer prior
to disconnection.
4. If state or territory tenancy legislation sets out
requirements for disconnection then (1) – (3) does
not apply.
(10) When
disconnection
or cessation
of supply is
prohibited

1. A customer must not be disconnected where (e)
customer is on life support equipment; (f) customer
has applied to Government or other 3rd party for
assistance/relief payments; (g) customer has made a
complaint to Ombudsman or other relevant dispute
body & complaint is not yet resolved (h) certain
dates/times.

See above.

2. Whether disconnection prohibited on a particular
day due to extreme weather conditions.
(11) Reconnection
of Supply

1. A customer must be reconnected as soon as
practicable if customer requests it and has rectified
the situation including payment for reconnection.

See above.

(12) Concessions
& Rebates

1. Where customer is eligible to receive a rebate
or relief payment, operator must not hinder this
process.

1 & 2. Rebates in South Eastern Australia were
provided by the State Governments directly to
customers on the basis of their bills, and only limited
additional information was required from operator
of the park (e.g. parent NMI). This does not therefore
appear to be an issue for customers, at least in the
South Eastern regions, other than the inconvenience
of an annual payment.

2. Where operator must make the claim on behalf
of customer(s), the operator must do so on best
endeavours basis and provide the rebate to the
relevant customers’ bills.

Further assessment is required for customers in
North Eastern Australia because the exempt supplier
must submit the rebate claims on behalf of the
consumers. Anecdotally, this can be an issue and
delay receipt of refunds.
(13) Choice of
Retailer

1. Where state legislation allows customer to
purchase energy from retailer of their choice, the
operator must not do anything to discourage or
prevent the exercise of this choice.
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1. Customers were aware that there were cheaper
retail market prices available and would like to have
access to these. However, they did not particularly
want this via retail competition – the preference was
for regulation by government to force owners to
share savings.

Table 3: Retail Exemption Conditions for Registrable Class R4.
Core Condition

Obligation summary (full details are available in the AER’s
Exempt Selling Guideline)

Commentary/findings

(14) Contact
Details

1. Operator must provide means of contact for
account enquiries & complaints that is readily
accessed.

1. Customers expressed concern about raising
complaints to the park operator. However, they
did not usually know who else they could contact.
Some were aware that they could raise a complaint
with the relevant tenancy tribunal or civil and
administrative tribunal. However, they considered this
would be a difficult, expensive and a confrontational
process.

(15) Complaints
& Dispute
Resolution

1. In event of a dispute & in absence of any
determination by the relevant tenancy tribunal, the
operator must (a) make reasonable endeavours
to resolve the dispute, and (b) advise customer
of any right that exempt customer has to access
Ombudsman or other relevant dispute resolution
body.

1. Customers do not consider they can get a fair
hearing from the park operator in the event of a
complaint or dispute. There was no evidence of a
formal dispute mechanism.

1. If advised that customer is a life support customer,
the operator must (a) advise the embedded network
manager (if different) (b) advise the operator’s
retailer and local distribution network of LSC and
(c) provide retailer and local distributor all relevant
information.

Not assessed.

(16) Life support
customers (LSC)

Customers are very frustrated at the lack of
independent and safe options for resolving disputes
or addressing complaints.

2. Maintain records of any LSC.
(17) Continuity of
supply

1. Must notify customers and the AER immediately
if they are or expect to be disconnected or any
likelihood they will be unable to continue selling
energy.

Not assessed.

(18) Termination
of energy supply
agreement

1. Obligations on park operator and customer to
advise each other of agreed dates for termination.
Customer to advise park operator if intending to
receive supply from a market retailer.

Not assessed.

(19) Maintaining
records

1. Must maintain records for each of exempt
customers covering name, address, meter identifier,
date account created, copies of any bills issued for
previous 12 months, date of most recent meter read
and basis of estimating consumption.

Not assessed.

2.3 Registrable embedded network:
Class NR4 – Conditions of Exemption
Class NR4: “Persons selling metered energy in caravan
parks, residential parks, and manufactured home estates
to residents who principally reside there.”

99.

In the AER’s electricity registration exemption guideline,
the AER sets out the following general conditions that
apply to operators of registrable embedded networks,
including those operators defined in Class NR4. The
conditions include the following conditions for a “private
network” operator.99

AER, Electricity Network Service Provider Registration Exemption Guideline, 27 August, 2013, pp 24-25.
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Table 4: Registrable Embedded Network Exemption Conditions for Registrable Class R4
Core Condition

Obligation summary (full details are available in the AER’s
NSP Registration Exemption Guideline)

Commentary/findings

1. Meter
requirements

Must comply with National Measurements Act 1980
(Cth) & associated regulations & with requirements in
Schedule 7.2 of the NER.

The customers lacked confidence in the accuracy of
the meters but had no way of checking these meters.
The meters are unlikely to always meet these
requirements given age and reported structure of
the meters.
While the conditions of exemption do not require
the operator to upgrade meters (installed pre 2013),
there should be some requirement to ensure meters
are still operating correctly.

2. Energy must
be metered

All paid energy consumption must be metered
except where AER determines an unmetered supply
is permitted (only in exceptional circumstances).

The usage was metered, but not necessarily by
meters that satisfy technical requirements (as
above). The age of some of the meters would
suggest that they would not meet minimum
standards.

3. Safety of the
network

Embedded network must at all times be installed,
operated and maintained in accordance with safety
requirements (within the jurisdiction). This includes
an industry Code or Guideline otherwise applicable
to a network service provider providing similar
services.

Some customers considered that there was an
ongoing lack of maintenance of their embedded
network. Customers also had safety concerns,
particularly with respect to the electricity wiring
from the meter to the customer’s premise. There did
not appear to be clear standards for this in some
parks.

4. Embedded
generation
conditions

Any generation source within a NSP’s private
network must meet specified conditions (ability to
shut down, or to isolate) to respond to loss of supply
from the local DNSP’s network. This condition applies
to generation source of any kind located in the
embedded network.

Not generally applicable. However, some parks had
solar PV installed on common buildings. Greater
clarity is required on how this condition applies to
solar PV generation within an embedded network.

5. Restrictions on
who could sell
electricity

All selling in the private network must be by either
an authorised market retailer or holder of valid
exemption registered with the AER or if entitled to
a deemed retail selling exemption, or in accordance
with regulations in force in a jurisdiction where NERL
does not apply.

At this stage only the park operator sells the
electricity. It is not known if the operators all meet
the requirements of being approved by the AER as
exempt from registration with AEMO.

Must have a dispute resolution procedure in place
that customers can access at no cost or on a fee
for service basis. If on-selling under the NERL, the
operator may use the dispute resolution procedure
available in the NERL. Otherwise, it must be specified
in formal agreements between the network owner or
its appointed agent and the customer.

Customers report that they are not aware of
any formal dispute resolution process with the
park operator. Nor do they recall if this issue was
discussed with them at the time of entry to the park.
However, most residents in our sample had been at
the park for more than five years.

7.Customers
with adjoining or
multiple exempt
sites

If suitable metering is installed, meter readings for
that customer may be aggregated for corresponding
time periods.

Not applicable.

8.Timing of
application for
registration

Application for registration must be made within 20
BD of acquiring a right to register.

Not applicable.

6. Complaints
& Dispute
Resolution
Procedure
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Operators of permanent caravan and residential
parks cannot be classified as a “deemed” retail
exemption entity and must be registered with the
AER in order for the operator to on-sell electricity.
It is a civil offence for a park operator to on-sell
electricity without the appropriate registration with
the AER.

Disputes seem to be addressed through informal
contacts and customers do not always feel they are
on an equal footing with the owner/operator in these
disputes.

Table 4: Registrable Embedded Network Exemption Conditions for Registrable Class R4
Core Condition

Obligation summary (full details are available in the AER’s
NSP Registration Exemption Guideline)

Commentary/findings

9. AER right to
revoke or vary
conditions

The AER may revoke or amend an exemption at any
time or may vary the conditions from time to time.

Not applicable.

10. Life support
customers (LSC)

When advised that a customer is a LSC, the operator
must promptly notify the local DNSP of the existence
of a LSC.

Not considered. But this is an important issue given
the current focus on continuing to supply to LSC.

11. Disconnection
of LSC

A private network operator must not disconnect
supply to an LSC without making arrangements for
the safety of the LSC

Not considered.

12.Access
to retail
competition

A private network operator must not impede a
customer’s access to retail competition where it is
available in a jurisdiction.

There is no evidence that consumers were aware
of this right to access competition. Most were only
mildly interested but very concerned about whether
the cost savings to the park operator of a retail
market offer were fairly passed on to the exempt
customers. Similarly, for parks that installed solar PV
systems, consumers believed they should receive
some benefits.

The operator must provide on request details of the
NMI of the gate meter without undue delay.

2.4 Summary and Recommendations

Key issues from an exempt customer’s
perspective

Exempt customers are frustrated and disempowered

From the perspectives of the exempt consumers who
participated in this study, the key issues are:

The overall impression arising from this research is
that the exempt consumers in caravan and residential
parks feel both frustrated and disempowered. These
exempt customers may not be aware of the full suite of
protections available to them under the AER’s conditions
of exemptions for R4 and NR4 category consumers.
However, they make strong claims that they do not get
adequate information from the park operator, that their
concerns are not being addressed and, more generally,
they are not being offered a “fair deal” in terms of their
electricity supply.
Moreover, the exempt customers in the study do not
know where, and to whom, they can safely turn in order
to resolve their complaints in an effective and impartial
manner. While some recognised they could approach
the Tenants’ Tribunal in their state (or equivalent state
body), they were also very concerned about possible
repercussions. It was not only their energy supply at
stake, but also their accommodation security and risk of
other repercussions.
The exempt customers in our study, however, did not
look to retail competition as a way of improving the
services and energy prices provided by their exempt
seller. Instead, the exempt customers in our study looked
to the various regulatory authorities to provide this
pressure on the suppliers.

• inadequate information on prices and charges and the
reasons for changes to these prices and charges;
•h
 igh fixed charges for supply that appear to exceed the
fixed charges in the standard offer of the local retailer;
•a
 view that while the park owner/manager had lower
prices and/or lower energy costs (due to for instance,
installation of PV on office buildings) these were not
passed on to the consumers;
• t he park owner/manager restricting and/or changing
the payment options available to customers, e.g.
mandating direct debit payment arrangements;
• t he inability of the exempt consumers to negotiate on
“equal terms” with the park owner/manager;
• t he lack of access to cost-effective independent energy
dispute settlement mechanisms;
• t he poor state of the network infrastructure, particularly
the accuracy of the customers’ meters, the connection
from the meters to the customers’ premises and the
lack of capacity on the connection; and,
• t he lack of effective contact points over weekends and
public holidays if there are issues with electricity supply.
Notably, the customers in the SACOSS study were less
concerned about access to retail competition.
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SACOSS notes that in fact a number of the exempt
customers’ concerns are already addressed in the
relevant AER Guidelines as part of the conditions
of supply. Therefore, a substantial number of the
customers’ issues listed above arise from the gaps in the
implementation by the exempt sellers and embedded
network operators of the relevant conditions in the
Guidelines. The invisibility of these customers to the AER,
along with the resources available to the AER to enforce
compliance, exacerbates the problem of ensuring exempt
suppliers comply with the conditions of exemption.
It is important to highlight, however, that these are
preliminary observations and are based on the views of
consumers rather than the exempt sellers or operators.

Recommendation 2.2
The AER and the AEMC investigate if there are viable options
to enforce some sharing of savings obtained by the exempt
seller through lower market offer prices, and government
supported efficiency schemes or solar PV generation.
Recommendation 2.3
The AER and jurisdictional governments or regulators
further investigate options for a low cost independent
dispute settlement mechanism that includes a range
of services to exempt customers such as conciliation,
investigation and legal capacity to give directions.
Recommendation 2.4

There is also a lack of clarity on how the “price cap” is
to be applied in practice. The price cap means that the
AER must ensure that exempt customers are charged
no more than the standing offer price of the local area
retailer.100 Does this constraint include the fixed supply
charge component of the standing offer price (which is
a growing proportion of the offer price)? If it does, then
there is a potential windfall profit for the on-seller.101 If it
does not, then the on-seller is free to charge a fixed fee
at any level even if the variable charge is constrained.

The AER investigate ways in which it can improve its
communication with both the exempt suppliers and
the exempt consumers so that both parties are clear
about the AER’s conditions of exemptions. The AER’s
communication must address both new and established
on-sellers and embedded network operators, as exemption
arrangements in the past were generally less prescriptive
in their registration and consumer protection conditions.

The feedback from the customers in this study indicated
a wide range of so called ‘fixed charges’ (fortnightly or
monthly depending on when a customer is billed). The
situation is further complicated because the energy
charges including the fixed charges are usually just one
line items in the overall rental invoice.

The AER should collect additional data on typical fixed
fees charged to small customers in embedded networks
to assess what component of these fixed charges reflects
energy supply fixed costs, what component reflects fixed
costs of access to the embedded networks and if these
fees are consistent with the NERR and the policy intent.

Exempt small customers were also concerned about
arbitrary changes by the exempt seller to the available bill
payment methods. A number of participants reported
that they were being “forced” into direct debit arrangements,
which do not always suit low-income households.
In contrast, retailers are required to offer all small
customers at least five payment methods that are set out
in the NERR. Retailers must also provide an option to
pay by Centrepay for customers in financial hardship.

Recommendation 2.6

Recommendation 2.1
The AER’s conditions of exemption should clarify the
conditions associated with pricing and, in particular, the
constraints on the fixed supply charge. There seems
to be some ambiguity over whether a fixed charge is
constrained by the pricing rule and what is included in
the fixed charge.

100.

Recommendation 2.5

The AER is reviewing the conditions in its Exempt Selling
Guideline relating to payment options. The feedback
from customers in this study suggests that current
practices are unacceptable and the Guideline needs to
be more prescriptive about payment options, particularly
access to Centrepay for customers in hardship.

Balancing costs and benefits for vulnerable
customers
This study also provides an opportunity to critically
assess the current national exemption framework and
whether, taken as a whole, it delivers on the policy
objective expressed in the NERL, namely “exempt
customers should, as far as practicable, not be denied
customer protections afforded to retail customers under
this Law and the Rules.”102

NERR, Rule 152 (4).

101.

 hat is, the on-seller will pay a certain fixed fee to the retailer for supply to the park. If the standard offer fixed fee is then recovered from each of the onT
sellers’ customers, the total fixed amount recovered is likely to exceed the on-sellers fixed supply charge.

102.

NERL, section 114(1)(c).
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In developing the guidelines, the AER must seek a careful
balance between the policy intent and the reality that
in many instances the costs of a full suite of customer
protection measures will be relatively high compared
to the benefits. Ultimately, if regulation is costly to
implement, it will lead to higher prices or lower quality
services for consumers.
The AER recognises this issue in its Exempt Selling
Guideline. The AER concludes that “exempt sellers
differ from authorised retailers … Consequently certain
requirements under the Retail Law [NERL] and Retail
Rules [NERR] may be more onerous or inappropriate.”103
SACOSS, however, considers that in making this tradeoff, the AER should put more weight on factors such
as the greater vulnerability of these customers and
the practical reality that retail competition is unlikely
to emerge in this sector. In these circumstances, a
significant imbalance in ‘negotiating power’ arises.
There is a role for enhancing the consumer protection
regulation to achieve more balanced outcomes for
consumers in the ‘real world’ of small customers in
caravan and residential parks et al.

SACOSS considers this is an important gap in the
customer protection framework for exempt customers,
particularly when compared to the performance
monitoring and reporting of authorised retailers and
distribution businesses.
We acknowledge that it is a significant task to
developing procedures for monitoring, reporting and
enforcement in this market given the special features
of this market. However, this is a sector that is rapidly
expanding and it is better to put such mechanisms in
place earlier rather than later. It is also a task that can be
progressively developed over time.
Recommendation 2.8
The AER develop and implement over time a cost
efficient monitoring, reporting and enforcement regime
to support its statutory powers and to encourage
compliance with the conditions of exemption. The AER
should be provided with the resources to undertake
regular ‘sample’ investigations of compliance with the
registration process and the associated conditions of
exemption.
Recommendation 2.9

Recommendation 2.7
In assessing the costs and benefits of consumer
protection regulation for exempt consumers, the AER
take more account of the relative vulnerability of many of
these customers, particularly when retail competition is
not generally a practical option.

The AER develop a more comprehensive and accessible
data base of exemptions by category and class; the data
base can be used to cross-check if all relevant on-sellers
and embedded network operators have applied for
exemption or are listed in the correct exemption category.

Inadequate compliance enforcement mechanisms
The AER’s Guidelines explain the consequences of
failure to register (for a registrable class of exemption)
and failure to comply with the conditions of exemption.
Failure to register with the AER may result in civil
penalties. Failure by an exempt embedded network
operator to comply with the conditions of exemption
also carries the risk of “sizeable civil penalties”.104 Failure
by an exempt seller to comply with the conditions of
exemption may lead to the AER revoking the exemption.
In practice, however, SACOSS did not observe any robust
mechanisms for monitoring, reporting and enforcing
the conditions of exemption for sellers and for network
operators. Without this, the AER is effectively blind
to breaches of the registration requirement and the
exemption conditions – the penalties exist on paper, but
hardly in practice.

103.

AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, p 23.

104.

NER, clause 2.5.1(d). Cited in AER, NSP Registration Exemption Guideline, Version 3, August 2013, p 18.
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3. Other Policy
Issues
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3.1 Access to Comparable
Consumer Protections
Section 2 of this report compared the AER’s consumer
protection related ‘conditions’ for granting exemptions
under the exemption class R4 and NR4. SACOSS observed
some important gaps between the regulatory requirements
for an R4 and NR4 exemption and the actual outcome as
reported by our sample of exempt consumers.
It is apparent from these reports that at least some park
operators are either not aware of their obligations or
have concluded that compliance is not necessary. This
extends to registration with the AER (all caravan and
residential parks (R4) must be registered) as well as gaps
in the implementation of the customer protection and
safe supply requirements.
SACOSS has therefore recommended a renewed effort by
the AER (or the ESC in Victoria) to remind these operators
of their obligations to register and to comply with the
relevant exemption requirements. SACOSS also recommends
that the AER enhance its monitoring and enforcement
program to ensure the exempt customers receive the level
of services set out in the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline.
However, there is a further question to be examined
and that is whether the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline
adequately captures the policy intent of providing
comparable consumer protections for this segment?
As noted previously in this report, SACOSS recognises
that there are some important differences between
customers of authorised retailers and customers
of exempt sellers. For example, the exempt seller is
providing a broader service than just electricity supply
and the customer’s electricity supply ‘contract’ is
only one part of an overall contract between the park
operator and each resident of the park.
It is also important to carefully consider the costs and
benefits of any protection and compliance regime. The
requirements must also be considered in the context
of other protections such as protections under tenancy
(or equivalent) laws. For example, the AER states in its
Exempt Selling Guideline (Version 3) that:105
	Most residential and small business customers have
some protections under their respective tenancy
or equivalent legislation or agreements. These
protections, when complemented by exemption
conditions [as per the Exempt Selling Guideline], will
go some way to matching the customer protections
provided by the Retail Law. [emphasis added]

As indicated by the quotation above, the AER
emphasises that its conditions of exemption apply only
to the extent that they are not overtaken by jurisdictional
energy and tenancy regulation. The AER’s position
is understandable, however, it is most unfortunate. It
vastly complicates the task facing an exempt seller in
understanding their obligations and an exempt consumer
in understanding their rights.
Nevertheless, the following gaps exist between an
authorised retailer’s obligations to their customers and
the obligations on an exempt supplier for customers
categorised as R4 and NR4 as set out in the AER’s two
Guidelines.
These gaps also exist for other categories such as
residential exempt sellers and retirement village (Class
R2 and R3 respectively)106 as the AER’s exemption
conditions for these classes of customers are very similar
to the caravan and residential parks class (R4). Relevant
conditions also apply to the small commercial/retail onselling sites (R1).107
Therefore, the issues identified in this following sections,
while applying specifically to the R4 class of exempt
sellers and customers, are in large part relevant to the R1,
R2 and R3 classes.

3.1.1 Complaints and Dispute Resolution
Procedures
There is a very significant gap between the requirements
on authorised retailers and distributors under the NERL
and NERR regarding complaint and dispute resolution
and the conditions placed on exempt sellers and exempt
network operators.
SACOSS has highlighted above the frustration that the
consumers in our study felt in terms of the lack of any
satisfactory resolution of their complaints and disputes.
In part this reflects the gap between the requirements
in the Guidelines and the observed practice by exempt
suppliers as noted in Section 2.
However, as discussed below, perhaps a more significant
source of the exempt customers’ dissatisfaction is a
result of the much lower level of requirements on the
exempt seller in the AER’s Exempt Seller Guideline
and of the structural issues around access to a specific
industry dispute settlement bodies (such as the energy
ombudsman). Confusingly, perhaps, the stronger
obligation for a formal dispute settlement procedure is
contained in the AER’s Network Exemption Guideline
rather than in the Exempt Selling Guideline.

105.

AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, p 28.

106.

 here there is less than 10 premises at a single site, the supplier is categorized as a deemed supplier (D1 and D2). While the deemed exempt seller does
W
not have to register, they have the same obligations to the exempt consumers.

107.

See for instance, AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, Appendix A-3, Table 2.
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The NERL sets out a comprehensive and systematic
obligation on retailers concerning the management of
‘small customer’ complaints. This reflects the policy
importance that is attached to the effective resolution of
disputes by the policy makers as does the fact that the
complaints can be made without cost to the consumer.
The NERL, for instance, requires each authorised retailer
and registered distributor to: “develop, make and publish
on its website a set of procedures detailing the retailer’s
or distributor’s procedures for handling small customer
complaints and disputes…”.108 These procedures must be
regularly reviewed and substantially consistent with the
Australian Standard AS ISO 10002-2006.109
The NERL also specifies that a small customer of an
authorised retailer may make a complaint about any
relevant matter, the complaint must be dealt with
in accordance with the relevant dispute handling
procedures, the customer must be advised of the
outcome and the reasons for this and the retailer or
distributor must inform the customer that, if not satisfied,
they may take the complaint or dispute to the energy
ombudsman in their jurisdiction.110
These obligations on the authorised retailers set out in
the NERL are mirrored in the NERR with respect to both
standard and market retail contracts.111 & 112 The NERR also
requires both the retailer and the distributor to publish
their dispute resolution procedures and contact details
for the energy ombudsman on their websites113 and to
provide copies of these details on request by a customer,
without charge.114
In contrast to this relatively detailed and prescriptive
approach to the complaint and dispute resolution
process in the NERL and NERR, the AER’s Exempt
Selling Guideline places a more high-level “reasonable
endeavours” obligation on the exempt seller. For
instance, Condition 2 (‘Information Provision’), requires
the exempt seller to advise the customer, in writing, of
procedures for handling disputes and complaints.115
However, the Exempt Selling Guideline does not specify
the content of that process, nor does it require the
process to be consistent with AS ISO 10002-2006.
Condition 15 (“Dispute Resolution”) appears to give

108.
109.
110.

primacy to the jurisdictional tenancy tribunal (or
equivalent).116 In the absence of a determination by a
tenancy tribunal, the exempt seller must:117
a. make reasonable endeavours to resolve the dispute, and
b. advise the exempt customer of any right that the
exempt customer has to access the energy Ombudsman
scheme or other relevant external dispute body in
the state or territory in which the exempt customer is
located, if applicable.
The exempt consumers in our study are in a situation where
they believe that the tenancy tribunal processes can be
legalistic and costly, and have an uncertain outcome. It
would also appear that not all exempt suppliers have
made a “reasonable endeavour” to resolve disputes with
their customers. In addition, these customers cannot take
their dispute to the energy ombudsman in most states –
NSW is the exception, not the rule.
However, the AER’s Network Exemption Guideline
contains a somewhat stronger obligation than the
Exempt Seller Guideline. Condition 6 of the Network
Exemption Guideline states:118
A private network must have in place dispute resolution
procedures which customers can access at no cost or on
a fee for service basis. Where retail on-selling is
occurring under the Retail Law and a dispute resolution
mechanism is available under that Law, the same
arrangement may apply for the resolution of disputes.
In all other circumstances a suitable dispute resolution
mechanism must be specified in the formal agreements
between the network owner or its appointed agent and
the end-use customer. These procedures must allow
a customer to request, and be provided with, written
details of all charges applicable to that customer.
[emphasis added]
The differences between the AER’s two Guidelines make
any assessment of the overall compliance of an exempt
supplier (seller/network operator) excessively complex.
Moreover, it is not at all clear in the wording of Condition
6 (cited above) whether an exempt customer has a right
to a ‘no cost’ dispute settlement mechanism as they
would have if supplied by an authorised retailer and by a
registered network service provider.

NERL, Section 81 (1).
NERL, Section 81 (2) & (3). Note: AS ISO 10002-2006:- Customer satisfaction –Guidelines for complaints handling in organizations.
NERL, Section 82 (1)-(5).

111.

NERR, Rule 29 (Billing disputes for standard retail contracts and market retail contracts).

112.

NERR, Rule 50 (General small customer complaints and dispute resolution information for market retail contracts).

113.

NERR, Rule 56 (1) & Rule 80 (1) (h) (respectively).

114.

NERR, Rule 56 (3) & (4) & Rule 80 (3) & (4) (respectively).

115.

AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, Condition 2 (c), p 41.

116.

Ibid, Condition 15, p 46.

117.

Ibid, pp 46-47.

118.

AER, Electricity Network Service Provider Registration Exemption Guideline, Version 3, 27 August 2013, Condition 6, p 24.
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Small wonder the exempt customers in our study are so
confused and frustrated with this process and do not
know where or whom to turn to assist them in resolving
disputes. Above all, therefore, the findings of this study
suggest there is a real need for all jurisdictions to
consider how these consumers can have better access
to a no cost complaint and dispute resolution process.
Until this is done, the goal of a common and effective
customer protection framework for these electricity
users will remain elusive.
In stating this, SACOSS acknowledges there are
complexities of providing access to an energy
ombudsman (or equivalent) including the funding
arrangements for such a service. We also note the issue
raised by EWON in its recent submission to the AER.
EWON notes that it is the only jurisdictional ombudsman
to have jurisdiction to receive complaints from customer
of exempt sellers. However, EWON also states:119
	While EWON has jurisdiction to take complaints
from customers about exempt sellers, in practice
most exempt sellers are not members of EWON and
therefore are not bound by a decision of EWON.
Hence exempt customers who bring a disconnection
complaint to EWON will not have the same safety
net as retail customers who bring a disconnection
complaint to EWON under the same circumstances.
However, notwithstanding these very real difficulties,
SACOSS considers it is unsatisfactory to deny such a
fundamental protection as a free and independent dispute
settlement mechanism for these most vulnerable customers.

3.1.2 Explicit Informed Consent (EIC)
EIC is required when a customer transfers to a new
retailer or obtains a new market contract from an
existing retailer. Obtaining EIC from customers prior
to transfer or a new contract is a core element of the
transfer and contractual processes in the competitive
electricity retail market and is recognised in both the
NERL and NERR.
The assessment of EIC for exempt selling to R4 class
customers is somewhat more complicated than EIC in
the retail market. These complications are discussed
below. In summary, the complications arise because:

119.
120.

•T
 he agreement to electricity supply conditions is
(generally) subsumed into the overall rental agreement;
there is no specific and separate document highlighting
the electricity supply arrangements;
•T
 he AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline does not
specifically require EIC as part of the conditions of
granting exemption to the prospective on-seller;
•T
 he information provision condition set out in the
Guideline is not as comprehensive as the information
required from an authorised retailer as part of obtaining
EIC; and,
•T
 here is little clarity around the specific requirements for
EIC in situations where a customer transfers from the
on-seller to an authorised retailer for the supply of electricity.

EIC requirements of the NERL and NERR
The NERL states that EIC requires the retailer to: “clearly,
fully and adequately disclose all matters relevant to the
consent of the customer including each specific purpose
or use of the consent”.120 In addition, the customer
must give their consent to the transaction in writing, or
verbally (if recorded) or by electronic communication.121
The NERR provides further information on the operation
of EIC. The NERR states that consent to a transfer
or a new market contract requires, inter alia, that the
customer is advised of, and consents to “any term or
condition in the market retail contract that provides
for the variation of tariffs, charges or benefits to the
customer under that contract’.122 The NERR also requires
that a small customer must give EIC if the customer
enters a bill smoothing123 or a direct debit arrangement
with the retailer.124

EIC and the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline
In contrast to the clear obligations on authorised retailers
under the NERL/NERR to obtain EIC, the AER’s Exempt
Selling Guideline does not explicitly mention EIC as part
of the conditions of exemption for on-selling to the R4/
NRR class of customers.125
Presumably, therefore, the AER has attempted to
replicate the EIC requirements by including in the
Guideline a condition that the exempt seller must be
provided, in writing and at the start of their residency at

Energy & Water Ombudsman NSW, Submission on the AER’s Draft (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, September 2015, p 3.
NERL, Section 39 (1) (a).

121.

See NERL, Section 39 (2)(a)-(c).

122.

NERR, Rule 46A (2).

123.

NERR, Rule 23 (2).

124.

NERR, Rule 32 (3) (b).

125.

 he Guideline suggests, in the section on policy principles, that the AER would not approve an exemption application for exemption that did not
T
demonstrate evidence of EIC. However, this appears to be limited to specific instances such as where energy is being sold under a contract negotiated
on behalf of a group of customers or to ‘brownfield sites’, that is, sites that were originally serviced by an authorised retailer(s) but later the owner seeks
to retrofit as an embedded network. See for instance, AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, p 27-28.
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the park or on request by the customer, a prescribed list
of information on the electricity supply arrangements
and the customers rights to information (see Condition 2,
“Information Requirements”).
SACOSS considers that the information requirements
set out in Condition 2 replicate many of the pricing and
non-pricing requirements in the NERL/NERR. That is,
it includes an obligation to advise customers of their
right to choose a retailer, flexible payment options,
and contact numbers for payment assistance and
emergencies as well as tariffs and other charges.
Nevertheless, SACOSS does not consider this is sufficient
to satisfy the requirements of genuine EIC particularly
when considered against the requirements for EIC set
out in the NERL and NERR (as listed above).

EIC as part of the overall rental agreement
As noted above, the NERL requires the exempt seller
to provide: “clear, full and adequate” information to the
customer. The NERL also requires the exempt seller to
obtain the customer’s written (or equivalent) agreement
to the contract.
In Section 2, we noted that the R4 customers in our
study reported that they did not receive adequate
information on their electricity supply conditions at the
time they signed the rental agreement. Certainly the
evidence put to SACOSS suggests that the information
provided to the customers was not consistent with
Condition 2 of the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline.
In addition to this, however, what limited information is
provided to the R4 customer will typically be subsumed
into a much larger overall rental agreement and the
customer will be signing this overall agreement rather
than signing a specific electricity supply agreement.
Although there is an implied acceptance of all the terms
of the larger rental agreement, including the conditions
of electricity supply, SACOSS would argue that this is not
the equivalent of the ‘stand-alone’ EIC arrangements for
customers of authorised retailers.
That is, even if the rental agreement with the R4
customers included all the electricity supply information
requirements in Condition 2 (which it generally appears
not to do), the inclusion of this information into a much
larger rental agreement signed by the customer mitigates
against the conclusion that the customer has provided
EIC to the specific terms of their electricity supply.
Moreover, the content of the overall rental agreement
with R4 customers, including electricity supply, is
generally regulated under the relevant jurisdictional

126.

laws. These laws do not necessarily specify provision of
detailed information on electricity supply nor state that
such detailed information be provided to the customer
on request by the customer.

Adequacy of the information provision condition
in the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline
As noted above, Condition 2 of the AER’s Exempt
Selling Guideline requires the exempt seller to provide
information on matters such as payment options,
contacts for payment assistance and emergencies and
tariffs and charges.
However, Condition 2 does not require the level of
information that an authorised retailer must provide to
its customers as part of the requirement to obtain EIC
from its customers. For instance, Condition 2 does not
require information on the term of the contract, the
cooling-off period and restriction on marketing activities.
Some of this type of information may not be applicable
to the R4 customer-exempt seller relationship,
particularly given that electricity supply is generally just
one component of the overall leasing agreement.
A more significant gap between the standard consumer
protections under the NERL/NERR and the consumer
protections under the AER’s Exempt Seller Guidelines
relates to the provision of information on electricity
pricing and metering arrangements.
For example, the NECF requires a great degree of
transparency about the prices/offers available to consumers,
including the accessible presentation of standing and
market offer prices on the retailers website, and to produce
an ‘Energy Price Fact Sheet’ for each offer that includes
unit price of energy, daily supply charge, and any other
applicable charges, discounts and rebates.126
The AER’s Exempt Seller Guideline does not require
the R4 exempt seller to supply this detailed pricing
information. Nor does it require the exempt seller to
provide information about the basis of the prices and
other charges and how these prices and charges might
vary over time.
This lack of transparency about the actual pricing
arrangements in various exempt selling situations clearly
creates a difficulty for regulators in assessing the fairness
of the exempt supply contracts.
However, it also creates a difficulty for the prospective
customer of an exempt seller. Given the contract is openended and retail competition restricted in practice (if
not by law), it is essential for EIC that exempt consumers
are provided not only with adequate details on the

 ER, Retail Pricing Information Guidelines, August 2015, Version 4.0, section 3 http://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20Retail%20Pricing%20
A
Information%20Guidelines%20-%20August%202015.PDF
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current electricity prices and charges but also include a
statement from the exempt seller on how and when their
energy prices and charges might change over time.
As noted in section 2 above, the lack of information on
the reasons for changes to the electricity prices and
charges was a source of frustration and concern for the
exempt customers in the SACOSS study.
Moreover, this information on current and future prices
and charges will become particularly important if and
when retail competition becomes a practical possibility.
For instance, an exempt customer will need to have
information on the basis for changes to prices and
charges in the future in order to compare their current
exempt seller pricing arrangements with an alternative
retail market offer. As an example, the lease agreement
could state that electricity prices and charges will be
changed at a maximum of ‘x’ times per year, with ‘y’ days
notice and/or that changes in prices and charges will
be limited to changes in the prices and charges in the
standing offer price of the relevant local area retailer.127
It is noted that a number of these requirements for
effective EIC may be set out in jurisdictional legislation.
SACOSS also notes the AER’s comments in the Exempt
Selling Guideline that: “Exemption conditions are
intended to supplement jurisdictional legislation…”.128
However, we consider that there is value in replicating
key requirements, such as information requirements
relevant to effective EIC, in the AER’s Exempt Seller
Guideline. Inclusion of such important matters in the
Guideline conditions of exemption will remove the
need for both exempt sellers and exempt customers
to gain familiarity with both national and jurisdictional
requirements in order to understand the rights and
protections available.
That is, overall there is likely to be less confusion and
improved compliance and compliance reporting, if
important conditions relating to EIC, such as pricing
plans and the basis for pricing changes, are included in
the AER’s Guideline.
Similarly, the customer will need explicit information on
any additional charges that the exempt seller/network
operator might pursue in the event the customer takes
up a retail market offer, such as a charge for the use of the
internal network or for changes to the internal network.

The fact that most exempt consumers will face some upfront costs to take up an alternative offer lends further
weight to the requirement for an on-seller to reveal
details of both current and future prices and charges.

EIC requirements for transfer of the exempt
customer to an authorised retailer
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline requires the exempt
seller to advise the customer in writing of the customer’s
right, under state or territory laws, to elect to purchase
electricity from a retailer of their choice and to provide
on options for metering that would allow that choice.129
However, in order to be effective in practice, the current
EIC requirements applying to an authorised retailer will
also need to be adapted to meet this new situation.
The NERL and NERR require retailers to obtain EIC to
transfer a customer and EIC requires full disclosure of
all relevant matters (see above). However, there is no
specific requirement that ensures the exempt customer
contemplating a transfer to an authorised retailer will
receive all the relevant information regarding the costs
that will be incurred such as the costs of upgrading
metering and the risk of additional charges from the park
management for recovery of the cost of the embedded
network facilities.
In particular, it is not clear who has responsibility to
advise the customer about these possible additional
costs and charges – is it the new retailer or the existing
network operator?
The AER has noted a further trend towards owners
of multi-premise sites seeking to convert sites where
the individual premises are already serviced directly
by an authorised retailer with appropriate standard of
metering. These owners plan to convert the site to an
exempt selling/embedded network (a ‘brownfield’ site).
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline states that it expects
any person applying for an exemption on this basis
should demonstrate that: “customers have given explicit
informed consent to taking supply from an exempt seller
rather than a retailer”.130
While SACOSS is not aware that this situation has arisen
in relation to caravan and residential parks it is important
that this policy requirement explicitly includes the R4
(and R1, R2 and 3) class of customers.

127.

 or instance, see NSW Government Fair Trading, Customer Service Standards for the Supply of Electricity to Permanent Residents of Residential
F
Parks, August 2006 (Revised July 2014), pp 3-4. http://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/files/sharedassets/website/trimholdingbay/customer_service_standards_
for_the_supply_of_electricity_to_permanent_residents_of_residential_parks_-_revised_july_2014.pdf

128.

AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, p 26.

129.

AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015. Condition 2 (1)(a).

130.

 he AER’s Guideline does not set this as a specific condition of exemption, nor does it require EIC from all customers. However, the AER does indicate
T
that it will “closely scrutinize” any exemption applications for brownfield sites (p 28), for (inter alia) evidence of EIC from customers and the protections
available to the customer. From 1 January 2015, the exempt seller will need to apply for an individual exemption.
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For instance, SACOSS is aware that some parks have
a mix of premises supplied by an authorised retailer
and exempt customer premises. It is possible at some
point in time that the park owner may seek to convert
all properties to an embedded network. The extension
of the EIC principle to ensure that this only occurs if all
affected park occupants agree and are fully informed of
such is, therefore, quite appropriate.

3.1.3 Hardship policies, including
repayment plans
The progressive development by regulators of energy
hardship regulation and hardship program indicators131
and reporting, along with the associated improvement
in the quality of retailers’ hardship policies, has been
a central feature of the energy consumer protection
framework under the NECF and Victorian regulation.
The regulatory approach to hardship recognises the
overriding principles that the supply of energy is an
essential service for residential customers and that deenergisation of premises due to inability to pay energy
bills should be a ‘last resort’ option. Because they involve
access to an essential service, hardship policies should
be transparent, consistent and customers should have
equitable access. These principles are set out in the NERL
and are intended to underpin the more detailed hardship
policies prepared by retailers for approval by the AER.132
The following sections will therefore consider how these
principles are reflected in the NECF (including both the
NERL and NERR) in terms of the obligations on retailers
and access by their customers to their hardship programs.
We will also review whether the current obligations on
exempt sellers and how access by their customers to
hardship programs compares to the NECF requirements.
The focus will be on the principles and conditions set out
in the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline. However, we note
that some aspects of consumer protection for exempt
customers are captured in jurisdictional legislation for
tenants in general and tenants in caravan and residential
parks in particular.

As this jurisdictional legislation varies from state to
state, SACOSS considers that the AER’s Exempt Selling
Guideline should not place reliance on jurisdictional
legislation to ‘fill the gap’.

Authorised Retailers and Hardship Policies
All authorised retailers are required as a condition
of their authorisation to have in place and publish a
hardship policy that sets out how they will manage
customers experiencing financial payment difficulties.133
The hardship policy must include how the retailer and the
customer will manage both current payment difficulties
and repayment of historical debts. The hardship policy,
and any variations to the plan, must be approved by
the AER134 (or the ESC in the case of Victoria) and
meet certain minimal requirements. These minimum
requirements are set out in the NERL,135 and include:
•F
 lexible payment options (including a payment plan
and Centrepay);
•P
 rocess to identify and notify the hardship customer
of appropriate government concession programs and
financial counselling services;
•A
 n outline of a range of programs that the retailer may
use to assist hardship customers; and,
•P
 rocesses or programs to assist customers with
strategies to improve their energy efficiency (if required
by a jurisdictional regulation).
An identified hardship customer cannot be disconnected
unless the retailer has offered two payment plans in the
previous 12 months and the customer has agreed to one
or other of them.136 If a hardship customer continues to
adhere to the terms of a payment plan agreed with the
retailer then a retailer cannot commence proceedings
for the recovery of debt.137 Similarly, if a retailer does not
comply with its hardship policy or the NERL and NERR
requirements for hardship customers, then the retailer
cannot commence proceedings for the recovery of debt.138
Nor can a retailer require a security deposit from an
identified hardship customer.139 Civil penalties apply
if the retailer does not comply with this requirement;
an indication of the policy importance attached to the
management of hardship customers.

131.

 ERL, Section 287: “The AER must determine and publish hardship program indicators in accordance with the Rules.”. NERR, Rule 75: The hardship
N
indicators must cover entry into hardship programs, participation in hardship programs and assistance available to, and assistance provided to customers
under the hardship policy.

132.

See NERL, Section 45 (3) which sets out the principles that the AER just have regard to in approving a retailer’s customer hardship policy

133.

NERL, Sections 44 – 49.

134.

NERL, Section 43 (2)(a)(i).

135.

NERL, Section 44 (a) – (i).

136.

NERR, Rule 111 (2). Rule 111 also specifies when a retailer can arrange de-energisation.

137.

NERL, Section 51 (a).

138.

NERL, Section 51 (b).

139.

NERR, Rule 40 (3) (a).
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The AER’s web-site includes guidance on the content of
customer hardship policies140 and copies of the approved
hardship policies of retailers in all NEM jurisdictions
except Victoria,141 in addition, retailers are required to
publish their hardship policy on their own web-sites142
and are obliged to communicate its customer hardship
policy as soon as practicable to a hardship customer.143
In addition, the AER’s reporting on the performance
of retailers in implementing their hardship policies has
expanded.144 The AER produces regular quarterly reports
that allow consumers to assess the performance of
their retailers in terms of the number of customers on
hardship programs, the amount of debt on entry and
exit of a repayment plan, the average duration of the
repayment plans etc.145
Overall, the retailers’ hardship plans are expected to be
innovative, equitable, transparent and proactive in the
implementation of their policies. For example, the NERL
sets out a number of principles the AER should apply when
considering a retailer’s customer hardship policy. These
principles include retailers actively assisting customers
to avoid disconnection solely due to an inability to pay
energy bills. 146 The NERL also states that: 147
	Residential customers should have equitable access
to hardship policies, and that those policies should be
transparent and applied consistently.

Exempt Sellers and Hardship Policies
Despite the importance given to the development and
monitoring of the hardship policies and plans of authorised
retailers, the conditions applying to exempt sellers in the
AER’s Exempt Seller Guideline are comparatively limited.
It is not at all clear that the conditions set out in the
AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline are consistent with the
policy objective that the hardship plans are “innovative,
equitable, transparent and proactive”.
In this instance, the AER’s approach is prescriptive.
That is, the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline sets out
the specific conditions for the exempt seller to manage

140.

customers who report they have financial difficulties
rather than the AER leaving the exempt seller to develop
its own hardship policy, which the AER will approve if it
meets the criteria.
For example, Condition 9 of the Exempt Seller Guideline
sets out the AER’s requirements for exempt sellers when:
“the exempt customer informs the exempt person that it
is unable to pay energy bills due to financial difficulty”.148
Condition 10 prescribes when disconnection or cessation
of supply is prohibited.149 These two conditions of
exemption include (inter alia):150
•D
 irecting the customer to the Australian government
energy efficiency website or other similar information
source;
•E
 nsuring that the customer is aware of relevant
government or non-government energy rebates,
concessions and relief schemes;
•N
 ot charging the exempt customer a late payment fee
or a security deposit;
• Offering the customer more flexible payment terms; and,
•N
 ot proceeding with disconnection of supply (subject
to certain conditions and following a disconnection
warning notice).
On the other hand, the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline
does not require the exempt seller to actively identify
customers who may be in hardship. Nor does it require
the exempt seller to have in place and publish an
approved Hardship Policy or to report on its compliance
with the hardship policy and/or the relevant exemption
conditions (Conditions 9 and 10 in particular).
This gap between the NECF arrangements for authorised
retailers and the obligations on exempt sellers as set
out in the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline is particularly
concerning in the context of exempt customers in
caravan and residential parks. Residents in these parks
include some of the most vulnerable low-income
electricity consumers who may not have the resources
to assess the exempt seller’s compliance with the AER’s
conditions of exemption, particularly when the relevant

 ER, Final Guidance on AER approval of customer hardship policies, May 2011. https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Final%20Guidance%20on%20
A
AER%20approval%20of%20customer%20hardship%20policies%20-%20May%202011.pdf

141.

AER n.d. AER approved hardship policies, http://www.aer.gov.au/retail-markets/energy-retailers-customer-hardship-policies/aer-approved-hardship-policies

142.

NERL, Section 43 (2)(b).

143.

NERR, Rule 71.

144.

 ee for instance, NERL, Part 12 (Compliance and Performance), Division 1 Section 275 & Division 2, Sections 285-287 that set out the requirements for
S
compliance and performance reporting.

145.

AER, Retail energy market quarterly performance updates at http://www.aer.gov.au/retail-markets/performance-reporting.

146.

NERL, Section 45 (3)(b).

147.

NERL, Section 45 (3)(d).

148.

 ER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, April 2015, Condition 9, (1), p 44. Although this is the same as the definition of a hardship customer in
A
the NERL, the Guideline does not refer to these customers as ‘hardship’ customers.

149.

Ibid, p 45.

150.

Ibid, pp 44-45.
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conditions may not be published in any readily accessible
and up-to date form by the exempt seller.151

Authorised Retailers and Disconnection/
Reconnection Requirements

However, SACOSS acknowledges that replicating all the
requirements in the NECF and in the AER’s guidance
on approved customer hardship policies, may be
problematic, particularly for relatively small-scale exempt
sellers. For instance, the cash flow impacts of extended
payment options might be significant. Moreover, as the
payment for electricity is generally part of the overall
charges for the lease of the site (albeit an explicit line
item in the fortnightly or monthly invoice), it significantly
complicates the process of having special repayment
plans for electricity.

The NERR details the process that an authorised retailer
must follow before it can disconnect a customer for
non-payment of a bill. The retailer can only disconnect
a customer if a customer has not paid a bill or has not
adhered to an agreed payment plan152, and the retailer
has taken the following steps:153

It is likely therefore that the R4 class of exempt consumers
will need to rely more on emergency payments through
Government or other agencies than an exempt sellers
hardship program and payment options. What is essential
therefore is that the exempt customer is provided with
comprehensive information on the assistance available
from the Government and other agencies.
Of course, if a hitherto exempt customer takes up a
market offer, they should have full access to the authorised
retailer’s hardship and disconnection programs (see below).

3.1.4 Disconnection of Customers for Nonpayment and Reconnection
As noted in Section 3.1.3, the NECF incorporates the
principle that electricity is an essential service and,
therefore, a retailer should only disconnect supply as a
‘last resort’.
To whit, the NERR sets out a series of requirements
that an authorised retailer must follow before it can
disconnect a customer from electricity supply for nonpayment of a bill. Similarly, the AER’s Exempt Seller
Guideline sets out a number of requirements before an
exempt seller can disconnect a customer from electricity
supply for non-payment of a bill. The similarities and
differences are discussed below.

•T
 he retailer has given the customer a reminder notice;
•T
 he retailer has given the customer a disconnection
warning notice after the period referred to in the
reminder notice has expired;
•A
 fter giving the customer a disconnection warning
notice, the retailer has used its “best endeavours” to
contact the customer in person, by telephone, by fax or
electronic means; and,
•T
 he customer has refused or failed to take any
reasonable action towards settling the debt.
The NERR is not specific about the timing of each of
these steps in the disconnection process.154 If, however,
a customer has either paid the bill or has agreed to
a repayment plan, and has paid any charge for reenergisation within 10 business days of de-energisation,
the retailer must request the distributor to re-energise
the premises.155
The NERR does not specify a time period for reenergisation. However, the timing requirements for reenergisation are generally set out in various jurisdictional
instruments (regulations or codes). For instance, the
Electricity Supply (General) Regulation 2014 (NSW)
requires a distributor to re-energise a premise within one
business day of the request from a retailer.156
If the customer is identified as a hardship customer, or is
a residential customer who has informed the retailer that
they are experiencing payment difficulties, the retailer
must not arrange disconnection unless the retailer has
offered at least two payment plans in the previous 12
months and the customer has not agreed to either of
them or the customer has failed to pay in accordance
with the plan.157
A retailer must not arrange disconnection if, inter alia, the
premises are registered as having life support equipment,
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 ACOSS notes that Condition 2 (f) in the AER’s Exempt Seller Guideline requires the exempt seller to provide information on: “the forms of assistance
S
available if the exempt customer in unable to pay energy bills due to financial difficulty”. However, this does not clearly specify that the exempt seller
must provide these forms of assistance. That is, the customer may or may not receive information in writing on the assistance available from the exempt
seller (such as payment options) if the customer is in hardship, nor are they likely to know that the AER publishes these conditions on its web-site.
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NERR, Rule 111 (1) (a) – (b). NERR, Rule 111 (3) sets out similar requirement for a customer on a shortened payment cycle.
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NERR, Rule 111 (1) (c) – (f).
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There may be requirements in local regulations, codes and guidelines.
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NERR, Rule 121.
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 lectricity Supply (General) Regulation 2014 (NSW), Clause 7(2). The requirement to re-energise within one business day applies to requests made
E
before 3pm. If the request is made after 3pm, the requirement is to re-energise by the end of the second business day after the request.
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where there is an unresolved complaint to the retailer or the
energy ombudsman, where the customer has applied for
but is not yet receiving assistance and where a customer
has failed to pay an amount on a bill that relates to
goods and services other than the sale of energy.158
The NERR also prescribes the minimum content of the
reminder notice and the disconnection warning notice.159
In particular, the disconnection warning notice must
include information on the applicable re-energisation
procedures and any associated charges and the
existence and operation of the energy ombudsman.160

Exempt Sellers and Disconnection/Reconnection
Requirements
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline sets a process (in
Condition 9 (d)) for disconnection of a customer in
the event that the exempt customer has not paid a bill
by the pay-by-date. This condition applies to Class R4
exempt customers unless state or territory tenancy
legislation sets out the process and requirements for the
disconnection of supply by the exempt person.161
An important difference between Condition 9 and the
process set out in the NERR (Rule 111) is that Condition 9
provides a more specific time frame for each step in the
process, namely:162
•F
 ollowing non-payment by the pay-by-date, the
exempt person issues a reminder notice requesting
payment by a date at least 6 business days from the
date of issue of the reminder notice; the customer
must also be offered more flexible payment terms and
advised of forms of assistance available if the nonpayment is due to financial difficulty;
•F
 ollowing non-payment by the date specified in
the reminder notice (or establishment of more
flexible payment terms), the exempt person
issues a disconnection warning notice stating that
disconnection may occur if payment is not made by a
date at least 6 business days from the date of issue of
the disconnection warning notice;
•A
 fter issuing the disconnection warning notice, the
exempt person has used its best endeavours to contact
the exempt customer in person or by telephone; and,

•T
 he exempt customer has, by the specific date in the
disconnection warning notice, refused or failed to take
reasonable actions towards settling the debt.
The exempt person must arrange for reconnection of the
premises “as soon as practicable” following satisfactory
payment of the debt or agreed payment terms.163
Overall, therefore, the exempt person can initiate a
disconnection from supply at a minimum of 12 business
days after the initial pay-by-date (providing the other
criteria are met) but does not have a specific time
requirement for reconnection other than “as soon as
practicable”.
The timeframe for the exempt persons’ disconnection
process is likely to be significantly shorter than the
timeframe for an authorised retailer under the NERR. On
the other hand, there is no specific time frame imposed
on the exempt seller to arrange reconnection of the
customer on repayment of the debt (i.e. the Guideline
simply states “as soon as practicable”).
SACOSS considers that it is reasonable for a small
exempt seller to have the opportunity to recover an
outstanding debt in a shorter time-frame than most
retailers would require from a cash flow perspective.164
SACOSS also notes that in its current review of Version
3 of the Exempt Selling Guideline, the AER has raised
the question of whether the obligation for reconnection
should be “time limited” and if so, “what limits should
be applied”.165 While a time limit would be desirable,
SACOSS is aware that different jurisdictions have
different requirements for reconnection and that in some
cases tenancy legislation will also set out requirements.
Notwithstanding these difficulties, SACOSS highlights
that the R4 class of exempt customers is likely to include
customers who will have real difficulty paying the electricity
bill component of the their rental charges (particularly
in summer and winter when electricity use is likely to be
greater than in the milder months). This highlights the
importance of early intervention, for example:
•T
 he exempt customer being provided with the earliest
possible information on the exempt seller’s payment
options;
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 ERR, Rule 116 (1) (a) – (i). The NERR also states that a distributor may not de-energise a premise of a life support customer or a customer who has
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made a complaint to the distributor or the ombudsman and the complaint is not yet resolved. See NERR, Rule 120 (1).
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AER, (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, Version 3, Condition 9 (4).
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Ibid, Condition 9 (2)(d).
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Ibid, Condition 9 (3).
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 ER, Notice of Draft Instrument: Amendments to the AER (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, September 2015. p 6, Question 3. The current draft
A
Guideline (Version 4) removes the reference to “as soon as practicable” but does not put any time limit in its place.
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•S
 imilarly, the exempt customer should be provided
at the earliest possible date with information on any
relevant government and non-government energy
rebates, concessions and relief schemes; and,
•T
 he processes associated with applications for
government or non-government financial assistance
should be readily accessible, transparent and efficient.
Condition 9 addresses the first two points to some
degree although Condition 9 does not sufficiently
emphasise the need for early intervention.166
However, with respect to the third point, it is important
that the relevant external agencies are aware of the relative
short time between the original due date for payment
and the point of disconnection. Delays in making
decisions create further pressures on both the exempt
seller and the exempt customer as the debt accumulates.
The Exempt Selling Guide also outlines circumstances
when an exempt person must not disconnect energy
supply to the exempt customer’s premises. In particular:
•A
 n exempt customer cannot be disconnected during
the period between the application for assistance and
the decision by the relevant agency to provide such
assistance167; and,
• An exempt customer cannot be disconnected when
an exempt customer has raised a complaint directly
related to the reason for disconnection, to the exempt
person, the energy Ombudsman or other external
dispute resolution body, and the complaint has not
been resolved.168
However, the Exempt Selling Guideline does not
specifically address the issue of the disconnection of
a ‘hardship customer’, perhaps because it does not
specifically identify such customers. While all customers
(including but not only hardship customers) who do
not pay on the due date must be offered more “more
flexible payment terms”,169 the obligation to specifically
accommodate these hardship customers appears to be
lesser than in the NERR.

Life Support Customers
The NERL and the Exempt Selling Guideline provide
similar protections for persons who qualify as life support
customers and who have notified the retailer or the
exempt seller of their status as a life support customer.

In particular, an exempt seller (like an authorised retailer)
is stopped from disconnecting supply to a life support
customers.170
Both authorised retailers and exempt sellers are required
to maintain records of any customers who notify them
that they qualify as a life support customer.171 Both
retailers and exempt sellers are also required to advise
the local distributor if any customer or exempt customer
(respectively) requires life support arrangements. The
exempt seller must also advise its authorised retailer
that the exempt seller/embedded network operator is
supplying a life support customer.172
SACOSS is aware that the AER has issued infringement
notices and financial penalties to some distributors
that have illegally disconnected electricity supply to
the premises of a life support customer without proper
notification. Maintaining accurate records of life support
customers is clearly, therefore, a broader issue than
covered by the SACOSS study. However, it is essential
that some monitoring of compliance under the Guideline
is undertaken, particularly as neither the authorised
retailers (including the local retailer) nor the local
network service provider have any direct visibility of the
status of these customers unless explicitly informed by
the exempt supplier.

3.1.5 Customer Bills and Payment Methods
Transparency in the bill electricity bills is another important
consumer protection. It is important that a small customer
can easily verify that the price and charges in the bill
conform to the actual contract a customer has with a
retailer or exempt supplier. The bill should also contain
other non-price but important information such as
payment method options, contact details etc.
For this reason, both the NERR and the AER’s Exempt
Selling Guideline are quite prescriptive about the content
of a small customer’s bill as discussed below.
SACOSS has highlighted in Section 2 our view that
the exempt customers are not always receiving all the
billing and non-billing information set out in the Exempt
Seller Guideline on their bills. In this section, SACOSS
finds some important gaps between the Exempt Seller
Guideline and the information provided to customers of
authorised retailers under the NERR.
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 or example, as Condition 9 is now written, if the exempt seller provides a reminder with 6 business days notice, it is possible that the customer receives
F
offer of a more flexible payment terms only on day 5.
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Authorised retailer and small customer bills

Payment terms and conditions:

The NERR specifies the minimum content on the bill for a
small customer, irrespective of whether that customer is
on a standard retail contract or market retail contract.173

Under the NERR an authorised retailer must offer a range
of payment options in its standard contracts, including
payment in person, by telephone, mail, direct debt and
electronic funds transfer.179 Retailers must also allow a
hardship customer to use Centrepay as a payment option.180

Billing data:
The prescribed content includes all information
necessary for the customer to verify the bill, such as
the meter identifier, billing period, values of the meter
readings at the start and end of the billing period, the
total consumption, the tariffs and charges applicable to
the customer and the basis of these tariffs and charges,
the value of any rebates or concessions, and the total
amount payable. The bill must also include details of the
available payment methods.174
Non-billing data:
If the bill is based on an estimated meter reading rather
than an actual meter reading, this must be disclosed on
the bill.175 The NERR sets out the basis for estimation of
the bill for a small customer, including the customer’s
reading of the meter, actual historical metering data or
average usage of energy by a comparable customer
over the corresponding period (if there is no historical
information available for that customer at that premise).176
Non-billing information is also required to be placed
on the bill including information on average daily
usage, energy consumption benchmarks, availability
of government funded rebates, concessions or relief
schemes, and telephone numbers for accounts,
complaints and emergencies.
Provision of historical billing data:
In addition to the information that must be provided on
the bill, the NERR states that a retailer must promptly
provide a small customer with historical billing data for
the customer for the previous two years on request.177
This data must be provided without charge (subject to
conditions).178
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NERR, Rule 25 (a) – (x).
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NERR, Rule 25 (r).
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NERR, Rule 21 (3)

176.

NERR, Rule 21 (2).

177.

NERR, Rule 28 (1).

Exempt sellers and small customer bills
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline also provides an
extensive list of information requirements to be provided
on the exempt customer’s electricity bill.181
The requirements are broadly similar to the NERR for
R4 class customers (and class R2 and R3), although
sometimes expressed differently, and there are also some
important gaps.
Billing data:
For example, Condition 3, which applies to R4 class
customers, includes all the information necessary for the
customer to verify the bill including the meter identifier,
billing period, values at start and end of period, details
of consumption, the tariffs and charges applicable to
the customer and the basis of these tariffs and charges,
the value of any rebates or concessions and details of
available payment methods.
Condition 4 requires that the exempt person must use “best
endeavours” to ensure that the meter for each exempt
customer is read and used as the basis for any bill issued.182
If a bill is based on an estimation, this must be clearly
stated on the bill.183 Condition 4 also outlines the basis for
estimation of the bill, which is similar to the basis for
estimation of a bill by an authorised retailer (see above).184
Non-billing data:
However, the availability of non-billing information on
the bill is more limited than for an authorised retailer.
For example, the exempt seller does not have to
provide information on average daily usage or energy
consumption benchmarks.
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NERR, Rule 28 (2).
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 ERR, Rule 32 (1). Retailers may offer more limited payment options for specific market products (e.g. direct debit), providing these conditions are
N
explicitly set out in the market contract.
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 ERR, Rule 74 (2) and (3). Note, it is mandatory that a retailer allow Centrepay as a payment option on a standard retail contract (Rule 74 (2). Some
N
market contracts may not include Centrepay as a payment option, in which case the retailer must provide an alternative market contract where
Centrepay is an option.
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More significantly, the exempt seller does not have to
provide any reference on the bill to the availability of
government funded energy charge rebates, concessions
or relief schemes.185 Given SACOSS’s views above that the
customer needs early information about where they can
go for assistance, we consider that this is an important gap.
Nor does the exempt seller need to provide a 24-hour
telephone number for fault inquiries and emergencies.
In Section 2 above, we identified that lack of information
on whom to contact regarding electricity supply issues
over weekends was a problem for the exempt consumers
in the study. Having this information on the exempt
customers’ bills would address this issue.
Provision of historical billing data:
Unlike the NERR, the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline
does not require an exempt seller to provide up to
two years historical billing information on request by
the customer. In Section 2 above, SACOSS noted that
exempt customers were not always satisfied that their
bills were based on accurate meter readings. Access
to historical billing data is important, particularly if the
exempt customer wishes to raise a dispute about the
bills with the exempt seller or submit a complaint to a
third party (such as the Tenants Tribunal).
Payment terms and conditions:
The AER’s current Exempt Selling Guideline does not
specify what types of payment methods an exempt seller
should offer customers.186 However, the AER’s proposed
revision to the Exempt Selling Guideline does state that the
exempt seller should offer a small customer a minimum
of two payments methods. The AER states that:187
	The current guideline does not specify what types
of payment methods an exempt seller should offer
customers. We understand some exempt sellers are
not giving customers any choice and are requiring
them to pay only be direct debit. Direct debit is not
the preferred method of payment for many customers.
We note the Retail Rules require retailers to provide
small customers with five bill payment options (six, if
you include Centrepay)(rule 32 (1) of the Retail Rules).
	A new clause 3 (2) has therefore been inserted which
requires an exempt person to offer a customer at least
two payment methods.

While these draft changes to the Exempt Selling
Guideline are an improvement to the current version,
the Guideline does not mandate what type of payment
methods must be offered. In particular, it does not
mandate that a hardship customer (as defined in the
Guideline188) may request to use Centrepay and the
exempt seller must allow this.
SACOSS considers that there are considerable benefits
to both the exempt seller and the exempt customer in
aligning the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline with the
NERR by mandating a right for a hardship customer to
use Centrepay at that customer’s request.

3.2 Other Exempt Customers
This study has focussed on a particular segment of
electricity consumers, namely, consumers residing in a
permanent caravan or residential park. We have noted
above that the AER’s Guidelines provide very similar
protections to this class of exempt consumers and
exempt residential customers in other situations, such as
in large-scale apartment complexes.
The ‘gaps’ that SACOSS identifies in this report between
exempt R4/NR4 customers are pertinent also to other
exempt residential categories. Indeed, the differences are
largely ones of scale and the overall level of financial and
social vulnerability.
However, there is another important class of small
consumers that frequently operate within an embedded
network and receive their electricity from an on-seller.
SACOSS recognises that small businesses have a
particular exposure to the issues of being an exempt
customer with limited negotiating power with the owner.
In this sense, the position of the small business in an
embedded network is not dissimilar from the exempt
customers in caravan and residential parks. That is, it
is difficult to negotiate a better arrangement and the
small business is relatively vulnerable to the decisions on
supply by that operator.
On the other hand, many small businesses may be in a
better position to take up a competitive retail offer and
the amendments to the NER will facilitate that process.
In addition, it would appear that owners of shopping
centres (for instance) are generally large corporate
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 his information must be provided at the start of the tenancy agreement (Condition 2), but is not required on the customer’s regular bill, unlike the
T
requirements on the authorized retailer. Given these are long-term residents it is unlikely that they have access to this information from the original
agreements.
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 ersion 3 of the Exempt Selling Guideline requires the exempt seller to provide the exempt customer with details of the available payment methods
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AER, Notice of Draft Instrument: Amendments to the AER (Retail) Exempt Selling Guideline, September 2015, p 19.
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 s noted, the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline does not use the term “hardship” customer. However, the Guideline does refer to special conditions that
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apply to an exempt customers “that is unable to pay energy bills due to financial difficulty” (see for instance Condition 9 (1)).
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bodies who are well aware of their obligations under the
exemption process, more visible to the regulator and
more likely to avoid the risk of non-compliance.

The Guideline links the safety standards of the
embedded networks to the safety requirements imposed
on distribution businesses. Condition 3 states:195

Similarly, the small business owner will be more familiar
with the implications of the energy supply terms in their
contracts and will generally have access to legal advice
before signing a contract.

	All private networks must, at all times, be installed,
operated and maintained in accordance with all
applicable requirements (within the jurisdiction in
which the network is located) for the safety of persons
and property. This includes where relevant, an industry
Code or Guideline otherwise applicable to a network
service provider providing similar services.

In addition, an important reform is the clarification and
amendment to the Rules with respect to property owners
who wish to convert sites that are individually metered
(and therefore where the small business can select its
own retailer) to an embedded network arrangement.
The amendments clarify that the owner must obtain the
explicit informed consent of the small business.

3.3 Safety and Reliability of the
Embedded Network Infrastructure
The embedded network includes the entire infrastructure
from the ‘gate’ meter to and including the exempt
customers’ meters. The NEL, NER and jurisdictional
distribution codes and regulations all set out strict
requirements on the local distributor with respect to
consumer protection and with respect to the safety,
reliability and security of the network infrastructure.
In addition, the AEMO provides detailed technical
requirements for metering standards (Metrology
Procedures etc).
The AER’s Network Exemption Guideline sets out a
very similar range of consumer protection conditions
including conditions relating to who is eligible to sell in
an exempt network,189 requirements to have a dispute
resolution procedure in place,190 aggregation of meter
readings under certain circumstances191 and obligations
regarding supply to life support customers.192 In
addition, an exempt network operator must not impede
a customer’s access to retail competition where it is
available in a jurisdiction.193
As discussed in Section 2. 1.8, the Network Exemption
Guideline also sets out some general conditions with
respect to the standards for electricity meters and submeters. The customers’ meters must comply with the
requirements of the National Measurement Act 1960 (Cth)
and associated regulations for meters and sub-meters
and with the requirements in schedule 7.2 of the NER.194

189.
190.

However, we have already highlighted that, SACOSS has
strong concerns about whether these conditions in the
Guideline to maintain a safe, secure and reliable internal
network are sufficient to ensure this outcome is consistently
achieved in practice. The consumers in our study report
that there has been little or no activity by the network
operator to upgrade or replace the existing infrastructure
and in many cases the infrastructure is quite old and/or
providing low capacity services to customers.
Similarly, the quality and reliability of metering
arrangements appear to be out of line with metrology
requirements for checking and replacing meters to
ensure accurate reading. Finally, there did not appear to
be any specific requirements on the operator to ensure
that the supply from the meter to the premises was safe.
This was a priority issue for some customers and their
concern is understandable given the potential for fire to
spread in a caravan or residential park.
The customers in the exempt network were also concerned
about the adequacy of the capacity of their supply.
The capacity of the network was seen as too restrictive
and inadequate for the reasonable needs of permanent
residents. For example, the customers report that they
could not use a kettle while the air conditioner was on.
Overall, it is not immediately clear if these real concerns
of residents with the overall safety and performance of
the embedded network reflect gaps in the regulations of
the exempt network or a gap in the implementation of
the regulations. However, we consider there is a serious
need for the AER to examine ways in which the safety,
reliability and quality of supply for permanent residents
of caravan and residential parks can be improved.
It is interesting to see, for instance, that the NSW Fair
Trading regulation of customer service standards for
electricity supply in residential parks regulates the fixed

AER, NSP Registration Exemption Guideline, Version 3, August 2013, Condition 5, p 24.
Ibid, Condition 6, p 24.
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“service availability charge” (SAC) for electricity supply
to be no more than that charged by the relevant local
area retailer, except where electricity is supplied to the
park resident’s site at a rate of less than 60 amps. If it is
less than 60 amps, then the standards set a maximum
level that is from 70% (for 35-59 amps) down to 20% (for
less than 20 amps) of the SAC of the local area retailer.196
The park owner is also required to advise the permanent
resident of the level of power available to the site at or
before the commencement of the tenancy agreement.197
It would be worth considering how such a constraint
on the fixed charge could be incorporated into the
national guideline to provide an incentive to embedded
network operators to upgrade their supply to permanent
residents. At the very least, the AER’s information provision
condition(s) should include a requirement to advise
residents in advance of the level of power to the site.

3.4 Summary and
Recommendations

Recommendation 3.1
The AER work with the relevant jurisdictional bodies to
develop an effective, low cost, energy specific dispute
settlement and complaint handling procedure for exempt
small customers.

Changing prices and charges
The AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline is not specific about
when and on what basis an exempt seller can change
prices and charges whereas there are limits to how many
times a retailer can change their standard offer prices
in a 12 month period.198 Details on the expected price
changes are also required to be included in a retailer’s
market contract but there is no such specific obligation
on exempt sellers.
Recommendation 3.2
The conditions of exemption for exempt sellers to small
customers should include a requirement that customers
are advised in advance (i.e. at the time of signing a
tenancy agreement) of the basis for any changes in
prices and charges and the likely timing of such changes.

Dispute resolution and complaint management
The exempt customers in our study were particularly
badly served in terms of access to independent and low
or no cost dispute settlement mechanism.
Such a mechanism is fundamental to addressing
the power imbalance between a supplier and their
customers. To whit, each state has established its own
independent energy and water industry ombudsman
scheme to provide specialist services to address
complaints and resolve disputes between retailers and
distributors on the one hand and customers on the other
(particularly small customers).
However, the customers in the SACOSS study, who
represent some of the more vulnerable customers in
the overall energy market, have no such access (with
the exception of NSW). Instead they must rely on the
Tenancy Tribunal, Civil and Administrative Tribunals (or
equivalent) in each state. Hearings in these Tribunals are
potentially an expensive and legalistic judicial process,
despite efforts to include conciliation. Little wonder,
small customers are unwilling to submit to this process.
The lack of access to an independent industry mediator
is most inequitable and effectively denies an important
right to a small customer of an independent, free and
industry specific dispute resolution process.

A safe and reliable embedded network infrastructure
All electricity consumers, including exempt consumers,
have the right to a safe and reliable electricity network
including metering infrastructure. This right is captured
in the AER’s Network Exemption Guideline by reference
to four “basic” requirements for exempt networks (in
addition to a number of class specific conditions). The
Guideline states than an exempt person must:199
• ensure that the network is safe;
• have a dispute resolution mechanism;
•e
 nsure that network pricing is in accordance with strict
controls; and,
•e
 nsure that electricity meters comply with National
Measurement Act 1960 (Cth) requirements for
electricity meters installed from 1 January 2013 and
other applicable standards.
Notwithstanding that these basic requirements have
the force of law, at least some consumers in our study
reported very different outcomes. They reported that
the electricity network was old and not maintained on
a regular basis. There were many complaints about the
age and reliability of the meters. They did not appear
to have confidence in the way disputes were handled
or in obtaining 24/7 access to reporting failures in the
embedded network. Some exempt customers also noted
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connections from the meter to the premise were not
always safe (“the line is hanging from trees” and similar
such comments). There were many complaints about
the voltage stability and the lack of capacity of the
embedded network supply to the customers’ premises.
SACOSS recognises that many caravan and residential
parks were established some decades ago. However, we
do not regard this as a reason to ignore aging, unsafe
and inadequate electricity infrastructure. Some reports
suggest that existing small customer meters can be over
30 years old and no one has seen them being maintained
or tested.
We have found it difficult to obtain a comprehensive picture
of the regulatory instruments that govern the safety and
reliability of the existing embedded network infrastructure
and the accuracy of the metering technology.
However, the NERR provides for the AER to impose
conditions on exempt sellers with respect to “installing,
maintaining and reading of meters of exempt
customers…”.200 Setting such conditions explicitly in the
Network Exemption Guideline would be a welcome step
but may not be sufficient to address issues with existing
metering arrangements. Nor is it appropriate to wait for
retail contestability to force meter upgrades – this may
be a long wait for these small customers!
Recommendation 3.3
The AER develop a comprehensive atlas of the current
national and jurisdictional regulatory instruments that
govern the safety and reliability of the embedded
network infrastructure, including requirements for small
customer metering in exempt networks that was installed
pre 1 January 2013.
Recommendation 3.4
The AER, together with jurisdictional regulators and
technical/safety regulators (as the case may be) review
these standards to establish a consistent set of minimum
standards for embedded network operators and their
customers.
These standards for existing and new infrastructure
should be clearly set out in the AER’s Network
Exemption Guideline and some monitoring and
enforcement procedures established.
Recommendation 3.5
The AER consider the inclusion of more specific
conditions with respect to maintenance and testing of
customer meters, and meter reading data recording
exempt customers.

200.

NERR, Rule 152 (5).
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4. Appendices

Appendix A: Interview Proforma
The basics

The consumer issues:

1. Who owns the embedded network?

1. Have you had any problems with the way your bill is
provided (timeliness, accuracy, clarity)?

2. Who operates it?
3. W
 ho provides the retail services (i.e. sells you the
electricity)?
4. D
 o you have your own meter at your place. If so, is it a
‘child meter” or the usual electricity meter you see on
houses/flats?
5. D
 o you have concerns about the accuracy of the
meter used to bill you?
6. D
 o you have access to a retailer such as AGL, Origin,
Energy Australia, Lumo if you wanted to?
7. How are you billed (part of your rent, separately,
monthly, quarterly etc )?
8. H
 ave you had many issues with reliability of electricity
supply (e.g. supply fails, or quality of supply varies
your TV dips up and down, computer blinks etc)?
9. W
 hen you moved here, were you made aware of the
arrangements for your electricity supply?

2. If you have, who might you take your complaint to and
what was the result - how is the complaint resolved?
3. H
 ave you ever been to the AER, or the Energy
Ombudsman to assist you in resolving this complaint?
4. W
 hat happens when people get behind in their
electricity bill payments?
5. D
 o you know if people have been disconnected from
electricity supply by the network/on-seller, (including
yourself) - if so, how was that resolved; did the
owner offer some sort of assistance (e.g. deferral of
payments, payment plans) - and did that person get
access to any community services to assist in this?
6. If you are eligible for a concession on your electricity
bill have you been able to readily get access to that
concession rebate through your embedded network
owner/reseller?
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Appendix B: Embedded Networks
Structure for Customer Interviews
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Appendix C: Case studies:
Consumers connected to embedded networks
As part of SACOSS’ Embedded Networks project
we have interviewed 20 consumers around Australia
who receive their electricity supply via an embedded
network. The research has focused on investigating
the experiences and concerns consumers have with
embedded network arrangements. The following case
studies illustrate some of the consumer narratives
SACOSS has encountered. In order to protect the privacy
of research participants we have not disclosed full
details of consumers interviewed, including where these
consumers reside.

Case study 1:
This case study documents consumer views for a
residential site located in South Eastern Australia.
This site contains multiple (more than 10) permanent
dwellings with some long-term residents.
Residential connection to the electricity supply at this
site is via a network comprising of a main connection
point/meter that delivers electricity to the site from a
local supplier. Residential dwellings are connected to the
site supply via a hub configuration. The hub houses four
separate meters that are connected to four individual
residential dwellings. Residents must purchase their
electricity from the site owner.
Residents with hub meters are billed for their electricity
supply by site management and meter readings are
conducted every fortnight by site staff. Residents are
charged for the amount of electricity they consume and
pay a fee to have their meter read. Charges are issued to
residents every fortnight.
Some concerns regarding the billing information
provided to residents were raised. This includes the
omission on the bill of the kWh charges and dates of
the meter read and the billing period, however the
actual meter reading is provided. Variations in bills from
fortnight to fortnight was also raised with a concern
that meter estimating may be occurring. This was also
supported by a lack of confidence in site management to
conduct proper meter readings with observations of site
management not actually checking the meter expressed.
Methods of bill payment were discussed and pressure for
residents to agree to a direct debit arrangement has been
experienced. Concern over the direct debit amount being

taken from the resident’s bank account one day earlier
than agreed and access to bank accounts was voiced.
There is residential concern regarding the flow of
information from site management with residents
wanting more transparency on several issues. These
include information on who provides electricity to
the site, details of the embedded network setup for
new residents (billing, supply, outages and complaint
resolution processes) and access to accurate energy
efficiency advice.
Uncertainty over the process of who to contact if
supply is interrupted was also voiced. This is viewed as
a potential issue for hub connected meters as running
several appliances at once can often trip the system and
a fuse reset needs to be done. Resident knowledge of
routine processes for maintaining and inspecting the
onsite electricity infrastructure is not apparent. Any
upgrades to infrastructure are to be funded by the
resident.
Frustration was clearly voiced over the lack of complaint
resolution avenues for consumers utilising embedded
networks, including the incapacity of the Energy and
Water Ombudsman to assist embedded network
customers. A concern over the perceived risk to their
residential tenancy has also prevented complaints from
being lodged with the relevant jurisdictional authority.
Residents at this site are able to access the relevant
energy concessions once a year via the Department of
Human Services.
No evidence of disconnection to supply for incapacity to
pay electricity charges was indicated.

Case study 2:
This case study documents consumer views for a
caravan park located in South Eastern Australia. The park
has over 30 permanent residents with some residing
there for many years.
Residential connection to the electricity supply at this
site is via a network comprising of a main connection
point/meter that delivers electricity to the site from
a local electricity distributor. Caravans are connected
to the site supply via a hub configuration. The hub
houses four separate meters that are connected to
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four individual caravans. Connection from the hub to
the caravan is via an overhead cable. Residents must
purchase their electricity from the site owner.
Residents are billed monthly for their electricity and can
pay by cash or card. The distribution business supplying
electricity to the park is known and long-term and
permanent residents can negotiate with the park owner
to pay the full supply charge. An example provided of
a weekly supply charge indicated a significantly higher
amount than those reported by residents living in other
locations. Concern over whether the park owner was
profiting from the on selling of electricity to residents
was strongly voiced. It was noted that until recently
charges have been below the acceptable rate.
Concerns were also voiced about the lack of information
on electricity bills. Residents are only provided with the
total kWh consumed and the total dollar amount due.
There is a consumer expectation that meter readings,
dates and tariffs should also be provided.
There was some suspicion that meter readings are being
estimated. Doubt over the accuracy of consumption and
charges has arisen when a resident receives a bill for a
period of time where they have been living off-site and
the bill has not decreased. Unexplained variations on
the amount payable on the bill have also occurred, even
when the resident believes their consumption patterns
have not changed.
Communication from the park owner is perceived as
problematic for residents. There is a lack of transparency
on charges, including the supply charges the park
owner is paying; residents are not always notified when
arrangements change and there is no transparency if
formal reductions (i.e. abolition of the carbon tax) are
being passed on to residents. There is also no consumer
knowledge of any information/formal processes for new
residents moving into the park.
Concern over infrastructure arrangements was
expressed. In some cases the electricity cable that
connects the caravan to the hub meter is routed through
trees. If a resident wishes to underground the cable this
is done at the residents’ expense.
Dissatisfaction with complaint resolution avenues was
also expressed, as the Ombudsman cannot help and the
jurisdictional authority was not helpful.

Case study 3:
This case study documents consumer views for a
residential site located in South Eastern Australia. The
site has over 100 permanent residents.
Residential connection to the electricity supply at
this site is via an embedded network. The network
is comprised of a main connection point/meter that
delivers electricity to the site from a local distributor.
Residential dwellings are connected to the site supply
via individual meters and must purchase their electricity
from the site owner.
Residents are billed quarterly by site management.
Billing information provided to residents includes the
meter reading, unit price (kWh), amount of electricity
consumed and the total consumption and supply
charges. Concern was raised that residents cannot verify
billing information. Payment of bills is usually via direct
debit and to date this has not created any problems.
Concern was raised over the site owner’s encouragement
for residents to install solar panels on their homes.
Residents were told it will save them money and they will
not be charged for the installation. However residents
have not seen any evidence of the implications or
benefits of the solar installations on their electricity bills.
Communication from the site management was deemed
to be generally good. For example advance notice of
a planned supply interruption is given where possible,
changes to electricity charges are communicated in
writing and site management is available 24/7 in the
event of a supply failure. However there appears to be
a lack of information given to residents regarding the
power arrangements for this site during the moving in
stage.
Whilst the site manager was described as approachable
and extremely good, the resident recognised the lack of
appropriate external complaint resolution avenues.
Residents at this site are able to access the relevant
energy concessions once a year via the Department of
Human Services.
No evidence of disconnection to supply for incapacity to
pay electricity charges was indicated.

Case study 4:

Residents at this site are able to access the relevant
energy concessions once a year via the Department of
Human Services.

This case study documents consumer views for a
residential site located in North Eastern Australia. The
site has hundreds of permanent residents.

No evidence of disconnection to supply for incapacity to
pay electricity charges was indicated.

Residential connection to the electricity supply at
this site is via a network comprising of a number of
electricity meters that deliver power to the site from a
local distributor. Residential dwellings are connected to
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the site supply via individual meters and must purchase
their electricity from the site owner. The network
infrastructure is owned by the site owner.
Meters are read monthly by site management. Residents
are charged for consumption only. Previously a monthly
supply charge was added to electricity bills however this
component was deemed to be contrary to jurisdictional
legislation and has subsequently been removed.
Commentary regarding solar arrangements at this site
was voiced. In the past residents were allowed to install
solar panels on their dwellings. However approval for
installation was removed by the site owner once a certain
number of installations had occurred. The reasoning
behind this, as explained to residents by the site owner,
was that the park system could not accept any more
generated electricity.
Communication from site management is generally good.
Residents are normally notified of planned interruptions
to supply and there are good procedures to deal with
unexpected supply failures. However this site does not
display electricity charges within the site, as is expected
from recent jurisdictional determinations. There is also a
lack of information on electricity arrangements for new
residents moving into the site.

Residents at this site are able to access the relevant
energy concessions via their electricity bill.
No evidence of disconnection to supply for incapacity to
pay electricity charges was indicated.

Summary observations
Consensus across the four case studies highlights
consumers are not being provided with enough
information. SACOSS believes consumers have indicated
a strong desire to be fully informed on all aspects
of their electricity supply and billing arrangements.
This issue in conjunction with the distinct lack of
appropriate complaint resolution processes appears
to be disempowering for consumers. This is further
exacerbated for consumers who cannot choose their
energy retailer, thus excluding them accessing retail
market competition.
SACOSS notes the diversity of experiences and concerns
for consumers connected to embedded networks. This
point alone illustrates the need for consumer protections
that cater for all energy participants and not just those who
are protected by the National Energy Customer Framework.

Appendix D: Research Participant Consent Information
All phone and face-to-face interviews with research participants were preceded with the following information:
An introduction to SACOSS, the names and roles of
each interviewer, the purpose of the research and a
description of how the research will be conducted.
Verbal consent to participate in the research was gained
by all research participants following verbal provision of
the following statement:
“As part of our research approach we want to ensure
that you are all comfortable with participating today.
Please note: Your participation in this meeting is
confidential.

You can withdraw from the meeting at any time and you do
not have to answer any questions that you don’t want to.
A final report for this project will be produced.
You will not be named in this report and no-one will be
able to identify you in the report.
If you change your mind and decide not to take part in
this research, SACOSS will not use anything you have
said in this research.
Does anyone have any questions at this point?”.
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Appendix E: Discussions with Regulatory Bodies
and Community Advocates
As part of defining the parameters of the study,
SACOSS undertook more detailed discussions with
representatives of the key national regulatory bodies.
We also sought to obtain additional insights into this
market from a jurisdictional regulator, the Essential
Services Commission of South Australia (ESCoSA) and
from a community organisation, the Consumer Utilities
Advocacy Centre (CUAC) based in Victoria.
Note: In our discussions with staff in the various
regulatory bodies, the staff emphasised that the
discussions were informal and while based on their
experience, the comments did not necessarily represent
the formal policy position of the relevant regulatory
body. We thank the staff for their insights and
acknowledge the qualifications to their comments.
Therefore, any reference to a regulator body in this
section (e.g. to the “AER”), should be taken to mean
the relevant staff of the AER and does not necessarily
represent the policy position of that regulatory body.
SACOSS has also conducted ‘desk top research’
reflecting the relatively long history of regulatory and
community concerns with the on-seller and embedded
network market sectors. This includes reviewing
submissions to the various regulatory inquiries over the
last five years.

AER Staff – Management of the exemption
process under the NECF and NEL/NER
The AER is responsible for the development of the
relevant Exempt Selling and NSP Embedded Network
Guidelines as well as administering the national exemption
frameworks under the NERL/NERR and the NEL/NER for
both retail and network exemptions (respectively).
The AER has noted a steady rise in exemption
registrations as more sellers become aware of their NECF
obligations. The AER has also received a larger number
of applications for individual exemption than expected
and attributes this to the growth in new business models,
for example, the sale of electricity through solar power
purchase agreements.
The AER intends that its Guidelines and general
approach provide a level of protection for small
customers of exempt sellers in embedded networks that
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is, to the extent practicable, equivalent to the protections
offered to small customers of authorised retailers. In
particular, the AER’s Exempt Selling Guideline sets out
a framework of consumer protections that the AER
considers reflects the key customer protections in the
NERR and associated regulations.
The AER also notes recent improvements to the
registration process through a streamlined on-line
registration form and better alignment of the Retail
Exemption Guideline and the NSP Exempt Registration
Guideline, and development of a public register of
registerable and individual exemption applications/
approvals including the category of exemption.
The AER undertakes targeted compliance and
monitoring activities and generally addresses consumers’
issues when it receives a complaint (for example, through
its 1300 line or AER Inquiry email service), and is in the
process of undertaking broader activities in the market.
Other key issues identified by the AER with respect to
the application of the Guidelines include:
•D
 eemed exemptions: Deemed exemptions are not
recorded and so the AER does not know how many of
these types of exemption exist. The AER considers this
reflects the intent of the Retail Law and Rules (which
provide for the creation of deemed exemption classes)
and notes the challenges and resource intensiveness
of identifying and recording such exempt sellers
significantly outweighs any potential consumer benefits
that might arise from registering such activity, given
the nature of these selling activities (for example, an
entity selling energy in a holiday unit or other shortstay accommodation).
• Compliance reporting & monitoring: Exempt sellers are
not subject to the same formal reporting requirements
as authorised retailers. However, the AER can take
compliance action in relation to breaches of exemption
conditions (ranging from administrative resolution of
matters to litigation) and is currently considering ways
to promote compliance in this area.
• Complaint handling: The AER does not have a role in
the resolution of individual disputes, but does attempt
to assist customers to resolve specific issues. The
AER also keeps a record of complaints which inform
its compliance functions, including helping identify
systemic issues.

T
 he issue of dispute resolution for exempt customers
is complicated by the fact that, other than in NSW,
exempt consumers cannot access the jurisdictional
energy ombudsman.
• Communications: The exemption guidelines have
changed in recent years and will continue to evolve
as awareness of exempt selling issues grows and the
market evolves further. The AER follows a legislatively
mandated process for revising the exempt selling
guidelines which involves public consultation and
the consideration of public submissions. However,
the diverse nature of exempt sellers and customers
means that it can be challenging to ensure that all
customers and sellers are aware of their current
regulatory rights and obligations. The AER continues
to refine its communications approach with a view to
broadening its audience and ensuring exempt sellers
and customers are aware of their rights and obligations.
• Information Provision: the AER has identified that the
exempt sellers’ bill to the customer may not always
contain all the required information—similarly, the
information exempt sellers must provide customers
about their rights. The AER is working with on-sellers
to address this situation.
•R
 etail Competition: Some jurisdictions do not allow
retail competition for exempt customers. The AER also
notes that the “retrofitting” of embedded networks into
buildings in which customers previously had a direct
connection to the network is becoming more common.
Such retrofits make it more difficult for customers to
access retail competition and an individual exemption
must now be sought before retrofitting occurs.
Entities looking to obtain an individual exemption for
retrofitting activities must provide detail of how they
propose to address the potential consumer detriment
arising from the change as part of their application. The
AER is also undertaking significant compliance work in
relation to this area.
•A
 ccess to rebates/benefits: In some states (e.g.
Queensland), customers have to apply for rebates
through their exempt supplier, who in turn arranges the
rebate with their authorised retailer. This process can
cause challenges for both sellers and customers.
The AER also notes that while they have received
complaints about billing, exempt sellers generally
appear to be complying with the law. Complaints usually
stem from a lack of understanding by customers as
to what they can be charged for. Only one instance of
disconnection of an exempt customer has been reported
to the AER.

201.

AER Staff – Changes to the AER’s
Guidelines and the NER
General Comments
The AER identified that one of the difficulties of the
national exemption process was that network and
retail exemptions are covered by two different sets
of legislation, the NEL/NER and the NERL/NERR
(respectively). To address this, the AER has revised the
relevant exemption guidelines so that there is better
alignment between the classes and categories in the
network exemption guideline and the retail exemption
guideline (see discussion in section above).
In addition, there are differences in the operation of the
exemptions as a result of the overlay of state legislation.
Victoria, for instance, has not signed up to the NECF/
NERR and is developing its own framework for on-selling
arrangements but is subject to the NEL/NER and the
AER’s Network Exemption Guideline.
Even in the states / territories that have implemented
the NECF (South Australia, New South Wales, Australian
Capital Territory and Queensland), there are differences
in the application of the NERR and these differences
have impacts on the exemption processes and outcomes.
It is stated policy in Queensland and Tasmania customers
in an embedded network cannot access retail market
offers through ‘parent-child’ metering arrangements. The
effect of this is that any customer seeking a retail market
offer must arrange to be directly connected to the NEM.
This will usually be impractical for the customer.

Proposed changes to the NER
The AER has been closely involved in the AEMC’s current
process to amend the NER to facilitate embedded network
customers’ access to competitive retail offers. These
changes involve significant amendments to Chapter
7 of the Rules (Metering). The draft changes envisage
the appointment of an Embedded Network Manager
(ENM) for all registered and individual classes of network
exemptions and potentially for deemed exemptions if
requested by any one customer of the network201.
However, while the AER supports the principle, there
is real concern that the potential costs of the changes
and, in particular, the cost of appointing an Embedded
Network Manager (ENM) is not well understood. For
smaller embedded networks the costs may outweigh
the benefits. Mandating such an appointment may
discourage the use of embedded networks when the
arrangements have overall, potential benefits – for

 he draft rules state that if any one customer of an embedded network deemed as exempt seeks a retail offer, then the manager/owner of the
T
embedded network must appoint an ENM.
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instance, an embedded network may significantly reduce
costs to the building overall and thereby result in lower
costs for tenants.
The AEMC has recognised this issue and the draft rules
provide for the AER to exercise its discretion to exempt
an embedded network operator from the requirement to
appoint an ENM until/unless a customer requests access
to a retail market offer.
As noted, however, access to a competitive offer
will require the installation of a market-ready meter
and increasingly, this will require installation of a
market meter capable of reading half hourly interval
consumption data. This will add costs and is likely to
further increase the barrier to embedded network
consumers accessing the competitive retail electricity
supply market.
A further question for the AER is the question of pricing
for the embedded network services. In particular, it is
not clear how the embedded network operator might
recover the costs of the internal network from that
customer if a customer in an embedded network takes
up a retail market offer. The AER is concerned that it
would find itself having to make a decision on network
pricing for thousands of embedded networks if the
embedded network operators decides to charge for
access to the internal network.
At this stage, this would require a pricing determination
from the AER under Chapter 6 of the NER and this is
an expensive and impractical outcome. The AER staff
consider that the best solution is for the total charge
to be no more than the standing network tariff for
small customers. However, the AER’s staff consider that
large embedded network customers are in a position
to negotiate a fair outcome with the operator of the
network and regulatory intervention is not required
beyond ensuring that the charging regime is explicitly set
out in a commercial agreement between the parties.
Therefore, the AER is concerned not only with the
cost/benefit trade off of the requirements to appoint
an ENM but also with the consequential changes
required in other regulatory instruments and effective
coordination with the implementation of the AEMC’s
recent amendments to the NER and NERR to provide
for competition in the provision of metering services to
retailers for their small customers.202

AEMC and the regulation of embedded
networks
The discussion with the AEMC centred on the AEMC’s
Draft Rule Determination that was initially proposed
by AEMO in response to request by the COAG Energy
Council as part of the “Power of Choice” program.
The overall objectives of the Rule Determination are to
enhance access to competitive retail market offers for
small consumers in embedded networks and to improve
the clarity, transparency and predictability of the transfer
process for embedded network consumers. The AEMC
also seeks to achieve a balance between the costs and
potential benefits of the proposed rule changes.
The final rule establishes the position of an embedded
network manager (ENM) tasked with facilitating the
process of accessing a competitive retail market offer.
All embedded network operators must appoint an
accredited ENM unless specifically exempted by the
AER. Exemptions will only apply when a customer is
unable to gain access to an authorised retailer (e.g. due
to regulatory barriers such as in Queensland, Tasmania
and ACT) or the costs of appointing an ENM outweigh
the potential benefits to the customer. Until ENM’s exist,
there will be a lack of clarity on what an ENM would cost
for a given embedded network configuration. The AER
will assess this trade off on a case-by-case basis.
From a policy perspective, the AEMC strongly supports
the principle of equitable access to retail competition.
However, the AEMC notes that its regulatory scope only
extends to considering changes to the NER (because
the rule change request was in reference to the NER
only and did not include the NERR). A more optimal
solution for the consumers in this market is to make
parallel adjustments to the NERR, the AER Guidelines
and to legislation in a number of jurisdictions. The AEMC
does not have the power to initiate these changes.203
However, the AEMC has identified and recommended
a number of changes that can be considered by these
other bodies and could be included in a NERR rule
change request.
Other concerns highlighted by the AEMC to SACOSS include:
•T
 he many unique arrangements of embedded networks
makes it difficult to ensure that the NER and NERR
adequately cover all the concerns for all the relevant
consumers;
•T
 he NERR is designed around a triangular relationship
of the consumer, retailer and network. It should be
amended to include the role of the ENM;

202.

 he AEMC made its final rule determination on competition in the provision of metering services on 25 November 2015. See AEMC, Expanding
T
competition in metering and related services, Rule Determination, 26 November 2015, Sydney. http://www.aemc.gov.au/getattachment/ed88c96e-da1f42c7-9f2a-51a411e83574/Final-determination.aspx
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In particular, the AEMC cannot initiate a rule change request. In this case the proposed amendments to the NER arise because of an
application to amend the NER by AEMO. The AEMC requires a third party to propose changes to the NERR.
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•C
 urrent provisions regarding Explicit Informed Consent
(EIC) may also be an issue. Currently EIC moves
between the authorised retailer and the customer.
However, the position of a customer in an embedded
network seeking to transfer from the embedded network
operator to an authorised retailer is less clear; and,
•T
 he AEMC considers that the embedded network
customers would only be able to access a market
offer (by construct of the general framework, these
customers do not have access to a standing offer) and
therefore cannot choose to have all the protections
provided under the standing offer.

Essential Services Commission of South
Australia (ESCOSA)
The Electricity Act 1996 (SA) prohibits any person
carrying on operations within the SA electricity supply
industry unless they hold the appropriate licence. ESCOSA
administered the SA retail licencing regime until 2013 when
SA signed up to the NECF and associated legislative
instruments.
Until 2013, the electricity regulations (Electricity
(General) Regulations 1997, R 6) provided for three
statutory exemptions from the requirement to be
licenced,204 including a statutory exemption for persons
carrying out operations as an ‘insert network operator’
or ‘insert network retailer’.205 An exemption could not be
allowed unless all the requirements under the regulation
were met including maximum charges, information
provision and effective right of access to a licenced
retailer of the inset customer’s choice, and an approved
dispute resolution process.206
ESCOSA highlighted a number of issues that impacted
on the effectiveness of the exemption process for inset
networks prior to 2013:
•L
 ack of data on the number and nature of inset
networks in South Australia;
•T
 he apparent low level of awareness and understanding
of the regulatory framework by the inset network
operators and customers;
•T
 he extent to which inset customers are receiving
an effective right of access to an electricity retailer of
their choice;

204.

Electricity (General) Regulations 1997, R 6.

205.

Electricity (General) Regulations) 1997, R6 (3).

•U
 ncertainty about the costs of providing inset
customers with an effective right of access;
•T
 he lack of information on the level of compliance with
the regulatory regime; and,
•E
 SCOSA’s future role in price monitoring and price
protection.
SACOSS’s study suggests that these issues are still relevant
to the assessment of the overall regulatory regime under
the AER’s authorisation and exemption process. The lack
of visibility of these vulnerable customers in caravan and
residential parks is a constant challenge to assessing the
most cost effective approach to customer protection.

Consumer Utilities Advocacy Centre
(Victoria) (CUAC)
CUAC has undertaken important studies in Victoria drawing
attention to the issues faced by customers of resellers
located in embedded networks.207 CUAC has also provided
a number of submissions to the ESC, AEMC and the AER
on the issues of reselling and embedded networks.
In discussions with SACOSS, CUAC highlighted several of
these issues, some of which are pertinent to the different
arrangements in Victoria but many of which are relevant to
the national program as administered by the AER. These
issues include:
•L
 ower consumer protections resellers’ customers
receive as compared to retailers’ customers. Resellers
are not obliged to offer hardship assistance to their
customers. The dispute settlement arrangements for
embedded network customers are also unsatisfactory.
In all states except NSW, customers do not have access
to the local energy ombudsman. Taking a dispute to
the relevant Tribunal (depending on the jurisdiction) is
more complex, ‘risky’ (especially for tenants obtaining
their electricity supply from their landlord/reseller)
and costly to the consumer than resolving a dispute
through the energy ombudsman which offers a free
and independent service for retailers’ customers. While
this will involve revision of the constitution ombudsman
schemes in each state, CUAC considers it is important
that the ombudsman schemes be extended to cover the
customers of exempt sellers.
•C
 UAC believes that the same concessions and rebate
framework that applies to energy retailers’ customers
should, in principle, also apply to re-sellers’ customers. In
Victoria, energy retailers’ customers have the concession

206.

See Electricity (General) Regulations 1997, R 6 (3) ((e) – (h)
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 or example, see CUAC, Growing Gaps: Consumer Protections and Energy Re-Sellers, a CUAC Research Report, December 2012. . The Department
F
of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Jobs is currently undertaking a review on exemptions in Victoria. The Department considered CUAC’s
report in the development of its ‘Review of the General Exemptions Order Issues Paper’ in July 2015
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amount applied directly onto their bills. This is not the
same for resellers’ customers who have to apply to the
Department of Human Services for a rebate (half yearly/
annually). This may result in some customers falling
through the cracks and not claiming their entitlements
because of a lack of awareness. CUAC is of the view that
resellers should provide information to customers about
concessions not just when the account is first set up but
on a more ongoing basis such as on their bills.
• Despite improvements in the national rules and
guidelines, there are still significant practical difficulties
in implementing retail competition especially for
existing properties with an embedded network. For
example, there are still substantial costs for the customer
associated with upgrading their meter. In addition, many
authorised retailers are not willing to sell into this market
because of the costs and complications.

•G
 iven the practical barriers that consumers experience
in exercising retailer choice in embedded network
arrangements, a price cap is appropriate. From a
Victorian perspective, the standing offer is no longer
an appropriate benchmark for a price cap given that
prices are deregulated in Victoria. The standing offer
as a benchmark does not guarantee that customers of
exempt sellers receive a competitive offer from their
reseller. Given that access to competitive energy services
is a fundamental aspect of Australian energy policy, a
price cap should reflect the best market offers available
for a customer in a particular network area, rather than
the standing offer.
The
lack of energy price fact sheets on these pricing

arrangements means that regulators or community
organisations have very limited capacity to assess
whether prices and other charges are fair and
reasonable. CUAC is also concerned that some of the
fees charged to exempt customers are high. For
instance, CUAC cites a case where a customer
contacted CUAC about a connection fee of $450 in a
new residential development.

• The AER’s Guidelines still envisage a “deemed” category
of exempt seller/operator. Deemed exemptions are
automatic (no requirement to register or apply). The
‘deemed’ category is ‘self-selected’ by the embedded
retailer or network operator.
 broadly similar category applies in Victoria under
A
the GEO208 and is likely to impact a broader range of
customers. CUAC highlights that this means the state
and national regulatory bodies know little about the
size, location and conduct of the exempt seller/network
operator and consumer experience. CUAC considers
that such an outcome is quite unsatisfactory.

•G
 iven that the consumer protections extended to
customers in embedded network arrangements are not
comparable or equivalent to the consumer protections
extended to energy retailers’ customers, CUAC has
concerns about retrofitting of sites to an embedded
network. At the very least, tenants/customers need
to know about the loss in consumer protections that
would arise if they obtain supply from a re-seller
(following retrofitting). This includes loss of access
to the energy ombudsman (only customers of NSW
resellers have access to the energy ombudsman) and
hardship arrangements (resellers are not required
to offer hardship support to their customers), and
the differences in the way concessions are actually
administered or applied to their bill.
.

208.

 he Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Jobs is currently undertaking a review on exemptions in Victoria. Concurrently, the
T
Essential Services Commission of Victoria is undertaking a review on its licensing framework
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Appendix F: Embedded Network Customer Protections
Embedded Network Customer Protections Mapped Against NECF
Summary of Protections
This table is consolidated from a comprehensive list detailing each NECF provision.
Broad category

Summary of related provisions

Status for
embedded
network
customer

NECF
Energy Marketing

Required information, communication of required information, pricing
information, restrictions on marketing

Consent Requirements

Explicit informed consent: obtaining and informing

Standing contracts

Terms and conditions, variations and designated retailers

Market Contracts

Provision of

Billing

Estimations/actual, under and overcharging, collection cycles, late payment
fees, information about Ombudsman

Security deposits

Retailers process and procedures

Hardship policy

Minimum requirements

Payment plans

Terms of offer

Disconnection and reconnection

Permissibility, pathway

Disputes and complaints

Procedures and information provision

Life support

Distributor and retailer roles

Disruption of supply

Planned and unplanned interuptions notification

Pre-payment meter systems

Information and conditions

Pre-payment meter systems
Information to be provided
(other than minimum)

System operating procedures, consumption, information about credit,
recovery of debt, recovery of undercharged amounts, system testing, over and
undercharging, self-disconnection, payment difficulties, contract termination

Victoria
Wrongful Disconnection
Smart meter
consumer protections

Key

Equivalent protection

Some related protections

no related protections
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